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Speeches

of Hon.

17,

1864.

JUBILEE.

Woodbury

Davis and

Bev. J. J. Oarrnthers, D. D.
In the

hurry

of the hour it was

impossible

for ua to give the speeches delivered at the
late celebration of our great bloodless nation
al victory, in connection with the proceedings
Ol the account of the jubilant occasion. But
they have not lost their interest or value by
delay. The following is a very accurate re*
port.
Spaicch of Judos Davis.

Mb. Pbjssidsnt :
Ii seems to me most fitting that such a meetas uiis should be held under the
auspices
of the City government. There is occasion,
now that the political coutest is over, lor all
the people, without distinction of party so tar
as they will, to rejoice together in the result.
For we have not assembled to celebrate merely a parly triumph. We have come together
to express our gratitude and joy over the salvation of the Republic. 1 believe that the Bun
on Tuesday night was to go down on a nation
saved,—or on a nation lost. How would all
bad men and devils have rejoiced if it had
peep (osl! And how would ujose who have
longed, and prayed, and labored for freedom,
in Uns and in ail other lands, have mourned
over the great disaster 1 Let us thank God that
this ruin uas been averted; that our country
has beep saved. 'X'hottgh there will be no reamong tyrants, in the Old world, or
ip the New, me friends of humanity everywhere will rejoice. Those noble, large-hearted, generous spirits, who have sent their words
Ol ppeer to ps across the water in our hours of
darkness, will mingle their rejoicings with
ours. And wherever, on land or sea, me news
Of the election of Abraham Lincoln shall fly,
there Will b“ some to welcome it with oj--i

ing

joicing

hurrahs.

Mr. president: X do not say that all those
who voted lor Gen. McClellan so understood
it; but who can doubt that his election would
have been followed by a dismemberment of our
Union, and the Independence ol the Southern
Confederacy ? So It was understood in Europe
by all intelligent men, So the rebels in this
country believed. And so It would have been,
Whether desired or not, by the inevitable
ot

course

*

eveuts.

But it was not so to be. God had not thus
given us over to the will of our enemies. He
has visited us with heavy judgments, until the
Whole land has been Alien with mourning, and
in myriads ol houses the first born is dead.
Hut it is now plain that He has always intended to save us; and that He has b en purifying
ns by chastisements only that He might make
our luture far more glorious than the past.
We have indeed been subjected to a terrible
trial. For two long years there was treason
in our own army, as well as in that ojjthe rebels ; defeat and disaster almost everywhere followed us; and it is no wonder that many of
our wisest men began to despair of saving the
country. We were like a ship in a storm,
driven upon a lee shore, every moment in danger of being dashed upon the rocks. Bqt on
the first day of Jan., 1863, the wind ghauged,
and the sun began once more to break through
the clouds. Victory, instead of defeat, followed our arms. The soul of Old John Brown
began to march on, carrying terror to the

hearts of onr foes. The war was no longer
conducted on peace principles; and the people, who, especially in the West, had been wavering, began once more to ‘‘rally round the
flag.” Ballots and bullets began to tell the
same story. And they have been doing it
ever since, until, with the defeat of Hood, and

Longstreet, and Lee, la the South,,
and of Vallandiugbam, and Fernando Wood
and Horatio Seymour, and Geo. B. McClellan in the North, we may well feel that the final victory is sure. The crisis hour is passed;
Early,

and

and our ship of state will soon answer the invocation of the poet, and "sail on ’’Mbong the
nations, spreading the triumphant banner of
the Republic to the breeze on every sea.
But, Mr. President, vyhlle we rejoice, let ns
remember that it is in tbe promise of success,
We boast, not as
—not in its fulfilment.
those who take off the harness,—but aa those
If our eyes have been
permitted to see our salvation, it is a salvation
yet to be accomplished. Qer enemies are not
yet subdued. And slavery, the source and
And
cause of the rebellion, is not yet dead.
the re-election of President Licuoln is an
event to rejoice over only because it is a solemn pledge of the American people that the
war shall be prosecuted until every rebel lays
down bis arms; and that slavery shall be utwho are

putting

it on.

~~

—————

To this our fathers
us.
appealed iu the great
day of their trial, in the declaration of their
independence. The respect of mankind is
just as important to us, in this time of our
trial. \\ e caunol aflord to
disregard it. There
are now

one
are

are

our

foot of our soil.
I know that the Presidents’ proclamation of
emancipation gave to nearly all the slaves in
the land the right to their freedom, if they did
not have it before. I kuow that Missouri has
abolished slavery by changing her state constitution; that Lou-tiana has done the same;
and that last, and most wonderful of all, Maryland has become a free State. But peace
may come bejore the President’s proclamation
shall have done iu entire work. States thal
have so changed their constitutions as to abolish slavery may hereafter undertake to
change them back again. And its abolition
can be made certain throughout the whole
country, and secure in all future time, only by
the proposed amendment of the Constitution
of the United States. Let us rejoice that the
people, In electing Mr. Lincoln, upon the Baltimore platform, have solemnly pledged themselves that this work shall be done.
Let us rejoice in this for the sake of our national honor. This is no mere sentiment. The
opinion of the world la lodispensible tc

j[ood

trenches, hauling

our

abolished, and

our

forever prohibited,

by

an

amendment to our Constitution, because In
this alone we cau have any security for our
future p6ace. Slavery caused the present rebellion. If the Union could be restored, with
slavery, the same causes would produce the
same results in some future time.
Slavery
and Freedom are necessarily opposites. They
cannot live together in peace. Conflict between them is inevitable and irrepressible.
I remember, sir, of reading that npon one of
our colonial coins of 1752, there was
stamped
this motto—“Liberty, the parent of Science
and Industry.” And so it has always been.
Look throughout New England and the North,
aud see how Liberty has begotten and fostered education, aud scattered its blessings with
lavish hand to all; and how it has encouraged
all industrial pursuits, until the hum of our industry fills all our Btreets, and makes music
upon every waterfall. Aud then look over the
South, where there are no common school
houses; no general system of education; where
slavery has paralyzed the hand of labor, and
where, except among the few, ignorance and
indolence, wretchedness and want, prevail.
Can there be peace between two such systems

us

these?

Ana see now

regardless

slavery lias made a ruling Mass,

of the rights of others. It three
hundred thousand slaveholders can rule over
millions
of men in the South, will they
eight
not attempt to rule the North? Have they
not done it? Have they notnnade our Presidents, and controlled our Supreme Court, and
dictated the policy of our goveromen, foreign,
and domestic? And whenever the people oi
the North have shown any manhood, and man‘fested any resistance to their encroachments
upon our rights, have they not raised the cry
oi disunion, and threatened to
destroy the government ?
Has not this been the prolific
source ol all our troubles, the fountain ol all
discord and strife, until it has culminated in
this rebellion ? Let us thank God, and
rejoice,
that this great evil shall at last come to a
perpetual end. Thoiigfy not yet accomplished,
the result Is sure.
Mr. President: Those who have been defeated in this political contest, have raised the cry
of “Peace.” I do apt stand here to
question
their sincerity, Wi;o does cot wish for peace!)
There is no other thing that the American

people desire so much. And it adds immeasurably to the grandeur of our electin'* *^a;
here, where the peoDte
in the midst of all
uue sufferings and sacrifices incident to a
bloody war, they have voted yfith such unanimity that tpete shall be no peace until It can

be obtained with honor.
Peace on earth is a blessed word,—but it belongs to the future. In the kingdoms of this

will fight.

And so long as toe
world,
wicked make war, the good must defend themselves. Rulers muet not hear the sword in
men

vain. Governments must be maintained, even
at the cost of war. And there is far moie danger to liberty In crying “peace,” when there
should be war, than in crying “war”, when
there should be peace. Peace between con-

tending ualions means negotiation; it
the independence of each. Peace, in

means
a civil

war, except upon actual submission, means disunion. It cannot mean anything else.

I do not question that the election of McClellan would have beeu followed by peace. I
believe it would have been. With such men as
be, and Buell, and Fltz John Porter to lead
our armies, there would have heap anything
but war. There would have been an armistice.
There would have been negotiation.
There would have been a recognition of the
Southern Confederacy by foreign nations, and,
as an inevitable consequence, by us.
Then
there would have been peace; and our brave
the
of
their
iallen
brothiwnes
soldiers, leaving
ers in a foreign soil, would have been called
home in shame and dishonor.
But let the independence of the South be
once established, and then, .Instead of
peace,
there would be interminable war. Not war
far away, as now, but war at our own doors.
The Slave Power would soon become a centralized despotism, more imperious and exacting than ever before, with whom peace would
be impossible. And how long would it be before the divided and distracted States of the
North would be Insulted, and invaded, and a
state of anarchy, disoord, and chaos be seen,
worse than was ever witnessed in Mexico, or
the South American Republics ? Such, I folly
believe, would have bee* the peace that would
have resulted from the election of McClellan.
But, sir, there is another road to peace; the
only road that patriots and heroes wHl travel;
the way of war; war continued; war persist-

ed in, until It shall be crowned with victory
for the right. This is the path of duty.
This
is the path ol honor. It may cost treasure and
blood 'for the present, but it will save both in

the future. It may not bring peace to day.
But it will, in due time, bring a peace that
shall endure; a peace founded upon Freedom,
and cemented by the blood of ail who have fallen in its defence. Then vyill our victorious
army come marching home, not covered with
shame, but with glory and honor, to be welcomed with the acclamations and
thanksgiv-

ings of a grateful people.

For when our
conquering boats return,
What about* ot jubilee shall break
From placid vale, and mountain stern.

*

And shore of mighty lake!
And midland plain/and oeean
strand,
Shall thunder—Glory to the brave;
l’eace to our torn aud bleeding land,
And freedom to the slave/'

on

country

digging

majority

an

many a battle field; and the
waves over every rebel
State. I know that the finances of the rebel
Confederacy are In a ruinous condition; and
its armies are fast being reduced iu numbers.
And I feel sure the day of our final victory is
near. But if it were otherwise, my confidence
in our ultimate triumph would not be shaken.
If this war should be protracted through this
year, and the next, and even for many years
to come, our cause will never be abandoned
LeAus rejoice that
nor given up in despair.
this is the meaning of our recent election;
that to this tile people are pledged; that if tee
do not live to see the work finished, our
children will carry the flag of the Republic
up the rough edge of battle, to the hour of its
full and perfect triymph.
"For Freedom's battle, once begun,
Bequeathed from bleeding sire to eon,
Is never lost,—but always won."
And much, Sir, has been done toward the
extinction or slavery. But the work is not
yet finished. It is not true, as certain politicians resolved at Cleveland, that “Slavery is
dead.” It never will die of itself. It never
will die until it is killed. Like Milton’s devils,
it is “vital in every part,” and “cannot but by
annihilation die.” Like those reptiles each
part ot which, it divided, becomes itself a reptile, a part ol slavery is as dangerous as the
whole. The whole system lives so long as the
law allows any part of it to live on a single

victorious

fighting our

supplies, aud tending our sick and wounded, in
the hospital, and in the field. How would the
hissing shaft of the world’s scorn pierce us, if,
after the victory is won, we should give them
over into the hands of the very enemies they
have helped us conquer! All nature would
cry outagaiust such Dase ingratitude; aud we
might well expect that God would raiu down
fire from heaven upon us, until we should be
like Sodom aud Gomorah. And we may well
rejoice that no such sin, and shame, and retof
ribution can await us; that a vast
our people, at home, and in the army, have
share
our
voted that our colored soldiers, who
sacrifices and our perils, who stand shoulder
to shoulder in the storm of battle with our
frienda and kindred, shall, with their wivea
and children, their fathers and mothers, their
brothers and sisters, and the whole race to
which they belong, have free home* upon that
soil which they have so long watered with
their tears and their blood, and enrichel with
their unrequited toil.
Let us rejoice, too, that Slavery is to be

1 Know mat mucn mis already Deeo oone to
subdue our enemies. Our armies have been

flag of

They

men.

battles for us, with what manly courage and heroism, Port Hudson, and
Port Wagner, and Petersburg can tell; they

amendment of the
Constitution of the United States.

terly exterminated by

connected with our armies more than

hundred thousand colored

Rev. Db. Cabbctbebs.
Mk. President, Fellow Citizens:—I

am

170 HHDS. GVAOALOUPE MOLASSES,
-A 4 U nice article far iet»)fnir. For sale bv
Oot 31—Sin
C. C. MITCHELL fc SON.
Apples.
QAA BBLS. Choice Appplce, Just reoeived
£UU torssleby

Commander-in-Chief to issue that memorable
decree which, had he done
nothing more, has
made the name of Abraham Lincoln immortal. Up to that
time, the public policy of this
nation was tortuous. We were crying
“peace
and safety,” when a sudden destruction was impending over us. We were cherishing in our
midst an evil acknowledged by ail, deplored
by many, denounced only by a few, a crime
against divine law,against human right,against

—

made some

blunders,

yet being earnest hon
est, vigilant and faithful he
confidence, and we cheerfully commit the ShiD of
State to his management and care for a
sewnd
presidential term. He has proved himself to
be an apt learner in the school of

hasVo* 0ur*

experience,
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State Agent* for Ihe relief ol sick
THE wing
ouii'-ed fcoldtere, will promptly and
obeerlu.11j- furnish any information, either personally
or
fol
and

by latter, and assistance to soldiers and their
friends;

Col. Benjamin H. Hinds,
278 F

Street,.Washington,

D. C.

Walnut Street,

Philadelphia,
Col. Frank E. Howe,

Oot.

BUSINESS,

all it. branches, at the old stand Is

Hall’s

Vegetable

the

have this

formed

HAIR

(Established in 1861.)
their

continue to devote
special and exoluSTILL
tive attention to the prosecution of Claims ibr
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KEMP If PXTTISOILL,
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bv J. H Kemp, he. 23 PreblestrsSt, where they intend doing a
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Pay
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Eating

BRADFORD,

55. K. HARMON.

Jnnell.-dtf

House, Stable, oat-buildings

and

House for Sale I
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Also, 40 ACRES OF LAND of the very best descriptor The house is 2* stories with a piazza; it
contains ten large finished rooms.
Also a large Ell
| well

i

arranged and very convenient.
The stable is largo and finished for a number of
hove®*; there are also two large theds adjoining.
The above are well
adapted for a hotel and stable.
The store is in good shape, ana there is no better
place for trade in Cumberland County,
The above
property is situated in the plasant village ot Upper Gloucester, twenty miles from Portland and within two miles of three
Depots on the
Grand irunk Railroad. 8EWALL GROSS,

follows, via:—
at.*2i,875 00
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beet manner.

Carriages, Carriages I
and

Neatly FinLsheA

J. P. LIBBEY, No. 20 PrebleBt.,
for sale, at his establishment,

a

variety

of Carriages made in the neatest and most substantial manner.
Tbe assortment comprises all the
different styles of Light Carriages, and they will be
sold on the most favorable terms.
Persons intend
ing to purchase Carriages will find it for their inter
ett to call and examine before baying elsewhere.

luneSSdtf

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
are prepared to fkrnish suits of
THE
Yellow Metal A Copper Sheathing,
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um OF

«
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Pumps
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J. T. Lewis Sr
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with Mr. W. D. James, No. 8* Mid»s

I do, and can comOTIS MADISON.

Having reooivod authority from Mr. Madison,!
prepared to furnish all the necessary Information, and .apply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. N. S. Gardiner's,No. 83 Middle street.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 18—3m
am

STATE OF

MAINE^

I
Exxcutivb Dsfautmbut
Augusta, NOV. 1,18)4.)
An adjourned session of the Executive Counoll,
will be held at the Counoil Chamber, in Aiguata, on
Monday, the tweaty-flrst d«y of November inst.

Attest:
novidtd

EPHRAIM FLINT JK.,
Secretary qf state.
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variety._
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PORTLAND, ME.

AND FURNISHING

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spiket, Nail*, fc.,
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WJUIAM A. PEA BCE,

Coffee and Bpleea put up for the trade, with eny
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted

drafting garments.
theory and practice as well
municat as well to others.
Portland, Soptl6,1884.
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HOUSE,

Chairman, T, B. Hayes, receives Stores at 119 Kiddle street.
Treasurer. Cyrus Sturdivant, reeel*es Money at 78
Commercial street.
at
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, rooo'rei letters
80 Commercial street.
W.
Johnson.
Dr.
Andrew J. Chase,
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Mas-achufoua State
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Solserains A Cream Tartar,

ATKINSON A INGEBSOL’S,
So. 77 Middle Street.

and Civil

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

COFFEE, SPICES,

U. S.

Surplus Over Capital $96,239.48

Surveyor
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Portland, Me.
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Which draws crowds of customers.

Portland
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Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

septSTdtf

Made In compUanoe with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.
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No. 18 Union Street
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FURS

of

Apncy,

ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Inverted
a

Agents,

Offioe 88 Exohange street, Joee Block.

Horse Shoeing
! huslneis, and will give satisfaction to .all who may
Total AegETg,.... S246.232 48
; favor them with a
all
I f the work is not satlslaoJ.H.Kbmp,
tery no charge will be made.
The beat Preparation for the Hair.
LIABILITIES.
C.BPktti trail, l. !
Nov 14.1864—dlw*
| Losses adjusted and due
none.
immediately free the head from dandruff,
claimed and unpa d.’.
#7 0 00
restore the hair to its natural color, and produce
*,
00
and
reported
6,980
will
It
Notice.
unadjusted,..
u new growth whore it has fallen off.
etop
A LL persons having unsettled accounts against
®* H. Iilloog, President.
the tailing out o 'he hair, in a fewduys. lftaithlully
’hi
estate
IX.
of
tne late Joseph Giay, will pleasa
and it will turn Guay Uaib to iu original
J. N. BtntHAM, Sec'y.
applied,
call at No 6 South sire t for settlement, without de- |
Sworn to Nov. l.t, 1861, before me.
oofor.
J C. SHERIDAN, Administrator.
lay.
It Is not like other preparations, making the hair
Benry
Chiikvriny, .ustice of the Poaoe.
Portland. Nov 4,1864.— d8w
dry and brushy, but will make it moist, soft, and
Portland Office 31 Exchange Street,
glossy. Sold by all the Apothecaries and Medicine
Dealers in this city and State
Repaired and Made to Order, at
W. D. LITTLE,
W.F. PHILLIPS, 149 Middle Street, Wholesale
COE & McCALLAB’8,
27-lmd
octal
oot,
nor ltdtf
evtttm
No. 96 Middle St.
Agent fbr the State.
General Agent tor Maine.

SICILIAN

Pension and Claim

And all other claims against the Government, h Ving been duly licensed therefor.
IVf~ All advice free. Terms as low ss at any otb
er
and no pay required until the olalms are

eeame'i.antll their money is rteeved from the
United Stata

undersigned
day
under tbs name and atyle of
WEpartnership

|

Work.

and

sore to

sept22 dtf

prioes In proportion.

BRADFORD A HARMON,

;
Charge for Advice and Information.
Ho Charge Until the Claim is Collected.
Charges as Low as Aug other Agency.
Upper Gloucester.
Inquire of CHAS. 8. GR088, at 94 Commercial
In oasei of Neoesslty will assiai relativhs of seid era
street, Portland.
oct8dtf
Ho

the1' entire sati-lao ion.
Cl'lmants can at once see the advantage of eni trust ng their business -,o those wno have had long
j experience, end ate well and extensively known.
Z. K. Habbos,
J, D. sbavey.
Mr. J. D. Searey will continue the Insurance business as heretofore.
octHtf

]

Milliners

Ready-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Vests,

ON

Copartnership Notice.

24—dtw.

prieeS.

of my health, 1 will sell at a bargain
the following property, consisting of

claim, against the Government, such as Psn
BOU8TIK8, Back Pay and Fbizb Moksv,
promptly and faithfully adjusted.

pe

104 Broadway,.New York City.

Crown and English shape, 60 oent*.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 oents.
For coloring, 20 cents additional to the above

One-half of the Establishment

SEAVET,

Mb. Habbos has teen constantly and exclusively
engieed In f e bnslressfor the pasthifteen ItErs,
; and !s uow the oldest practitioner in tne Country:
I and naa \r>n aned the bnsi ejs ot mer than 11,(XXI

Pa.

oents.
On Jooky

German and

of which will be Bold low for Cash, at the old
stand or Lewis k Smith.

RIOS8,

Col. Robert K. Corson,
133

On Saratoga, ChriBtlana and Eugenia shape, 80

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

Septao-dtf

E.

RoofLnc

JanSS dtf

PORTLAND, MB.
Jnneldta

SILVER

We would inform our firiencb and the publio that
we intend to keep the best the market affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
tit at ali times, we would also rail attention to our
nice Custom

I

Maine

as

—-AID—

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

No. S Oalt Blook. Oommero'a1 St,

ft&C.tty. }

WATER-PKOOF

Gravel

MERCHANTS,
Dealers in

FLOUB. COBB AND

INtPORVED

Fat COMPOSITION,

AMD XAVUPAOTD&1B 09

roa

All

All

Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
the new 7 3-10 loan in sun s of 9(0 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
15th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of three
years into speeie paying 6 per cont. 5 20 bonds.
One-efghthper cent, will be allowed on all amounts
B. C. bOMERBY,
of S1000 and over.
l
Cashier.
dti
Portland
ug. 1, 1864.
This

Boys

‘'A Bare Chance for Business.”

Jose'Block, No. 88 Exchange Street,

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

aprlXdtl

And Furnishing Goods,

(Successors to Bradford If Harmon,)
Will continue the

PENSION

Block, Congress St.

Blocking Felt Hats for 1864, i
AT
j
ML. SMITH’S, Sweetiir’s
Bleaohery, 312 Congress St.

Nice Custom

And W holes ale

AND

(

GXNKBAL

THAN SIENA* PRICE LIST

-FOB-

j

HARMON

and

EDWARDS,

__

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,

I
hamber,
Augusta, Nov. 1.1864.J
I commeml tbe above appeal to tne loyal charities

GREASE !

BEADS’

No. 849i Stewart’s

Clothing 1

No. 171 Fere Street.

Executive (

For the growth and luxuriance of tha hair.
Beware < f imitation*, an 4 see that the signature
•
and name and p ace ccrr: gpond.
novlldlm
For sale by the Druggieta.

Men

H. S.

WARREN’S
KIKE

MOODY,

COMMISSION

WOOD,

8. ROUNDS A SON.

Commercial street.

DOLE A

SOFT

feblSdly

Grocers,

(Opposite head Wldgery Wharf,)
John Lynch, )
Peleg Barker, $
PORTLAND,
Thos. Lynch ) jnneldtf

C.

May he found at

; of the people of the btate.
Samuel Cohy, Governor of Maine.
Nov 4-dtf

—

8PLHNDID ASSOR"UKNT OP

CO.,

jy Carriages and Slaighs on hand and mads to
order.
JnnelMtf

Are the best instruments of their olass in the world. i
Nearly all the most prominen’ artists In the oonntry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are in ooastant use in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and
others—as well as in tho -poras in the prinoipal cities, whenever suoh instruments are required. Price
These instruments may be found
SS6 toABOO each.
at the Music Rooms of the subeoribor, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.

(NGI

Fall and Winter

APPLICATION

—

TJEI

Wholesale

MASON & HAMLIN

“NET C*8H."

HARD AND

PORTLAND

Preble Street,

Organs

HADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

FALL AND W INTER

For

>

Janeldti

Portland, Aug 10,186t.-dtf

MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH. HKZJLTON,
SUGAR LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND,
ENTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are of tbs
very best quality, well screened and piokea, tad
warranted to give satisfaction.
Also for ole beet of

SPRING

Granite Block.

...

(Iranito Stores,

McCarthy & berry,
No. 00 Exchange Street.

season.

CHEAT FOR CASH !

adiau Produce,

sundries

The Cabinet

WOOD AND COAL

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

j

O’u Stock is large and de9irr hie, presenting aU :
the Novelties of the

I

Ladies’ work Is from the oelebrated Burtt
Manufactory of New York.
j
For Gentlemen’s wear we hare the beet assortment
ever ollbred for sale in this city; such as fine French
Patent Leather Hoots; Glove Calf and Calf Con- '■
gross for gentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Con.
grew, and Calf Congrew Balmoral, and new French ;
Buckie Boots.
Have you Been the new style CRIMPED-FBON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by MoCarthy & Berry 7 For neatness, oomiort and beauty, it rarpassoe
anything ever got up in this oity. Call and see it; 1
always on hand at the old stand of M. Mo-

Our bcilities for supplying cor customers; with
promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexcelled.

_«t

delivered to any part ef the elty.
Oman Comruauial St., head of Franklin Whan.

__Janeldtf
JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

Our

No. 87 Middle* Street.

A

the

Ladlea, Gentlemen, and Children’s Wet
Selected irom New York and Boston markets

Furnishing doods,

Portland. Key «■ 1868

of

Charles Blake, )
Henry A. Jones, |
B. W. Gage.
)

Tailors,!

And Dealers hi

Patriotic &. Benevolent

—

ROLLINS & BOND.

LEWIS,

Oct 19-dim

C L O

on

vers

137 Commercial Strict,

\

that our work shall not ho second to any in the United States.
Wo have also completed a stock of ready-made
work of the first quality, ibr

|

CO.,

A Varnishes.

JONES A

And Be
Western and C

Berry,

For the porpoee of oarrying

THE-

i

FLOUR&GRAIN DEALERS,

its branches, and having all the facilities for
getting op first olass work ibr gentlemen and ladles,
wear, are now ready to execute all orden with neatnee* and dispatch.
Our work will be made of the
beet of imported stack, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give perioot satisfaction, it is our aim

r-

Alien, Jr.,

NOBILITY

-FOB

in hM
U ottos to Dr. 8.C. PRKNAXD, ronld ohsarfBUy
reooommend him to his iormer pstie its and the pub1 la.
Dr. Fbsxald, from long exp#' lenee. Is proper*
el to insert Artlkoial Teeth on the • Vulomni te Base,
and all other methods known to the protection.

maylSdtf

In all

G'USTQM DEPARTMENT,

dent’s

&

U

Dr. J. H. HEAI D
O’A VIM G disposed of hi, entire interest

Saleroom., 80 Commercial 8«.,
(Thomas Block.)
Hhhhy H. Bobsksb,
MBn inn ms
milAflf, Ml.
Chaklxs 8. Fobhs.

BLAKE,

name

McCarthy

Olotlis

Portland, Kay 34, IBM.

A

on

ALSO,

/«&

j

3?eoT>le of Main©.

Wood,

BOOT AMD SHOE BUSINESS

New

Tobacco.

AX APPEAL

Soft

a

Quality.

S'

PACKAGES
Smoking

and

subscribers having
the 7th day of May
THE
formed copartnership under the
of

Purchased
a the great decline in prioes, to
whioh wo invite yonr special attention, for Price*,

|

Paint and Color factory. Ho. 3# Munjoy St.,

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

I
sure

TOBACCO!

Chewing

Drug! Medicines, Paints, Oils

-Ann-

Over Sacks and Frocks,

; ;

(

Coal !

Block emitIn.

Coal for

P treat.

AMD DUUU IK

Copartnership Notice,

and TRICOT

be better for the lesson it affords as to the
of a free
people to control the ebullitions of party strife and with
perfect mutual
respect to exercise the right of suffrage. Sir
—if angels take cognizanoe as we believe they
do, of this world’s affairs, they never witnessOF
ed a sublimer spectacle than that of millions
of people in the very midst uf a
sanguinary
civil war, moving peacefully to the polls, and
&
depositing their suffrages in favor of their choscaudidates. There were other angels, as well
;
Jthi Andenoi & Co.’s Solace ud Amulet.
as good ones,
watching the movements of that
memorable day, and they must have been saddened and surprised by the issue, as wHl doubtSeatt’a Celebrated Navy,
less many of those who have too blindly
given
in to the theory that Republicanism has had
XVas. Belton's Dew Drep,
its day, and that the children of the Furl tans
Peter’s Chaiee Natural Dear.
would practically falsify the political creed of
their illustrious ancestors. All such theories I
Gea Daaae A Co. Cavendish,
are now at an end.
The quiet multitudinous
Davis’ Natural Deaf,
voting of last Tuesday will serve as an anti- !
dote to all such theories for centuries to come.
Anderson’s Navy,
1 am glad that a few specimens ot the ancient
Old Haasestead,
still
aristocracy
linger around St. James and
the Louvre. It will do them good to learn
Army and Navy,
lhat ballots are
superseding bayonets, and
Pscahentas,
that elections on the largest scale can be conducted without butchery and bloodshed. That
Shanghiu,
uon &ristocratic lady,Queen
Victoria, has long
Magnolia,
Utace learned from her illustrious son intelligently and fully to sympathize with the north
May Apple,
and gladly to
anticipate Buoff an issue as that
Killicknick.
of Tuesday, How Napoleon will take it, we
have yet to learo—but this great event has an
aspect not over auspicious towards that mushHav lug MARKED DOWN the price of Cigars and
room
monarchy which like Jonah’s gourd, has
Tobacco, as well aa other goods, to conform to the
grown up so rapidly to overshadow the youthful deputy of Napoleon on the throne of Mexprice of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
ico. The sunlight of republican freedom is
ttock, I call the attention of the trade to the same.
unfriendly to the verdure of such a plant and
the French Emperor may soon cease, on this
Wm.
continent at least, to exercise his hcriditary
gift of king-making.
Nos. 13 and 15 Exchange St
It will he amongst the most
glorious issues
Nov 3—dim
of the event we celebrate that it cannot fail
to tell on the speedy termination of this war.
Jefferson Davis ha9 stultified himself and his
satellites by offering emancipation as a reward to negroes enlisting under the rebel flag
TO TIES
and fighting for the Blnking cause of the confederacy. By his own showiug the condition
of the negroes will be improved by emancipation, since this is ottered as a boon, and, further these poor slaves are supposed capable
•
of appreciating such a boon, since else it
would be futile and in vain to offer It. They
1
Office of Vain* A ghkoy,
will soon have emancipation on easier terms
68 Exohange street, Fortland, Me. f
at the hands of those who under the adminisbeen
made
cor
from
Maine
having
tration of Abraham Linooln will givo effect
agents at Washington, and 2nd Maine Ca alry,
to the policy which the people have so signal- Pensacola, for artic es ot Veget&Dies for our Maine
Soldiers in Hospitals at City Feint, Washington and
ly endorsed and will »oloi/aUg sustain.
Pensacola; as the loyal people ot this state are ever
ready to respond to our bra-« soldiers, it is propos*
*
folilieal Debates p. 75.
; ed to rai*e Iwo Thousand liUa of Fitatces, Apples,
and Vegetables, and forward the same to the Maine
Dr. C. in closing, read a passage from the
Agency at Washington ftnl F*»nsaeo a, to Be distrib1
“British Standard” of Oct. 28th animadvert- uted to rnr brave soldie-ein Hospital*.
All donations of tee above articles may be gent to
ing on the late speech of Jeff. Davis at Macon. I me at Foitiand. Free transportation has been provided
overall of our Railroads running i»*to the oity.
“The thing”says the Editor, “Is a mass of
| The Potatoes she aid be properly barreled and markfacts very ugly no doubt, but facts, aud full of ed to my address:
“For the Array of the Potomao and Pensacola/*
evil omen to Rebeldom.”
bEORUE R. DAVIS,
btate Agent fer Maine.

VZOO

j

CASTOR,

Be Dnloa.

/.

the beet quality of

Delivered to order is any port of the oity.
The forme* customer* of Meeere. Sawyer h Whitney are respectfully invited to give m a call.
RANDALL, MoA LUSTER A CO.
Portland. June IS. 1H84—dlv

OF

A

Middl

176

Rbbbbbbom.brs.BAoo tend Ramus.

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

Lorberry,

~

IMPORTED HAVANA CIGARS!

capacity

1RCTUSIIVE,

Superior
Also, Hard
A

"

Moseow,

with

Cumberland

CHINCHILLA,

the Altar of

enlightened Republic. Certain despots will 1

csk tub

STOCK

LABOR

BURGESS, POBES,

White and Red Ash,
Together

Nos. 141 and 143 Middle St,

No.

MAWU9AOTUAMRM 09

Diamond and

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND’S,

DENTIST,

:

_Jmaeltf

Locust Mountain.

-AT-

Top,

DR. S. C. FERJiALD,

j

BT* Work oxeonted in every part of the State.

Company Lehigh,

John's,

__

A CARD.

No. 144 Middle Street.
PORTLAND, MR.

(

Sugar Lont Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,

RECEIVED!!

Olay,

Regalia,
*o Glovo,
Manilla,

Pithch,
Cheroots,
Conchas,

the God of love. Our brothers blood no longer
cries for vengeance, and having guaranteed
his birthright of liberty and all his social privileges, we may hope, by God’s blessing, to
preserve and perpetuate our own,
I hope not to trespasss on your patience by
»n allusion—it can be scarcely more, to the eltect which the peaceful triumph of lastTuesJ
day cannot fail to have on certain parties be- !
youd the sets. It wi|> dissipate much delu- :
aion touching the self-governing power of an

§ PAN 1 S H

Old

Ritica,

Black Sea,

side. Now our prayers
by the' interposing cries of
wretched bondsmen. Now we can come and

JUST

Superior,

J.SCAUMACSXR,
Fresco and Banner Painter,

Ml Idle street.

.....

Heedletacl Trimming, alway eahaad.
mahlltf

janeldtl

CHAS.

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

Sept 29—eodtonov21

Kupaniola,

Flora db Recio,

we are on the Lords
are not hindered

Esquimaux, Moscow and London Fur Beavers.
All or which he will make up in tno neatest manner
at reduced prices. Call and Examine.

AGENTS,

XAVUVAOTUBIB OF

No. 63 Exohange Street, Portland, Me.

purchased the Stock of

taken the stand recently
oocupied by Messra. Sawyer f Whitney, head of
Maine Wnarf, arc now prepared to
supply their
former patrons and the publio generally, with a
fine assortment ot

French, German, English and Scotch
Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas.

Dealers and consumers are requested to examine
this stock, among which are the well known brands
of
Seventh Regiment,

subscriber having
THE
Coal and Wood, and

Ever brought to this city,
consisting of

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,

DAVIS,

_

S

SEWING MACFINESl

juneldSm

PAPEB HANGINGS.

Coal and WoodJ

FOBTLABD.M*.

SlittER

Street,

Premium Paged Account Books,

T

Gentlemen’* Fall and Winter Wear,

Groceries,

Bookseller, Stationer, I
AMD

Blook,

__may3dtl

PORTLAND, MB.

L.

—ROB—

ever

BBAkBT, ,
BOJLTOB, !
A. 0. KOI XUS.
|
BOBKBT

0. M,

Rm. M aad Sft

WE,

Provisions,

SS Commercial street, Thomas

Wholesale and Retail.

MOTICJ3.

OF

the entire

Ch5?.#.J^S. }

the underelgnad, having sold oar Stock ot
Coal and Wood to lit ssrg. Randall, Me Aliittr f |Co., do oheerlolly recommend them to ear
former customers.
Ail persons having demands
againat na are requested to present them lor settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where
one oi the undersigned
may be found for the present.
BAWYKK fc WHITNEY.
J
Portland, June 8,1864.
junel3d3w

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

250 000.

to-be-lorgotten proclamation. And thanks
also, sincere and fervent he gives to the Author of all good, that this sentiment, so humane, so wise, so just, so entirely harmonizing with His own righteous and good and holy law, has now received by the vote of last
Tuesday, the unequivocal suffrages of a firm
and loyal people. Now as a people, thus lar,

York,

HAS
with one of the

of

DOMESTIC CIGARS

words: “I hold there is no reason in the
world why the Negro is not entitled to all the
national rights enumerated in the Declaration
of Independence, the right to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. I hold that he is as
much en'itled to these as the White man.
I
agree with Judge Douglas he is not my equal
in many respects, certainly not in color perhaps not iu moral or intellectual endowments,
but in the right to eat the bread, without the
leave of anybody else, which his own hand
earns, he is my equal, and the equal of Judge
Douglas and the equal of every living man. *
i Banff uoa tor mat military necessity which
inclined and authorized the President of the
United States, in less than five years afterwards, to embody this sentiment in the never-

F.

&

No. 61 Commercial

Grain and

Flour,

Mi l.«m I*

Flour, Provisions

DaSOBIPTIOK,

So that Money can be Saved in theie War Timet.
1. B. SIOBY, No. 28 Kxohange St.
Aug 27—dtf

just returned from Boston and New York

assortment

bibt

Exchange St.

WHObBiALBDUAlUBUI*

Merchant*,

WQ0LUALIE

A"0

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

No. 104 Middle Street,

WM. ALLEN, Jfi„

coln,
individual,
emancipationist
long before that. In the course of the electionof
he and Douglas
when
eering campaign 1858,
ware pitted against each other as candidates
for the representation of Illinois, he used these

94

on BVXBT

Portland, Oot8—ecdSm

CIGARS and TOBACCO.

was an

FROST,

Commission

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

short notice, at a very gmall advanoe from
and
former prism. Please oaU and examine.

__Juneleoddm
BRiDLEf, MODLTOll fc
ROOEll

S
Maine.
___inneldtf
JOBS T. HOGLKS St
CO.,

THE

BALB OV

and Oats.

"*«> Cora Id bulk free oi charge.
•rehooue N«. 130 Commercial
Street,
A“d C,TT
bearing Bridge.

POFtlftlld,

>

Woodbury Dana, (

subscriber respectfully informs his friends
in general that be will

Style,

Rarley, Rye

John A. 8. Dana.

ECONomns wealth.

at

48 Commercial Wharf.
jnnel6dtf

_

Lather Dana,

angSl 8m.

suits mAnufautured in the very beet

Latest

TREENAILS, for
100,000OAK
SIMONTON fc KNIGHT,
_

or

*

JAMES B. RACKLYFT.

CLOTHS for Ilie ARMY and NAVY.
Garments

made to have all orders

Flour,

merchant

SOB rUBOHABB ABO

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,

HATS & BONNETS DYED.
Every oxortkn will be
raoMPTLv attended to.

Commission

Trimming*

to cutting for

Sept tt—d8m

-ALSO-

good assortment of

a

131 Middle

A good assortment of Cloth*
oonetau ljr on hand.
S3T Particular attention given
other* to make.

»

Alao, Ground Bock Salt

street, when he
removed to No.
HAS
will be pleated U meet hi* «rienda and on.tom.
and

Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

BURGIN,

and

Corn, Meal

Tailor,

ere

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

OVERCOATS.

EDWARD H.

GOULD,

Merchant

-AND-

Exchange Street,

OAKDsT"

VIOLUALl OULU

WATHAM

Straw, Lace & Leghorn Bonnets

Tailor,

WIRIER OVERCOATS.
DRRS8 SUITS,
BUSIRESS SUITS.
VE8TIHGS, Ac. Ac.

Treenails.

Portland, June 13,1864,

Congres Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE.
_-

returned from purchasing 'goods, is
ready exhibit a Pill UK LorofcLofHa
for

BOLTS of "David Corsar fc Son’s” Leith,
Q/)A
“' ’'-f a sail-cloth of soperlor
qnality. Just received direct Irom Liverpool, and for sale by
MctilLVfCRY, RYAN fc DAVIS,
Bept 24th—dtf
161 Commercial 8t.

ham Lincoln that earnest and indomitable purpose which bent this necessity to the glorious
work of Negro Emancipation. Abraham Lin-

gilts upon

94

St.

NO. 737

BUSINESS

oValI

RE M

GOODS! Maine Bonnet Bleacherr,

FROSTJ

lv£eroh.a,iit

Scotch Canvass.

conscience,agaiust God; and we were hoping,
foolishly and vainly hoping, that, with this
crime, serpent-like coillDg in our bosom, this
curse brooding over us like an Egyptian
plague, we should have peace, prosperity, and
a protracted national existence.
In mercy to
us, In mercy to this continent, in mercy to
the world, God permitted that military necessity to arise, and provided in the person of Abra-

our

P- B.

DENNISON. PIERCE fc CO.,
801 Commercial Street.

oetll dfcwtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
308

and

™

WHOLE

___

fITIFwiiier

a

TONS

quality baled Hay, and
FIRST
wanted by

heartily glad

from committing their health, or property, or
life to the power of those who have no proved
capacity or skill to preserve and to protect
them; and it has prevented this great people
from entrusting their destinies aud fortunes,
and those, too, of coming generations, to one,
who, however excellent aud amiable in other
respects, has no ascertained and experienced
■ability as a statesman and a ruler. This, Sir,
in our
circumstances, would have been a very
hazardous experiment. I want a skilful sea
when I cross the Atlantic ocean. lie
»
lnay
gentleman, he may have been a genhe must
be, for my present purpose,
a skilful
captaiD, else I shall scarcely embark,
under his
auspices, on the stormy ocean
ac<>mma>'der we have found in
We have had four years’
trial of him, and
though,being human, he has

NO. 6 Lime

IOOO

bringing those reereants to reason,
he took advantage of that happiest of all military necessities, which constrained him as

of

that we are henceforward
aud lorever saved the irksome and unpleasant task of
discussing the merits and demerits, the excellencies and faults of those two
men who have been so
long before us as candidates for the next term of
presidential authority. The nation has weighed them in the
balance, aud George b. McClellan has kicked
the beam; and we havo met here
to-day to
congratulate each other aud unitedly to thank
God for the result. It proves, Sir, that there
is more, much more, not only of enlightened
patriotism amongst the people of these United
States, but also o( that uncommon thing called common sense, than they had credit for in
some of the discreditable courts of Europe,
and among some of the disloyal coteries ot
This common
our Northwestern borders.
sense is of great value in the conduct of huIt prevents men, for example,
man affaire.

DANFOKTH fc CLIFFORD,

octaitf

ances tor

consistently offer
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CLOTHING.

To Grocers.

overridden by a foul rebellion, when constitutional authority was repudiated and the constitution itsell violated, then, as an honest
man, after exhausting all means and appli-

as an

1
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rights—hut
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the next page.

Speech

and the events of the last lour years have
and taught us, and taught the
world lessons which, it is hoped never will be
this is one
lorgotlen. Amongst other lessons,
—that it is always safe to do right, and always
dangerous to do wrong. Abranam Lincoln is
and always will be an honest man, and his
honesty led him, on his accession to the presidential chair, to respect and act upon his own
oath in the matter
interpretation of his official
when those rights were
of state

taught him,

THE

Rev. J. E. Walton followed Judge Davis,
but at the time of making up this form the
report of his speeoh was not ready fir the
compositors, so that we are obliged to take it
out of its regular order, and publish it upon

—
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“MAINE WAK CLAIM ASSOCIATION,
in which the expenaea are ooatrolled by a disintereated Executive Committee.
Apply to pereon or by letter, to GEOBGE F.
KHKBV, over the Portland Poat oaee, M W

Bmlneu,

jo all Its branches. STOVES, of all kinds of tho
newest and most approved patterns.

Furnaces

and

Ranges,

Tin'and Hallow Ware.
WSecond hand STOVES bought, or taken In
eaohange tor new.
taovne, Kansas. Frame**, and Ti» Wxan repd» at short notice, in afaltbfal manner.

tepM by efriot
Grateful for former
attention to buelnces. sad <»fr dealing, to reotivo n
favor.
generous share ol public
Pet.

patronaw^e

88—dtf.___

MATCHES
manufactured and for sal* by
or the best quality

Portland Match Comp’y,
FORK
Portland,

STREET,

....

Maine.

All order* In tb* city, or from a»T I*rt of <*•
world where onr flag ia respected, promptly ttlUd.

•opMdtf
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Thursday Morning, Not. 17, 1864.
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, or d
double that of any other in Pot ..'and.

Changing

a

j

singularly

to the
infelicitous letter from Savage’s Station
a tone of both
in
be
said,
of
War,
Secretary
“I know that a
dissatisfaction and complaint,
have changed
few thousand more men would
Doubtless It would
this battle into a victory,”
have been so, especially if those “few thousand
more,” with tboee to whom they would have
been added, could have been placed under
command of some other and more efficient

that,

this direction, have proved for
the most part failures—has tbe doctrine of
popular sovereignty been a distinct issue before the people. And I say this, even while I
see before me on the page of history, the socalled repablics of Greece, Rome, Switzerland,
and even with my eye on constitutional England. The liberty of Greece was but little
more than the rule of the nabob in the cities,

who ruled with despotic authority over the
rural population. Slavery existed under the
otherwise tree institutions of the Roman re
public, and where slavery exists popular eove

reignty could not exist. They believed in
liberty, but only for tbe Roman people. They
believed in popular sovereignty, but the Romans were to be the sovereign people. The
republic of Switzerland, even though it were
a perfect exemplification of popular
sovereignly, lives by the mere sufferance of the
surrounding despotism.

so

at the risk of an indict-

ine

ment for “crueltv to animals.” we shall do

To aid la this work, and to make the demonstration the more readily applicable, we
reproduce the following figures from our last
issue, which are based either upon actual re*
tarns or the most rational estimates:
Majorities for Lincoln and Johnson:

Island. 6,000 Iowa,...59.000
Connecticut,. 3,000 West Virginia,
25 000
New York,. 10,000 Missouri,
16 000
Pennsylvania,. 25,000 Kansas. 18,000
Maryland,.* 6,0"0 1 alifornia,. 20.000
76,000 Oregon... 2,000
Ohio,.
39,000 Nevada,. 2,500
Indiana,.
TOtal, 482,600
tor
McClellan and, Pendleton:
Majorities
New Jersey,. 6.000 Kentucky. 30,000
600
Delaware,.
Total, 36,600
Total majorities for Lincoln,.
482,600
McClellan,. 86 600
Rhode

....

..

•*

Net Popular majority for Lincoln. 446,000
In 1806 the loyal States gave a popular majority again* t
Lincoln of about 94.000 votes.

not

general impression prevails

a

heard incommon if

with the lett-

informed of the late McClellan party, that the
whole thing turned on New York, or,at any
rate, on New York and Pennsylvania. Now
for facts. There are 234 electoral votes, re-

quiring

118 for

a

choice.

Now we will put down a list of states tbat
appear, from the above table, to have the
sandiest majorities, and therefore which look
as though they could have been
changed with
the least amount of effort.
States.
Xo.Mlec. Votes. Maj. to be changed
New York,
33
10.000
26
Pennsylvania,
25,000
11
Missouri,
15,000
0
Connecticut,
3,000
New Hampshire,
5
5,000’
4
Minnesota,
8,000
3
Oregou,
2,000
3
Nevada,
2,500
—-

91

05,500

Now these figures indicate tbat an increase
Of 65,000 votes for McClellan, teitlt no increase for VAcoIn, would have given McClellan the abo^ states with their 91 electoral
votes, provided—&n<l the proviso is an important one—the increased votes had been gained
in the foregoing states, and bad been distributed among them exactly right. Or, had 32,750
of the voles for Lincoln been taken from him
and given to McClellan, the same result—
based* on a similar proviso
would have
followed.
But is there a man so stultified as to believe such a thing possible. Gains
or changes in other states having larger majorities, would have been ot no avail. Then,
again, tbe same activity that would have increased McClellan’8 vote would have stimulated greater exertions, and, of course, secured
a larger number of votes, for Lincoln.
Several of the states put pown In the above
list, with small majorities, are really found,
when their aggregate vote and population are
considered, to have larger relative majorities
than some which swell up to thirty or foriy
—

thousand.

Nevada, Oregon and Minnesota
examples. The chances of changing
them, or indeed, almost any one of the states
named in the above list, were as remote as
are

the chances of tbe capture of Richmond or
the suppression ot tbe Rebellion with McC.'ellan for Commander-in-Chief.

But suppose, for the moment, that all the
states named above had been changed over
to McClellan, what then ? It would have tsk*eu from Lincoln and

given

to McClellan 01

electoral votes, and reduced Lincoln's popular

majority 65,500.

Add to these 91 votes the

which McClellan received iu the thrie
states he has
carried, and what then? lie

21

would have 112 votes, or
eight short of an
election !
It must be seen by this time that It was not
so close a vote, after
all, nor so easy of a different

result,

of the McClellan men
now pretend to believe.
Giving him the advantage of all the impossibilities we have suggested, still his friends would find that not
eimply in one thing would he be lacking, but
in six things, each one an impossible attainas

some

ment.

But while we are supposing him to attain
impossible advantages, we may as well sup-

imagin^fary-

pose a little more, so we will
land added to his column, giving him 7 votes

and reducing Lincoln's popular majoriity 6,000 more, how would the case then
stand ? We should then have this anomalous
result:
more

■

McClellan would have 119 electoral votes—
clear majority of fico—while Lincoln would
hate a popular
majority of 374,300.
Because in 1860 Mr. Lincoln was in a
popu*n the loyal
states, of about
04.000, the Democrats have been
very preluse with tbeir
insinuations that he had no

a

un<vlin0rity’

to rule over

right
a Iree
people, and that it
outraged Democratic institutions for a man
thus elected, and in such a
minority, to stand

as

the the Executive head of the
nation

But

McClellan, by having one hundred and seven impossibilities rendered possible
and all
combined in his favor, could have been made
President, with a popular majority of 374 000
against him, all their notions of Democracy would have been fully realized, and the
beauty of our Democratic institutions would
have been
fully vindicated!
if

3Prhe New York Journal
qf Commerce says
if a man put* a
smile on his face, an ac
tual physical smile, it will
react on his spirits,
and drive off the blues."
To this the N. Y.
World replies: “Several Democrats
teU us that
they tried this recipe upon learning that Horatio
was
defeated
in
Seymour
the canvass for
Governor, but that it was not of the
that

use.”

slightest

m

ivagiiBn uistory,

reueweu

The vast body of the people to day have nothing to do with the government. Every man’s
house is hie castle, and every man has the
right of trial by jury, freedom of conscience
in religious matters— these are the issues which
Have been for the most part before the English
people. Well then may we rejoice to day that
God has enabled us to decide this vast and
important principle of human government.
But again we may well rejoice in the maintenance of our Nationality, The people have
decided that the Nation shall live. Il this rebelliou should prove succes-ful, no one believes
that disintegration will stop where the present
rebellion would draw the line of separation
across the continent.
States would nullify—
cities would secede, until we should find ourselves involved in disorders and conflicts which
would subvert our liberties, blot out our civilization aud prove our utter destruction.
But the people have declared against such a
result; and what makes this declaration so
sublime is the fact that our Nationality is the
highest political expression of human brothernood, the fraternity of tbe race. Every drop
of blood shed in this conflict, therefore, cements the brotherhood of ihe race. The present contest tends to wipe out state lines, and
national boundaries, to level mountains, throw
up vallies, bridge oceans, and hasten the day
when every man shall take his fellow by the
hand and call him Brother.
Once more. We rejoice that this is an age
of ideas. The Tongue and the Pen now rule
the world. Bayonets and batteries play a sub-

Maine,.23.000 IlliuoU. 30,000
N. Hampshire,. 6.000 Michigan,.15,000
Vermont.30,000 Wisconsin,.10,000
Massachusetts,...... 80 000 Minnesota,. 3 000

or

straggles

from age to age against the despotism of the
throne, have been for the moat part to secure
and conserve the prerogatives ol Aristocracy.

it

From remarks we have read
dulged in, we infer that quite

a

the pride, beloved of Heaven o’er fell tW
world besideand not only so, they are still
further ennobled with the consciouaaess that
they die for the cause of humanity and God.
Sleep on then brave hearts, true souls! You
Will not reproach us that we rejoice this day
over your graves, that we the people have decided iu the name of God that you shall not
have died in vain. Sleep on then, but not forYour bones lie scattered from the Poever.

ordinate part.

Ideas principally

are

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
jy Generals Burnside and Bank* were both
Washington on Monday.

at the War Office at

iy Ladies’

Go, aekJeif. Davis and his
traitorous conlreres.
We of the loyal states
did not, do Dot want to fight. Nay, we can call

God to witness that it it were possible we would
sheathe the sword to day; but to do this every
me knows that he must put his
signature to
the death warrant ot the nation, and it were

far easier for

Christian or patriot to die than
thus to bttray and desert the cause of his coun
and
the
of humanity.
interests
try,
And you are a preacher of the gospel of peace,
are you? Yes, but it is iu preaching the peace
of the gospel that we disturb the peace of tfie
world. Tne Preacher if he be true to his mission is Ihe most radical reformer in the world;
and it is right that the Priests of God, with the
Ark of the righteous cause should ever lead
the march of humanity. The spirit of the gos
pel lies at the foundation of any great and beuefleent struggle. And there are times in the
History of every nation when religion consecrates the sword and accepts it as a sanctifying auxiliary lu the worlds redemption. The
present, I believe, is such an hour, and Gcd
says to every man the land over, “he that hath
uo sword let him sell his coat and
buy one,”
and he who refuses to obey the voice, is false
to the caused humanity and the truth of God
Yes; but the wounds, the deaths, the broken
hearts. I see it. We weep over our glorious
dead, we miugle our tears with the broken
hearted, and yet, we may well rejoice that we
have such men to die, such principles to die
for. Said Gen. Banks at a reception in New
“
Y ork some months
since, When I was at Cedar
Mountain, I stood upon my only avenue from
the field uf action to the
rear, from the point
ofuangor to the point of safety, and n»t a man
of the 7,000 <Kour
people upon that Held, and
who had stood for five hours
against 27,000 Of
the enemy, not a man went to ihe rear who
did not hold out to me his mutilated limb, or
point to the wound which had disabled him
for farther service in the field. I saw upon
that occasion more than one whose head ami
face were so covered with blood that none
could distinguish a particle of the color or features of the man; and yet, even jet
through
the red and streaming mask, I could mark ib..
undaunted smile, conld catch the stream of
celestial light that beamed from the eyes ot
New England sons, and hear the words which
followed that smile, ‘wo are still ready to suffer and die for our country.’ ” Well may we
rejoice that we have such men to die.
But such men do not die in vain. Indeed
they do not die at all. When Leonidas and
Ida Spartan heroes said
they could do nothing
but die for their
country—and died—they fell
riee ant* dgbt forever;
they fell but
rn
they dropped their sword and
a

«n«r?mor,a'

and

tho»Rrasp 2iher

we»pons

more

invincible,

^ hav/,tl, nTrm°Py'e‘ durl°g “'I ‘“esc
,a*!fs of PerM B.y H?.en battling the inward
classic

scenes of

r^e.y ^1’

Two

days Later front Europe,

Nkw Yokk, Nov. 16.

The Steamship Australasian, from Liver-

pool 5th via Queenstown 6tn, arrived at one
o’clock this morning.
The steamship Jura remains on the sands
below Liverpool broken in two. There is
small chance of saving her in any shape.
The Cunard fortnightly emigrant line has
been withdrawn during the present depression of the American trade.
TheJlforninp Star admits, if the facts are
as stated, that a great breach of international
law was committed in the seizure of the Florida.
The matter rests with the BraziUian
Government. It is not a question that England can touch even with the longest possible
steamer Sacramento teit

Southampton Nov. 2.
The Richmond correspondent of the Londbn Times, writing Oetober 8. gives a gloomy
picture of the Confederate position, and says

y Mr. Secretary Stanton is reported not so
well, his illness having taken an unfavorable
turn.

iy Secretary Seward’s name is mentioned by
gossipers in connection with the vacant Chief
Judgeship.

Lee’s array is almost worn out. There was
a panic at Richmond when Gen. Grant
threatened an attack on the 20th of September
as Lee had only a handful of men to resist it.
He thinks if Gen. Sherman establishes himself in Georgia there will be reason for apprehension about Richmond during the winter, the like of which has never existed be-

nearly

fly “Metal shirt bosoms” are advertised ia
New York, and of course they have been patented. It is not stated whether or not they are
bullet proof.
iy Gen. Sherman’s movements are shrouded
in mystery, and trouble the confederate authorities at Washington quite as much as they do
the quidnuncs.
iy An exchange says McClellan receives the
smallest vote of any Presidential candidate except at the election in 1804, when Pickney, the
Federal candidate, had only 14 votes.
y The Montreal Witness says that the comity
of nature demands that the Canadian Government take active measures to prevent aggressions in the United States from its borders.
y Bishop Crowther, the new black bishop of
the Niger, has been received in Africa with
much cordiality.
He made an address te the
pastors and people of Sierre Leone.
yThe steamship Jura, wrecked a fortnight

fore.
The Danish Government with the approval
of Falksthing, has indicted M. de Belle, editor
of the Daghladet, for high treason on account
of an article on the Kings hereditary rights.
Spain has sent its ultimatum to Peru by Senor Parejar.
If full satisfaction is qot given
the Spanish squadron is at once to seize the
and
Republic
destroy its fleet.
There is nothing additional from Calcutta.
There is great anxiety for details among the
shipping interests.
The success of the Allies at Japan is confirmed.
The Inland Sea was openes after
three days’ fighting.
All the Japanese batteries were destroyed.

Loss slight.

latest via Queenstown.

Turin, Nov. 4.

The report of the committee on the bill
for the transfer of the capital to Florence

ago near the mouth of the Mersey, was the ninth
vessel lost by the Canadian line within the last

states that the principal object of the conven
tion was to put an end to the French occupation of Rome. The committee recommended
the adoption of' the bill.
The next steamer of the Canadian line will
leave for Portland on the 10th. She is a new
vessel called the Moravian.

seven

y Lieutenant-General Scott

begs
spared by correspondents,—principally
applicants for autographs,—as he cannot answer
one in thirty of the letters he receives.
ty Mason Jones, the Irish lecturer, who will
be remembered here, is lecturing in London, on

June's

the past, present and future of the Amerioan
war.

jy A rat attacked

ohias,

a few nights
the neck and ear.

adjoining

quantities

of cotton

passed Tyler

Jtiehmond

Papers

on

the

M lection.

^

iy The greatest peace

man

of the

day is Gen.

for his mere presence in New York
caused that oity to be as quiet as Pompeii. Such
is the force of character.—[N. Y. Post.

Butler,

jy The Congressmen—sly old rats—are pretending to their wives that living is so dear in
W ashington the ladies must remain at home thiB

season.—[Boston Post.
|y Sir Peterby made it a rule never to look at
a bad picture, having found by experience that
whenever he djd so his pencil took a tint from
it Always apply the same rule to bad books
and bad company.

Bf Suppose

a

man

should steal fifty dollars

from you, and that you Bhould then challenge
him to toss up with you for your whols fortune!
That would be a parallel case to dueling, as a
remedy for an insult.
gy In Sheridan’s Army the Maine Regiments
gave Linoeln 300 votes to 20 for McClellan. Ohio

and New Hampshire regiments
the same proportion.
In one
McClellan got but two votes.
iy A woman was found dead
at Bordeaux, and the dootors

voted in about

Iowa regiment
in her bed lately
assert that she

died from the effects of the smell of
a

large

basket of

which

was

quinces,

found in the

gy Between 700,000 and 800,000 people enter
the city of London every morning to their
daily occupations—200,000 of them in conveyances, involving the duly employment of between
(30,000 and 70,000 carriages.
ijyThe Advertiser sneers at the clergymen
who took part in the recent Union celebration.

Suppose they get up a Copperhead Fast over
election, and see how many clergy mea they can get to join them.
iy Gold win Smith, our English friend, said
on the day before the election: “Tomorrow will
the result of the

iy General Butler

ity

j

in

$400,000

as

sureties.
iyA Chaplain in Arkansas says, that
furs was

conversing

with

a

a man
woman at

in killed and wounded.

Movement« of Qen. Hood.

Cincinnati, Nov. 16.

Gazette’s Nashville dispatch says the
re.if armS ottAir Hood, numbering 30,000, is
still concentrating in the
vicinity of Florence,
Ala.

One rebel
corps is on this side of the
river. The condition of the roads prevents
active military operations for the present—
The rebel army remaius comparatively quiet.
A*--

Of Official dispatches have been
the General Land Office, showing
tant discoveries of gold and coal
recently been made in Colorado,
ous specimens have been sent to
ment.

received by
that

impor-

mines have
and numer-

the Depart-

volun

ies

pages
of 480 pages each.

each,

or

1,650,000

EF 'There are two amendments proposed to
the Constitution of the United States. One is
to a bolish slavery forever in the
United States.
The other is to provide for the election of t.he
President and Vice-'President of the United
Sti ,tes by the direct v ote of the
people, not as <t
pi esent by an electoral college.
HTThe Akron Beacon says it is enabled to
st ate from letters recently received
by the friends
iitthat vicinity, that it has been
ascertained

tlrnt the family of John
Brown,
to reach their destination this

though unable
fall, are in a sa >
position for wintei ing with their
stock, and will
resume their journey in
early spring.
iy Henry Ward Beeoher in a recent sermon,
said m relation to the
proposition of the rebels

to arm their Blaves: “To arm
the slave is to destroy slavery, and. that is to destroy the fatal
element in Seuthram society—their
aristocracy;
and with the destruction of this
element we dethe
cause
of
stroy
rebellion. Let us pray that

they m*y

arm

th<

|ir slaves.”

8.000

.do...JVJ

2.600 .do
600
800
17

—[Post.
jy The

Eastern

that they cannot be forwarded, and therefore are
sent to the dead letter office. It is officially suggested that parsons sending packages write on
a oard the full address and fasten it securely
the package, inside of
to the contents of
the wrapper. This will secure their prompt de-

livery.

|yThe Richmond Examiner says: “Since
the establishment of the prison post at Andersonville, Georgia, last Spring, twelve thousand
of the Yankee prisoners held there have died
and been buried there; and this mortality existed
among a body of prisoners at no time exceeding
forty thousand. Their graves are marked with
a number from one up, and a registry kept in
the prison represents their name, regiment and
State in juxtaposition thereto, so there wm De no
difficulty in locating the grave of any particular
deceased should the time ever arrive when such
a

desirable.”

thing might be

city, Nov 16, by Bov Dr Carrutbers, Chas J
Short,ofSpiingfl id. Mass, and Miss Helen A Wells,
of Portland.
In Saco, Oet 16, by Bev E Martin, John Clark and
Miss Sarah F Clark, both of Dayton.
A
In turner, Nov 16, by Kev Stacy Fowler, Loring
Briggs, both of T.
Copeland and Miss rhebe A H<w
Mr Sewall, Wm H
In Hart laud, Nov 12, by
Fogg U S N, ot Bath, and Miss Lydia A, daughter
H.
of Hartford Marrow, Esq, of
K Maddoeks
In south l'nomsston, Oot 16, Francis
Dam-1 Pierce,
and Miss Mary E Dyer, both of 8 T;
South Thomof
A
Perry,
Miss Mary
ofMonroe
In this

government
—[Presque Isle Sunrise.
jy A large nnmber of packages intended for
the army arrive at the Washington post-office
with wrappers destroyed or address so mutilated

jy The undersigned gives hi? exclusive attention to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prise Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
8t., opposite Postoffiee, Portland.
W. 8. SAWYER.
References—Hon. 8amuel Cony,Gov. of Me.,
Pitt
Hon. Wit.
Fessenden, Seo’y Treas’y.
oct. 13 d Gm.

"d

Oct 19, Mrs Mary
“in'Machiaeport,
O Wescott, aged 47 years.

Jane, wifsof

Stephen

DIED.
_

city. Nov 16, Capt Henry C Babb, formerly
of Westbrook.
|3P*Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 2 o clock,
at Chestnut tttreo Church.
In thin city. Nor 16. of coneumption, James Manly,
only child of N C and E L Robin*, aged 3 year* and
In this

Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 8} o clock,
at No 25 Fans street.
In Yarmouth, Nov 1, Mr Daniel Mitchell, aged ,8
years 9 mouths.
In Aina, Oct 28, Mr Henry Hassen, aged 40 years
7 months
In Biddeiord, Oct 80, Charles H Mitchell and Miss
Bose E Durgin.
In Searaport, Nov 6. George F Sherman, of 8, and
Miss Mary F Haie, of Swanville.
_

G.

M.

Metaphysioal

BBOWS.

Has arrived at the United Sta'es Hotel,
See
on Congress street.

i, entranoe

Boom No
advertise-

ment in another column

HONEY
OF

HOREHOUND
FOB TUB

AND

TAR!

CUBIC OF

derson, and Flinn. J W Benson, Mrs Cheminahaw,
Mr CbartouBier, Allied Morman, Kev Mr Sonvent,
and 142 in steerage.
~

IMPORTS.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Novs Saotiaa—« cases
mdse, to J E Prlndlo; 24 bales do 2 pkgs oils, T Paddock ; 6 bales twine, Isaac Noble; 4 oases mdse, 1 bo#
May A Co; 97 bales ootton. A Atkinson; 402 bars
iron, 134 bdls do Agent (i T R Co; 300 tubes. Tuokerman A tato; 168 bales cotton, for Boston; 24 pkgs
md>e. BAA Ex Co, and goods for Canada, Boston

BAIUNS OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
YOB
(AIL*
Australasian.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 6
York.. «Wov 8
Moravian.Liverpool.Portland—Nov 12
Nov 12
Asia.Liverpool.Boat on

.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 19
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool..Nov 19
America.New fork. .ScuthamptOn.Nov 19
City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool.Nov 19
Champion.New York. .New Orleane..Nov 20
Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Nov 23
Ocean Queen.New York.. Aspinwall-Nov 23
Nova Scotian.Portland... Liverpool.Nov 26
Moruing Star.New York. .New Orleans .Nov 26
Moravian....Portland
Liverpool.Deo 8

ist, who for many year** used it with the most

com-

private practice.
ite had long been profundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Horehsund,
in union with the Cleansing and Healing properties
of tar extr&ated from the Life Principle of the forest
in his extensive

plete success

tree Abies Balsamea or Balm of Gilead. For years
he was baffleo in his attempt to blend these great
medicinal forces into su jh a uuioa that the original
power of each would be preserved, ibe disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the price of
At la3t,
the compound be within the means of all.

a w»fT course of difficult chemical experiments,
he found that by adding to these Jive other ingredients, each one valuable by itself, he not only obtain-

after

ed the desired results, but greatly increased the
curative power of the compound. This having been

thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the
general public a§ a aafe, pleasant and infallible remedy.
For sale

gists.

Mice 60 Cents per Botttle.
W. F. Phillips, Portland, and ail drug-

by

Charles

ncv4d3m

Dowser, General Agent,
44 Cedar st.. New York.

To ibe Sick.
ELIZABETH B. ADAMS,(formerlyChamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Practitioner, 214 Congress, oorner
Pearl street. Consultation free to all, from # to 12
a. m., and 2 to 7 r. M.
A regular graduate from the Boston Female Med
leal College, with 10 years successful praeliee enables her to offer hope to the sick and espeoialiy to
feme «s and children afflicted with chronic diseases.
Her remedies ere purely vegetable, chemically prepared, and the certainty with which toey oure diseases ot whatever form, causes them to receive, as
they merit, the utmost confidence of the sick. Midwifery attended to as usual.
Dr. Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. Wesley Kelley, oi
Boston, (sole surviving founder oi the Analytical system) who is in attendance at her office the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of each moath.
Nov 8— d&w3m

Gndmii of tie

BARSS, U.D.,
"University of Edinburgh,” Scotland,

Late Resident

Surgeon of the “Royal Maternity

ANDREW DeW.

Hospital,” Edinbargn.

Residence—corner of Cumberland and LocnstSts.
OP“Office hours, 9 to 11 A. X. and 2 to 4 p. x.
oetl72m*
tar Wra. R. Prince, Flushing, New York,
his
Trertiee on Nature's Sovereign Remediate for Diseases.” Extracted from Plants, which
novltolw*
oures.
offers

DB. TEBBETT8’
PHYSIOLOGICAL

IJ

AIR

REGENERATOR!
ITS MODUS

OPERAUDI:

Immediately beneath

the soalp there are very
small bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
ofthe head is formed and secreted As long as the
soalp l< tree from tdieease these bodies also remain
and the hair keeps i<s natural appearance
But when humors and other diseases afand color
fect the soalp thesegiaods become involved in the
same disease, end the hair gradually turns gray,
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to tall
off, and In many eases, if not arrested, will produoe

heafthy,

dry

complete baldness.

To remedy this pathological condition of the
glands,and creates new and healthy aotion,the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has provad a per-

fect suooess.
It is not a “Dye,” and will not stain a particle. It
will positively Historic rat Hair” in all eases
to its o*igiual color. It promotes a growth of new
hair in all cases on Bald Heads when the glands or
roots of the hair are not completely disorganized
It prevents the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp.
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty and
It Is
it a glossy and beautiful appearance.
ighly pjrlUmed.and as a dressing it has no superiThe “Regenerator" is warranted to produce the
or.
above results dn all cases, if not the money to be
refunded. With it every "Gruy Head” in New England can be restored in less than thirty days.
—

6Ives

Price 75 cents per Bottle.
TIBBETTS BROTHERS,
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N. H.
sp*
Sold at wholesale and refill by W. W. WaiPPL*,
21 Market Square, Portland, Sole Agent, and by
sept9 04 eodtojaul
Druggists everywhere.
■-—-

earn

be

y CARDS ynd BILL HEADS neatly prints
at this

offer

t»

yon areim want of anrkind of PRINTING
»i
all at the Daily Frees Offae.
ww-t«

miniature ALMANAC.
Nove-sbeir Iff.
* ...
.6.St I BSgh water, (p m).... 1.26
K»n
tees
Length of Uje.9.4P

is iy *A,,..........US I

PORT

OF

NEWB

MRS.

—

Whidden.

Sch Monroe, Herriman, Boston—M A Roberts**
Sobs Mary Ann, 83 tons register,built at Boothbay,
and Minnehaha. 108 tone, bnilt at Bluehill In 1886,
have been sold to pariiet in Baltimore.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
■ORTH COAST OF SPAIM—PIXKD LIGHT OH SAM
CIPBIAK I8LAHD.
The Minister of Marine at Madrid has given notice
that on and after the 80th of May, 1864, a Light
would be exhibited from a lighthouse recently erected on the height over Puuta de la Atalaya, the north
extreme of ban Ciprian peninsula, the North Coast
of Spain.
The light will be a fixed white light, placed at an
elevation of 121 feet above the mean level of the sea
amt sbculd be seen in clear weather from a distance
of 9 miles.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric or by lenses
of the sixth order.
The tower is 30 feet high, slightly conical, of a light
granite, and surmounted by a white
antern
It stands in the middle of the north front
of the keeper's dwelling, in lat 48 deg 43 min North,
Ion 7 deg 28 min 81 sec W of Greenwich.
Per order:
W. B. SUUBRICK, Chairman.

f-ray.colored

DISASTERS.
Pape’s Harbor NS, 10th alt, sots H H Swasey,
Woodbury; Eliza Jane, Thurston, and Emma, Parsons, all trom Canso tor Gloucester, wind bound.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FBANC1SCO—Ar 12th nit, ship Seaman’s
Bride. Wyman. Boston; 14tb, Delaware, Gregg, fm
Shangbae; 16th, D 8 steamer Wateree. Murray, I'm
Hampton Beads; 19th, barque Camden, Mitchell,
Teekalet.
cld 12th ult, ships Dublin, Goff, Port Angelos;
Black Tiocc,Chase, Boston; barque Industry, Lewis, Portland, O: lolb, ships Dreadnaugbt. Cushing,
Honolulu; 17th,Alice Ball, Roet, Akyab; barque
Adelaide Cooper. Besn, Port Angelos; 21th, Anglo
Saxon. Crowell, Valparaiso.
NORFOLK—Ar loth, brig Ida M Comery, McLellan, New York
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, sobs Goldin West. Gamage. Cay Verde; F Hatch- Whittemore. New York.
Cld 13th, sch Muriel, Gllpa'riek, Portsmouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th barque L'nion, Dimer
Boston; brigs E A Bernard, Crowell, Turks Island;
Ulla, Day, Apalaehacola.
Cld 14th, brlgJ R Novius, Freeman, Barbadoes;
sob Helen. Carroll. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, sobs 8 T Klng.Clendennin,
New Haven; C Grant, Preseey. do.
Cld 14th, brigs J B King, for Aux Cayes; Beaver,
Port au Prinec; sobs Gov Arnold. Perry, Elizabethpert; A K Howe, EUis. Newburyport.
Cldlfith, ship Fearless. Homans, San Francisco;
barques Benefactor, Berry, Hong Kong; Trovatore,
Pendleton, Barbadoes; Ellen Morrison, McCarty,
do; brigs Scotland. Frances, do; Lucy Heyw-od,
Gardiner, Belize, Hon; sch Ada P Simpson, Patch,
Fnstport.
Sid 14tb. barques Almona, Albion Ligeoln.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, sch Rosannah Rose,
Bnrgese. Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar I4tb, aah Messenger, Holden, An
Fall River ior New York.
Sai ed. sobs Franklin, Conary. from Boston for
Hilton Head SC;. Wave. Merritt, Addison tor do;
Delaware, Richardson, New York for Newburyport;
Harbinger. Ryder, Im Fall Biver for Bangor; fciiza
Matilda, Cottre 1, from New York fbr Augusta, and
others,
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 14th, brig J Means,Wells.
,,

Philadelphia

for Boston;

sobs Isabel Blake. Deane.
Bondont

Georgetown for Boston; Knight, Komer,
for do; William C Hall, Gstobell, New York for do;
Do"na Anna,
Sylvia, Reynolds, do for Machias;
Cone, Newport for Portland; low®, ^Ventworth,
Gay Head for Boston.
Sailed, barque W U Randall, Gandy, Horn Sierra
Leon lor Bosfon; brigs Edwin, Al eo, Boston for
Newbarg; sobs CUra Merrick, Montgomery, Philadelphia tor Boston; Rising Sgn, Eiizabethport for
do; Honest Abe,Conary, do for do; Surah Fish.Marshail. Boston tor Newborn JSC; West Gleam, Tarr,
Roekport for New York; Seaona, Simmons, Portland tor Fortress Monroe; Van Karen,Montgomery.
Calais for Bridgepo. t; Harriet Rogers, Carpenter,
Bangor for Newport; E H Farbur, Cobb, Baltimore
for Boston; Alc;ope New York for Bangor; Crusoe,
Kellar, do for Machine, and others.
In port, schs Juliet, Dnflance. Ida F WheeLr.Thos
Jefferson, Honest Abe, Lizzie W Dyer, Amelia, and
BOSTON—Ar Htb, rche Jam's Wyman, Buckmaster, Bangor; Montebello, McClintook, Boothbay;
Wm Penn, Curtiss, KennebonkCld 15tb, brigs Whitaker, Wg-fl, Addison; Frsnk
brAllen. Merritt, Portland, to load for Cuba; schs
Carrie E Crouse, Crouse, Charlottetown PEI; Lookout, Walls. Tremont.
Ar 18tb, barque Laroy, Evans, Pietou; Lion, Fur.bush. Eiizabethport; Agricola, Murcb, Ellsworth;
Laurel, Foss, Hancock: Alvarado.Allen, Bangor.
Bolow, ship Agnes. from Singapore
Cld 18th. sabs C If Hodgdon, Hodgdon, Jeramie;
Chart, Oole, Bermuda.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid tm Cronstadt 1st inst, barque Telegraph,Jones

for Boston.
Sid 1m Antwerp 80th,
Elizabeth Cushing.
Brown, for Akyab.
At London 1st inst, ships Jewish L Hale, Graves,
for rioe ports: E W Stetson, Unrlbut, and Fawn,
Nelron, for New York; Sa-ah W Welt, Kellerau,
andExchauge. Smith, for sale; and others.
Oxford, HoiAr at Falmouth,
I8th ult,

ship

Eog,
ships
from Raneoon for Bremen; llartba Bowker,
GondtmiP, Bussein lor Rotterdam
Sid fin
80th ult, ship J A Stamber, Samson,

New yp/k,

ft.

! ! !

BROWN’S

phrenological
Yoa h»-e

k

chart.

Wills, September 1,

HS.

strong oou-tituMon, large brain, and
"nou*h to sustsiYou a. a
for
nsaltb. ,nd long l.te, having deKendedorganized
I rum a substantial, heailh,, vigoroa. and losg lived stock; 10
mai
a

vital.tv

y .esi eotajon have the erga izatiou of >onr
eapeo ally, there is not more

lather, your ntel.cct

than

one

parson in ten thousand

of ti her

»♦**

so

strongly .ucl ue to reason logic ill/. Y*u are wiling to stand by logical iac't and to follow out the
plan or purpose to its eg! iinateconclusion, judging
oi its muii h or den er taccordingly.
You appreciate Ph.lcsopq>, and inch persona aa
have a philosophical turn of mind.

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

You relish wit, and readily uerceive th ? ridiculous;
you cannot oarry the argument bv direct logyou use the Hcductio ad Absurdum,” and show
the uosoa.dneAB on he opposite proposition by aisclokiug its weakneBB.
You are ca.>able o making groat discoveries r*you

N”lT

ana ii
ic

ASSEMBLY.
A

have the power of inventiou.
Yoa could not follow la the footsteps of other*, although with tear
large lint atton yoa are capable o adapting yourself
to the fonns and u
ages of sco’ety. Yon are not inclined to ad >p* o her p8ople>’ th ughia.
Yon have large Ideality and Conetiac'lvereM,
which gvo imagination and originality; yoa aro
ever Let*r satisfied tban when
poring ov«.r some
oew problem, <r lol owing out seme fkiut hint Into
its tgi imate and log rat result*. You are lord of
the Leauti'ul and the new, and are inclined to make
combination* of wo ds,id«-as and iblnp», aid mot
easily puzzltd witu oompiicatkns. You have a taoulty ior umavel ing causes. Your Spi itua’ity is
arge, « h*cb elevaUs ycur mind into the ui s en and
unknown. You promise yomsolf only so mtch haupioess or soccer s as you teally w. rk out; tor the rest
yen trust to Providence.
Your love of apt robation is so large that yoa wish
the good will and favor»ble opinion ot everybody;
you want alt t> give you a hear y and generous re-

Grand Assembly will be held at

Hall,

Mechanics’
-ON-

QUADRILLE BAND,
J. VT. BATMOND, Prompter.
75 Cents,
Tickets
u* Clothing checked free.

Dancing to

comm it ce

at 8

o’olcck.

Floor Managert.
W. H. Colley,
J.O Anlh'iee,
L. Pray.
J. W. Mansfield,
HTlMM

ception.
You oauaot bear a Irown;

a smile is snoehlne to
your poul, wnile a frown i*, to yoa, a blight, a storm
and a sorrow.
Ycu have strong rocial filings—are capab'e of
loving as a friend, wife and mother: and if propeily
m.t d.s daily, would feel nt home in the acmestio
circle.
la character and di*pod'son 5 ou aro pve-em nently womanly. In your intellect an>i tende cyto reason a^d pl*?8 you are decidedly masca'ine—when
amongInte lec ail men. yea wish yoa were a man;
When year lite ta'is hack into tm domestic oliannel.
y a are contented a* a woman; bat have ever felt a
desire f r more intel'ootnal elbow room.
Yoa htvo a bco1 memory of tacts and principled
bat he strength or your lnte)le:t l es in th* reasonng department; andveur reasoning power eomes
from CaaaaMty, Ideality. Co str ctiven sr, Meta-

A THANKsS™ MLL!
-IT-

HALL,

MECHANICS’

Nov. 24th.

Thursday Evening,
Mule by

RAYMOND A

physical power, Imitation and Mirthfolncai.

DIMOND’8

In giving the above extract* from my Port ologiChart, I do 00 having a two fold object la view.
First, Be.ause I do not wi<h to be classed wPh
Quacks or Humbug*, who have exrer mented on the
suffering mass e till the blood of those slain by
Qaaekery, ponring M“dl ine down the throat, ard
Instruments, wou’d float all the navios in tha world.
geo ndlv, I wish to appear bef r the world In my
tin oolors. 'or If rightly understood. 1 msy bo «• ablrd tVough m Metaphysical Discovery to save
thousands of valuableli es f-cm an untimely grave,
and prevent di case from being left as an luheri'ai.ee
to unborn genet atlons.

QUADRILLE BAND,

cal

Of Six Pieces.
J. W. BAYMOND, Prompter.
Tionrre, $1,25 to be had of tbt managers and at

thi door.

Mamagert:
L. Pray.
U. Colley,

J G. Antboine,
H. P. Fairdsld,

W

J. W. Mansfield.
Danelng to eommeaoe at So’olock.
Clothing o he iked free.

There are many wao do ro* be'levo In Phrenology
became they ar * not abstrwre thinkers. Phr nolog-/
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable latoi.

norUdtd

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CE*.

BEST !

THE

TiriCATKS.

Catarrh—Scrq/ula.
I, Mrs William Ellery, if’6 Central Avoruie,

Cli -lees. do oertltr tbat I bare bn I great sufferer
;ll mv life ft >m Catarrh an Sorofula of t e wont
kind.’ Atthesg or two jcrrs.tno disease began t»
All my life it bar keot me
assume avioeotform
in bondage. I have bad hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have serenin a winter. I bid great
other uf
pain an dizziness in my hr ad, w th manyout
under
Last winr. r tbe scrofula broke
ments
1 th. ugbt
that
an
exti
nt
neb
to
mycblnandinn
my lire would run our, as no doctor con'd care ma.
One tola me It would ta‘e three years to «’0p the
running. I oann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
I was edri-ad to go
and mind. Most
I did so. In the beginand see Mrs. M G. Brown
d
her
1
obtains
of
Mav
M-taphyiical Dielist,
ning
covery. and used it fgt'h ally. Tbe happy aid glorioui le-ulti are, that! am d-liverrd from n't m» diseises.
My Catarrh is gene sit dizziness and lieadaehearc gone. I'eeiastr.c rum Scrofula and its
eff ete as any being in the world. In two weeks sf•er I b-gin <o use tbe Mediolne the running sore under my chin bad ceased; in West an arson bl found
myself a our.d woman It is now nearly six months
einee. and 1 bn e hid no raturu of olseass. My throat,
wbl h always tr.ubled mo with ulcerations, ii entirely curid Every exposure ured to give me cold ;
I feel stronger and
now I dot rot take cold at all.
bet er than at any period ol my life. 1 bad wind
is
ail
that
on my stomach;
gone. I cgn feel the I>iecirculaozvery searching Ihroitgh my system. My
v
now
it is good. I am getting
s
bad;
tion was ultra
I am sixty-ive yean
much haffvierenrt strodeo'd. *Lwsnt all the wori' to anow of my gnat delive-ante l orn Catarrh and Sorolula. and alto from
I the grave where I expso’ed-soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM K'.t KEY, 75, Central Attkne,
I Chrltea, where l can be seen.

ARK VOUIAT WAJVT OF A

Newing- Machine?
CALL AND EXAMINE

THE

EMPIRE!

providentially

Whioh has proved Itself to be the best suited to (11
kinds of work of ny
It U prolonnced by the
bs

mo

now

in

use.

prorouni

t

exi ertilo

Simplicity A Perfection Combined
EXAMINATION

AN

OF

This

Machine,

WILL
ANY

SATISFY

I

PERSON

Remarkable Cure qf
Yean

ITS

We

Usmg them Daily

are

•

CLOTHING

UlIUnUlK DEPARTMENT!
And know they

are

the thing

so

—

mouta sinoe I ootained Mrs. Brown’s
Ds ovety, and nstd it seoordn* to
tbe cireetioni on tbe bo iei And tbe r sul is. .hat
tbe hearing ol betb pars is perLotly restored, t>
that I can dearas well as any man. The great tionb a
in my lmad 1- entirely gone. My bead foela pertectly easv Ad at real. My tbrost, wil.h wa, to cieevsed. it entirely cored; and 1 have recoveted my v. ice
again. I son d not ta.e one tkoutuni doll-re toe
tbe bertelt I have received in tbe one of Mrs. M. U.
Browu’s Mctapbyeioai UiMorery.

About

long sought lor.

STORES &

G. Is.

Veqfneis qf Twenty

Standing.

*
<
June 12th, 18'A
I, Joan A. Newcomb, of Quincy, do eon tty tbat
I have Dec a eofrel. dent in my K ft ear tor twenty
years, and for tbe past six years my light ear bat
ueea so deaf that I coaid net bear eonver-aiioa or
public speaking of any kiod. I o:nid not hear the
church bells t iug, while I was sit lug In tbe church,
i have also be n troubled for n number of years wb b
a very sore tbrost, an that 1 was cb iged io give as
sing ng in church, or 1 had lost my voice 1 had
great t-oable in my bead—teir ble noises almost to
0 azicesv.
My head felt numb and stnpid, and wat
a source ct constant trouble to me.
1 tried every remedy tbit could bv tbonght of.—
1 went, io aurists; but as they wa red to use Inst nments, 1 would have no Ding to do w.t% them

SUPERIORITY.

IN OUB

Treasury Dep't, Office Lighthouse Board, Washing,
ton City, 1864.
At

I.

By towns

Wednesday.Nereimfcer 16.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Nova Scotian, fBr) Wylie, Liverpool via
Londonderry.
Steamer Montreal. Lisromb. Boston.
U s rerenue steamer Mahoning Webster, from a
oruise. reports, Sunday evening, while going into
Cnstine, was tired at from the batteries, 2} miles distant; one blank cartridge, and two excellent line
shots, which fell short, were fired. The cutter had
her colors flying. As Jt was blowing a gain at the
time she put away for Seal Harbor.
Sch C F Young, Hume, Bonaire 25ih ult.
Sch Flora A Sawyer. Reed, New York.
Sch 0 P Ingraham. Craig. Bay Chalenr.
Sch Delaware, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Exeter, Flanders, Fox Island.
Soh Boquet. Johnson. Harpswsl.
Sch Look, Appleby. Eastport lor New York.
Sch G D King, B atchfora. Eastport for Now York
Sch Sutton. Cassidy, Eastport for Providence.
Sch Angelioa, Bollock, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Col Symonds, Matthews, Belfast for 8alem.
Sch Oitr Point, Matthews, Belfast for 8e!em.
Sch Wm G Ea: ie, Thurlow, Newburyport.
CLEARED.
Brig Torrent, Montgomery, Cienfaegoe—Georg# 8
«
Hunt.
Sob Kate Carlton, (Br) Bowden, Cardenas—Thos
A
Co.
Asencio
A D
Soh Reindeer, (Br) Good, Maitland NS

'Vhi0tl illf““

EXTRACTS FROM

SPOKEN.
Oct 1, lat 18 N, loo 26 W, ship Lottie Warren, from
Calcutta for London.
Oct 16. lat 21 N, Ion 29 W, ship Waterloo, Babsoo,
from Boston for Hong Kong.
Aug 1, lat 18, Ion 94 E. ship Euterpe, fm Calcutta
for Liverpool, and was supplied with au officer, the
master a d chief officer
being sick.

G R A

l.-.m.

(18 Ptmherton Square. Boston.
Ovk:cm <410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
(46 Bond ttreet, New York

Sid 2d. H S Stephenson, Prlndle, Montevideo.
Ar at Marseilles 8;st nit, Robert Leonard, Hiltoa,
New York.

OET

PORTIA8D.

Z A Paine.

Cared,—Dr,
kWEpileptic
Lockrow haying become eminently tuccesstul in
ml
invitee
terrible
similarly aftbit
malady,
curing
flictei, to oall or send lor circulars ol references and
of
from one to
cases
cured
numerous
of
testimonials
twenty-four yearn standing. He devotes bis attenAxis,
ol
the
diseases
Cerohro-Spln»I
Hon especially^#
an investigation of
er Nervous System, and eolioits
confidence.
the
publlo
bis el aim to
He may be consulted ut bis private residence No.
ltl West 421 street, daily from 10 A. x. to 2 P. x
Sunday. Address til letters to
“° ,„t
P Saturday and
Dr v. B. LOCKROW, New York.
octTdSm
Care of P. O. Box 611*.
Pits

MABINE

a

BROWN’S

Liverpool.

THOM

Nov 19
China.Liverpool.Boeton
Erin. .Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 22
Hecla...Liverpool.... .New York.. Nov 29
Etna.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 9

G.

Ear, CatairJi,
Aathma.

to*

PRICE #S OO.

Mnsio by

—

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difficult
Breathing, and all Jflections qfl the Throat,
Bronchial Tubes and Luugs, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe oi an illustrious Physician and Chem-

m

metaphysical Discovery

B8YM0VD & DIMOSD’8

North American.

BALE’S

Mrs. M.

[Per steamer Australasian, at New York.]

In steamship No^a Scotian, from Liverpool—Ensigns HUrton and Burns, Mr and Mre Crawford,
Capts Macpherstn, Kichie, Anderson, Hatfield, Hen-

Persia.....New York..Liverpool.Nov 17
Guiding Strn.New York. .New Orleans..Nov 17

Nov 17—illw

fri

effwtu*"ly*bj

Thursday Evening, Nov. 17,1864.

Virginia.Liverpool.New

Physician,

Noises in the Head,
OlrcbargM

PASSENGERS.

STBAMBK

MBS.

DEAFNESS,

Sid fm Liverpool 2d inst, B D Brookman, Lockwood. for Cuba; Marcia C Day, Chase, Havana; 3d,
Romulus, for Kurrachee.
Ent out 4th, Augusta Kelley, Phillips, Yarmouth
NS via Boston.
Passed Portsmouth 2d lost, T J Southard, Starrett,
from Antwerp for Cardiff.
Sid fm Plymouth 4th. Martha Bowker, Goodburn,
from Bassein) for Rotterdam.
Off Sandgate 4tb. Assyria, Delano, from Rangoon
via Falmouth for Bremen
Ar at Queenstown flth, Ionian. Tobey, Callao.
Ar at Stockton 2d inst, Majestic, Armstrong, from
St John NB.
Ar at Cardiff 1st inst, Fanny Bnck, Sweetser, fm

...

BONAIRE. Sch C F Young-2100 bbls salt, to
Waldron A True.

y Carriers if the Daily Press are not allowed
to sell papers on their routes.

United £ tates Hotel, Room No. 2.

Romp, Mahoney, Eastport.

8 month*.

and New York.

NOTICE8.

SPECIAL

AT THE

Cld at Picton 3d inst, sch Sabine, Holmes. Pemneuralgia, Kh»uo
broke; 4th, barques li P Lord. inkbam, Portland; j
7th, Powbattan, Pendleton, Philadelphia; sch Harriet Neal, Godfrey. Boston
Ar at St John NB 11th inst, sch A Perkins, list- |
field, Portland; 12ih, barque Trident, Delap, do.
tbe human body, cared
Cld 12ih, sch9 Harriet Nowell, Goufil, New York;

M ABItlED._

polls

BROWN^

MRS. M. G.

days.

Sons.)
[By Stephen
17 Boston and Maiue KaUroad.130
1.000 Bath City Sixes (1891)... 9»1
1.000 Augusta City Sixes (181O).100
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four oldest men in this town were preson Tuesday, and all voted the
loyal ticket. We remarked to one of them that
“Yes,” he
the old men were on the right side.
replied, “we are too old to he fools. We have
had too many blessings from our country and
to throw all away in our old age !”
ent at the

(small).108J

.do."J*

.do...“J,
KaUroad.104j

as

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

from New York.
Sid ftn St Thomas 2d last,
ship James Cheston,
Bryan, from Rangoon) tor New York.
At Cardenas 6th inst barque U- iou, for Boston in
2 days; brigs Thus Connor, York, for Portland in 2
days; Clara Brown, Browe, <or Now York in a lew

Brown k

to how far the great political
Demoday brought on the heavy ram-storm.
!
crats can testify that the drenching was awful

was required to
give securexecutor of his brother's

will in New York on Monday, and Edwin D.
Morgan and Henry J. Gardner were accepted as

.do.™

inquiries
ing the Espy theory by instituting
battle of Tues-

est.”

buying

Custar and Merritt engaged them.
The skirmishing lasted several hours.
The
rebel cavalry finally fell back in great confusion,and our men drove them into and through
Newtown. During this engagement Gen; Early was advancing his infantry, and had already
reached Middletown, to which place their cavalry retreated. Our loss was very small, both

phers

8 000
2.600

Ar at Valparaiso 10th alt, strip Minstral, Ba»■
Boston.
I
At do 17th ult. ship John Cottle, Hallowell, from i
Callao tor Enilaad; Basque 8t James, Wo.d, from ;
Boston, ar 3d.
Cld at MalagmSGth ult, sch Ilattle Baker, Crowd’,
New York.
At Buerioa Ayres, Sept 10, barque La Plata. Bax.
ter. disc; Henry Buck, Nickels; Sarah ▲ Staples,
Staples, and Investigator. Carter, lor Callao.
Cld at Aspinwall Slat ult, barque Elba, Drisko, for
New York.
At Barbadoes 1st inst, brig Eastern 8tar, Ward,

.do.
2.000 .do.

g4ts

be the most eventful day in the history of the
world—and,” he added, “X think the bright-

New Yobi, Nov. 16.
whose house he called, and asked her “if there
Bichmond papers of Saturday last devoid
were any Presbyterians around there?”
She
much space to the discussion of Northern
hesitated
a moment, and said she
“guessed not;
pol1her husband hadn't killed any since they’d
itics. The result of the election is considered!
as a declaration by the Northern
people tbsu lived there.”
they will have four years more of war. There- i
Ey The copperhead papers speak of the Union
fore the Southern people are urged to think of ! celebration as a fizzle.
Perhaps they call the
war only for an indefinite period.
They de- demonstration of the Tuesday previous n fizzle.
sire to have no talk or trouble about questions
Union men are very well satisfied; if the
of peaee, and invite such men as Vice-Presicopperheads are then perhaps the millenium will soon
dent Stephens, Gov. Brown and Mr. Boyce- Ur
be along.
resign.
The Whig is confident that before the clbsei
iy The Bangor Democrat boasts that the
of this month Gen. Grant will make a comdemocrats threw an immense vote in the counbined formidable land and water attack on
try against the influence of all the protesti'.nt
Bichmond.
churches in the land. This reminds us of the
From the Shenandoah —Another 1
tctory bp j girl who had the itch and was not ashamed to
our
Oavalrtf.
own it.
Nbw York, Nov. 16.
j iy A publishing house in New York runs
The Herald’s special has particulars of anforty-three steam presses of the largest Bize,
other cavalry victor* over the enemy by Cusand usefi an average of 34,373 reams of
tar and Merritt, in the Shenandoah.
A disprinting
patch dated last evening says the rebel caval- paper per annum, equivalent to 3,300,000 duo
ry advanced below Newton yesterday, when
deoimo volumes of 240

The

Father Bushnell of Vermont used to
he ever reoeived on
say that ths best criticism
his preaching was from a little boy who sat at
his feet, looking up in his face, as he was preachwas going on
ing to a orowded house. As ho
fellow spoke out, “You
little
the
earnestly,
rery
said that afore.”
gyPrentioe, of the Louisville Journal, augthat meteorologists and natural philosowill have an opportunity of investigat-

room.

for

Presidential

room.

nation of the lair.

Orleans—Matters in the Red RivRegion, Texas and Florida.

Brownsville and Shreveport. Oar Consul at
Matamoras is still protected by a French guard..
Over 100 deserters from the rebel army came
aeross the Bio Grande in one day.
Gen. Bailey had made two very successful
raids in Western Florida.

lady

while asleep at Maago, and bit her severely in
It also attacked a child in an
a

SyThe editor of the Bangor Timet oalled an
“Affghan ”—which article now figures at all
fairs—a “horse-blanket,” and excited the indig-

New York, Nov. 16.
By the steamer Cahawba, we have New Orleans dates of the 3d iusr. The rebels were
building forts on both sides of the Bed Biver
above Alexandria falls. The registered enemies sent out of the Union lines have been
consciipted by the rebels.
The rebels at Brownsville, Texas, have
prohibited importations, except corn, flour and
Our
returned prisoners say imvegetables.
mense

once more

to be

From, Netv
er

years.

of intellifrom the

[•ynid

y A grand banquet was given to the officers
of the Kearserge by the Boston merchants, on
Tuesday evening.
jyMr. Lincoln s majority in the State or |
New York is by the returns so far received
9000.

possession
withholding

in

public.

Saturday.

it closes

diplomatic pole.

me uni tea otaies

that they are already
are
gence that they

y Gov. Gilmore of New Hampshire has put
four substitutes into the army representing himself and three of his sons.
jyNew York cast 750,000 votes at the Presidential election. Quite an army oould be obtained from that State alone if needed.
iyRev. H. W. Beecher recently gave as a
reason for not belonging to the democratic party
that he was a democrat.
yThe cash donations received at the Sailor’s
Fair in Boston, were on Tuesday night $38,000.

--

1.000 U S Currenoy C'ertiScates, (Sept).,96]
1 090 U 8 Coupon Sixes (1881).140]
1.600 .do.m
Ml
17,100.do....
3.600 .do.Ill
.do...ll'i
*,000
100.do (small).Ill
700 United States 7 8-lUths (Oat).112
10 000 United States Ten-Forties. *1
28.000 United States 5-30's.

jy Richmond pipers of Nov. 11 utge upon
their readers the necessity of being prepared for
startling news from Oeneral Sherman, and it apfrom the tone of their editorials
pears evident

for him.

PAPERS.

EVENING

^rom am^ the

beautiful thine it is to die
Country
Our soldiers have caught their glorious
bauie
han
m0r®
?“ul»ted their deeds
Cuy’ die
?,Dd,
for a country fairer and lovlier even
they
than beautiful Greece; “ a land of
every land

the side
—

deciding

But why fight?

ruary.

lovers.—[Prentice.
y Leech, the artist, was buried by

this contest. “1 tell you Tom,” said a SouthOfficial Dispatch.
man, as he gazed in forced admiration at
War Department,
1
the dauntless beariug of our Massachusetts
Washington, November 14th, 1864. J
soldiers in the streets of Baltimore on the ever
Ordered by the President:—1st, That the
memorable 19th of April—“I tell you Tom,
resignation of Geo. B. McClellan as Ma|or
there goes Old Bunker Hill” And what did General in the United States
Army, dated
be mean?
He meant this
Massachusetts Nov. 8th, and received
by the Adjutant Genmen seldom fight save for a principle, aud then
eral on the 10th, be accepted as of the 8th of
they are hard to whip. But this spirit Is by November.
no means Confined to Massachusetts.
Bunker
2d, That for personal gallantry, mllitaryHill casts its shadows across the Continent.
skiil, and juat confidence in the courage and*
And this fact is to be remembered in the repatriotism of his troops, displayed by Philip
construction of our affairs after the fight in the
H. Sheridan on the 10th of October, at Cedar
field is over. It will not do to ignore Truth and
Run, whereby, under the blessing of ProviJustice, nor even to compromise with that gi- dence, his routed army was reorganized and a
ant and tyrannous Evil which has so nearly
great national disaster avoided, and a brilliant
proved our ruin. Slavery must be destroyed. victory achieved over the rebels, the third
There is no other way of salvation.
Suppose time in pitched battle within thirty days, Philip
we could utrike down rebellion without touchH. Sheridan is appointed a Major General in
ing the fetters of the slave, and restore the re- the United States Army, to rank as such from
bellious states to tbeir former status in the the 8th
day of November, 1864.
Union,—the Peculiar Institution would conBy order of the President of the United
tinue to spawn the same social and political
States.
heresies, to breed the same principles and just
E. D. Townsend, A. A. G_
(Signed)
<uch men as are in arms against tbe government to day, and the next generation would,
X'ram the Army before Dlchmond.
have to fight the same battle over again. But
is it said we must confiscate tbe property ol
Headquarters Armt Potomac, 1
November 16. j
the prominent rebels and colonize tbe South
The
rebels have lately been playing a sharp
with northern freemen? Well suppose we do;
in
of
a
front
of
onr line,
instead of our colonies converting the South
game
part
nea^ApAt this point there is a smalAI
to Ireedom, the South wobld convert oifi
pomattox.
creek in front of our works, across which the'
colonies to slavery, and not many years would
rebels have built a dam, which has threatened!
oass either, before these very fathers, sons and
to force back our picket line to a dangerous
brothers would be facing us with weapons in
extent.
To counteract this project. General
their hands, in a rebellion far more powerful
than the one which now threatens our existEgan had devised works which he superintended personally.
On visiting a part of the
ence. Show me one man who has preserved
line Sunday night, a rebel sharpshooter suchis integrity under such circumstances, and I
after
several
will show you fifty who have gone down be
ceeded,
attempts, in wounding
him.
The ball entered the right fore arm,,
ore the Dagon of slavery. No, no, nothing
will do for us now but Justice. Slavery must passing diagonally down several inches, and
be destroyed.
Anything is constitutional out at the wrist. The wound is very painful*
which enables us to accomplish this result. I
but, fortunately, not dangerous.
Another sharp fight occurred between the
used to be an anti-slavery man of the moral
masion school; but thank God I am now a
pickets last night, which lasted one hour, it ns
believed without any noticeable result.
converted man—I believe now in fire and
W.'G. McGregor(Signed)
powder, thnnder and lighten
■•wou^jjtemp and
iag,Imythitig to—
“Smitefrom thechurrh its leprous limb.
Th tow opeato the ligh 1 of day
The Hcaidsinen's cell, and break away
The cnfans the stake has bound on him

often pros* the dMth of

Boston Stock List.
Sals at Tan bbokcbs’ boabd, Not. It.
7,940 Amerioan Gold,...2891
23»5
19,000 .do.
10.600 .do.239
1.000 .do.:v.-288]
4.000 .do..*g.

fyThiEleotors of President and Vice President meet on the first Wednesday of December,
at the oapitals of their respective States, to cast
their votas, which are sent to the President of
the Senate, and counted before both houses of
Congress on the second Wednesday of Feb-

their

ern

!

arms

■of Tiiaetmy.---Tr-rrr-—
iy It is said the Boston Courier will after
tomac to the Rio Grande—a mighty host of
the present week appear as an
evening paper.
sleeping martyrs—but upon this valley of vislyThurlow Weed is said to be “prospecting”
ion Gods Spirit will descend and ye shall live
host
armed
for
the
battle
and
a
about the National Intelligencer.
again, mighty
to follow htm 1) the conquest of the world to
iy Dr. Holland’s new lecture this season is
the principles for which you died. How can
called “Cost and Compensation.”
they die like common men? The martyr
ySome “Earlier Remains of Arehbishop
speaks and fights forever 1 He barns, but tho
have been -discovered among his
Whately
fire stereotypes him on the page of history, a
Preacher forever of the truths for which he papers, and will be published.
died. The patriot falls, but, like Leonidas, he
yThe Adverttter denies the report that the
rises from his gory bed to battle evermore for
of that paper is negotiating for the
proprietor
his country.
of the Argue.
purchase
Well then, Mr. Chairman, may we rejoice;
y Snow fell to the depth of two feet in some
for the victory we celebrate to
day, gives us
the assurance that the people are true. And
portions of Worcester oounty, Mass., on Sunday
well may we, sir, from the hights of our battle
last.
field at home, over wh'ch we have swept so
y Mrs. Major General B u tier was once known
triumphantly, send our word of cheer to the upon the stage as Miss Hildreth, a young acbrave soldiers in the field.
tress of originality and promise.
“On then, my brothers! every blow
Ye deal is felt the wide parth through;
y Richmond papers of Saturday assert that
Whatever here uplifts the low
General Grant is ohanging large bodies of his
Or humbles Frt edom’i hateful foe,
Blesses the Old World through the new.
troops.
Take heart! the promised hour draws near;
gy Contributions to the Sanitary Commission
I hear the downward beat of wings,
were made at the polls throughout California on
And Freedom’s truihpet sounding clear;
Joy to the people! love and fear
election day.
To new world tyrants, old world kings."
yThe reported death of Gen. Wright of
New Jersey, member of Congress elect, is conBY TELEGRAI’H tradicted.
y Garibaldi declined the splendidly equipped
-TO THEyacht which his fiaiends in England purchased

experiments in

and to a pit
so bottomless that no power can ever raise
them “to glory again,” but the thing may be
done

First.

failure. But we of the loysl
States seem to be obstinately attached to tbe
and
doctrine
teachings of the Fathers, “that
tbe majority should rule; that the people are
and ought to be sovereign.” Indeed this is
the problem God has given this nation to
solve—Can the people rulef
In no other country—with the exception of
Mexico, some of the South American states,
France and Germany, where the endeavors and

Mac’s” triumphant entry into the White
House in March next. Now it may be exceedingly cruel to the mourning hoBts so lately
placed hors da combat to prick this pleasing
babble which the leaders are blowing up, and
to show that they have been hurled from the

easily

1

They then decided
Liberty through Popular Sovereignty.

mocracy is

changed
rout into a glorious victory.
as their
They tell their growling as well
it was a very
after
all,
that,
mourning dupes
close vote; that though Lincoln has been elected by a large minority of the electoral votes,
of. the states areto
yet the majorities In many
exceedingly small that a slight change in the
popular vote would have left Lincoln oat in
the cold, and opened the way for “Little

to

—■

Now the people have repudiated
as this, and in doing so
a doctrine so inlamous
also the purity aud
they have demonstrated
aud their
strength of our political institutions
determination to uphold the rights of man
through the maintenance of these institutions. The Oligarchy oi the South has long
been restive under the rule of the majority.
They have long since even declared that De-

the discomfited leaders and sufcnmauders of the more recent Mcy, referring to their overwhelming
defeat? op the 8th of November, are extracta
lag wool comfort from the reflection that
“few thousand more men,” properly distributed would have
that terrible and utter

depths

y

Ids cattle

Tmitsdna their recent file-leader and stan-

to

—

They have said they would be free—that they
would maintain their freedom at ail hazards.
The question or the hour Is not one of African
slavery only,, but of Anglo-Saxon freedom;
more of human freedom.
Color makes no
difference with the genuine Secessionist.
The doctrine they preach is—“Copilal should,
own labor:®
If you are a poor man—no matter what you may be intrinsically as a man
that Gou ever
you may be the manliest niau
for whom you work
made; and yet the man
should have the right to crack the whip over
to the field as he would
you, aud drive you

general-in-chief.

heights of hope and promise
deep, to a darkness so profound

w-

principles, is more decisive than
We pierced the
physical contest.
that

for

Victory.

a

When Gen. McClellan wrote that

■■■*».

conflict of

with rejoicing.

nil Fear Page*.

Defeat into

-■ *.

any mere
day, and all that reenemy’s center on
mains for Gen. Grant to do is to take care of
the severed and wavering wings.
The decisions of that day as made by the
American people are such as may well fill us

lull—*8,00 per peer in advance.
gjp* Rending Matter

1

^

Speech of Erf. J. B. Walton.
MB. Chaibman : It 1* well lor us to re*
jolce in au hour so defiisive as the present—an
nour when the voice of ah people seems to be
the voioe of God. Tbe conflict of the ballot,
decided so gloriously ou the 8th inst., being
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53 and 80 Middle St. Portland, Me.,
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Oenerat Slate Agents.
Nov 17—dim

Aeuralgta.

Portland and Penobscot Hirer.

Certificate of Mre. J. I*. Litch, oi Ch&rleatowa.—
March lft, 18J4.
Fall and Winter Arrangement, 1864.
This ia to cartify that nioe moa ha ago 1 waa attacked w.th Neuralgia ia ih > meet via.cut i'urm.rTHK NEW, STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS
Several physicians wire applied to. w ho old all toey
could to relievo me bat to bo purpose. Every patent m« diciue and remedy that could bo lout d were
STEAMER LADY
I applied without effect
My &o was poalileeu tod
Built expressly for this reals,
bandaged in order to find elief. Since the Neurtl1
git at ack d me l lost tweat>*seven pounds of Utah.
CAPr. WILLIAM R. ROIX,
In this state a friend of m»n« rtcommended me to
Will commerce ler Fall mud Win. ! try Mrs. M. G. Brown’sMetaph}sio«i '-isoovety, as
am>
it
had cured airiend of his oi very bad e ea, which
on
MONDAY
|
>rrangement
■ iflT~YArf~''*'
of the most eminent physicians.
W^^^MSOBNIHti, October 17th leaving had baffled theI akitl
want to Mrs. M. G. Brown's office
Consequently
nnd
every
a:
Bangor
8
Monday
.h-rsaay Morning
her
and obtained
aietaphyaieal Discovery, on bat*
o'clock.
Returning, will leave Ballread wharf, loot of urday the 10th inst. 1 applied i‘ at four o’clock in
ihe remit was that Neuralgia subthe afternoon
State 1-trcet, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
I felt relief. 1 si pt well
Evening, at 'Oo'oioek, fbr Baago-, er as far ts iho sided— aimost immediately
without any poultices, as before, aud at the time of
Ice will permit, connecting with ih, Eastern, Bostgiving this oertifleatt, he 21st inst., 1 oonsioer my*
on A Maine mud Portland, Saco 4 Portsmout Kailroads from Boston and Way Stations, leaving Ben- I self delivered of my diseose, and lecommocd the
! Me aphysioal Discovery to all who are suffering.
ton a 8 o’clock P. M.
The Boat will tonch at Rccklind, Camden, BelCure ef Catarrh of Ten Yeart' Standing.
boih
fc.t, Bu k'potr Wo terport ard Ilsmpcieo,
1. Mb. Whh»
Dobm.lv v eorr.er of Dexter
ways, faasengers ticketed tlueugh tc and f om
D screeta, South Uo toe. do etr.lfv that my
and
and
Lvnn.
Boston, Lowell, Law euce, Sa’em
daughter has been S.lleriig lr. m l.atarih for the
For more extended information, apply to J. O.
pan tea year., bbe lost thesen. of .melt, and bad
Rend-lok, Bargor; tee local agents at ihs various
no passage hroegh her uo.trile during that time
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. A P
Ablel
Eastepn and B. k M. Railroads;
Somerby, Every remedy was ro orted to. without receiving
an* relief.
Seeing Mrs. M. G Uros.'i Me apbj »iPortland; Lane A Pel,no. Bos on, or
General
oal Discovery advertised I oor.c'uded to trr It. AfCHAS. SPaAJt,
Agent.
ter dclugeo. ruiust acknowledge my gratitude to
October 17.—dtf(iod forTuctin'ng me to t is g. eat remedy for that
dreadfbl disease—Latar h. I be lbve my daughter
not foul d t i,
never would bare been cured had
NOTICE.
o the
medicine. It must rave been sent of UDd
To the fubsoribere to the Capital Stock of the
people to rid them oft5e horrible dire me that take
Catarrh
bolaofthem
daughters
My
northern Pacific Itailroad Company:
ise.uiely
broken uo, her senee ol smelt ha. returned, the p athe mndeisigsed, the President and Seore'aage to her bead I. olear. f cheer fully reooinmeed
of
tha
Beard of Commissioners of the Northry
the Me aj hyeioal Discovery to all who Buffer font
ern Pacific Railroad C-n pany. in pursuance rf 1'e
Catarrh.
d reotions given in the Aet of Incorporation, her bv
give notice to tbe subscribers of the Capital Stock of
said Compaav, that, we appoint Tuesday the sixth
day of Deoember next, at ten o’clock iu Iho forenoon, and the Room numbervd twenty-two (IS) in
tee Merchants’ Exchange Haildlng, on 8tate street,
Ina’l CA.C8 of local, mddeu, or unexpected atp
City ot Boeton, Msae.. as the time and place tor tbe
first m etiog of said subsoribery, fur tho purroae of tacks of di-ease, a box of the
eltoting thirteen Dirastors for said Corporation and
transacting any other bn insss that may legally
»l
coma before them
JOSIAH PKRUAM, President
ABIEL ABBOIT, Bso etary
,hha *•» Peel Phytic-an in
ltl® W1»* Slw.vi keep a Box la
nov|7dtd
Boston, Nor IS, I8M,
the rheu

LANG,

I!

—
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Dissolution.
partnership herptof re existlog

between

the
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THE
snbsoribora, ns landlords of the American House,
the first
of
dissolved
by mntunl consent
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November current.
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The American Hones will'liereaftar be conducted
W. M. LEWIS.
Nov 17—dlw

by the subscriber.

N- DOW ha, been admitted ts
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the evefting of 1he 15th
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a

between Deerlng Hall
large bold Cross eba-ed
liberal reward b/ lea?LOWELL * ttRNTEK’S,
Exchange itreet.

Wra. M. (j. Brown's

“Scalp

Renovator

w

Well ktowa for renewing the scalp, incrcaairg and

j strengthening the hair.

forth street,
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Cen potto Where it le need; hi whe, • nd educate tob
Children re bath, their
ryes daDy with "Hour Hicham's Eye Water."
Price per Mottte, large..Sl.Od
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email.

To Is el without Board.
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. obtain* b ;
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app , fBg immediately to P. 0.

W
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TN t b* houae of a

Bo*

Bichard’s

W.11 make the weakest eyes strong, -rt mot lug all
inflamation and bumor. Every one shin’d use It. ai
It provei the prevention of dlxa e
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Price per Bottle, SI.
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to be
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rORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Amusements.—Our city 1* being favored
for a brief season with a series of entertainments every way worthy of the lovers of the
drama. No more pleasifig or talented comPortland than that now
pany has ever visited
playing at Dueling Hall. They arc no mere
“strolling players,” picked up without regard
to character, but they coAe to us from the
renowned Poston Theatre, of which Mr.
Jarrett is general manager, and he willveceive
the thanks of thousands of our people for
sending a company that can draw full houses
Iroin the best portion of our
population,—audiences that understand and show
proper respect for the proprieties of good breeding.
An occasional
rowdy will find his way in, but
their number is very small.
Mr. Lowei.l,
Acting Manager, is a gentleman of sterling
qualities, who fully understands his business,
and knows how to do the right
thing by gentlemen and lad es who patronize him and
show a proper appreciation of his efforts to

JTete Advertisements To-Day.
So v i eg Machlne—G. L. Btoror t Co.

jtmjire

otoamer

Lady Lanp.

Assembly—Mechanics’ Hall.
Iheatro—Deering Hall.
Thanksgiving Bail—Mechanics' Hall.

Auclon Bale—E.M. Patten.
Notioe—J. Down A Son.
Kojins to Let.
Lo.t—Gold Crocs.
Special Notice—Mrs. M. U. Brown
Dissola.lon—Barter k Lewis.
No'loe—N.- P. H. B. Co.
Dearness, to Gnred-Mrs. M. G. Brown.

U, S-

Oonunissioner’s

Court.

Wm. H.

Cliffobd, Commissioner.
Vanderslice, a substitute broker in
Boston, was brought before the Commissioner
Tuesday, on a charge of assisting deserters
Isaac

from the United States land service to escape.
The only witness against him was a soldier
named Flynn, who testified that he was at

home in Boston, on a short furlough, when he
became intoxicated and found himself on
board a steamer, in company with Vanderslice,
bound to Augusta, and that V. enticed him to
enlist in a Maine regiment; but that he determined not to as he was then a
soldier, with
his furlough in his pocket. Flynn told a
straight story and there was no break in It
either on direct or cross examination.
Several witnesses for the defense contradicted Flynn’s statement,
among them Capt.
Channing of the 7th Maine, who testtfied that
when Flynn was brought before him to be examined he told him to “stand up.” Flynn immediately brought himself into the martial
attitude of “attention.” Capt. C. then told
him that he was a soldier.
Flynn replied,
*‘k«s. I have been in a nine months’
regiment.” Capt. C. said “you never learned that
in a nine months’ regiment.” Flynn then ac-

knowledged to Capt. Channing that

please.
Thanksgiving Dinner

giving

Saturday'

J

up to the departure of the Steamer,
afternoon for New York, will be effective for

grand purpose, and will be forwarded in
season lor the soldiers on Thanksgiving day.
Let our liberal minded citizens move without
delay in this matter.
the

he was a

Arrival of the
Steadier.—Steamship
Nova Scotian, Capt. Wylie| from Liverpool
3d and Londonderry 4th, arrived at this port

defense, it

early yesterday morning.

She brought 18
cabin and 142 steerage passengers. She will

did not

sail on her return

Municipal Court—Nov. 16.
Mary A. Hayes, a girl of about 12 years of
age, pleaded guilty to larceny of a small quantity of wood from the yard of Mr. Paul Hall.
flued

one

dollar and costs, which her

cepted

Martha Washington Society.
We are glad to learn that Bev. Dr. Cai:will deliver

in behalf of
this excellent and useful association next Sab-

kuthees

a

sermon

bath evening in the Second Parish Church.
The reputation of the distinguished and elcquent speaker will be sufficient of itself to
draw a crowded house. But besides this con-

sideration,

the

Society

has

a

pre-eminent

claim upon the liberal aid of the people. All
the contributions to its lands go directly to

Miss Orton.

gifted lady

her as
acter.
as

breaking some
receiving other injuries.

besides

Middle street

yesterday

grand'

style, but

were

stopped

near

the Postofflcc.
A

man

named John Smith was arrested last

India street, by officers Floyd and
evening,
Fickett, having in his possession about' twenty-five yards of nice pant cloth, which bad
probably been stolen. He was taken to the
on

lockup.
Robbebt.—The cabin of the schooner B. G.
Willard, lying at Smith’s wharf, was broken
into on Tuesdsy, and the chest of Capt. Parsons rifled of two revolvers, clothing, and several other articles.

of this

department of
the paper has been equalled only by the success of the paper itself, as shown by its subscription books. While we have been gratified
to greet new advertising patrons, wa have
ever believed that it is a privilege from which
no business man should part, to select the
papers which he will patronize, and therefore

10.
show Lincoln’s majority to be
10,000. The whole radical Republican ticket
is elected by from 1,000 to 5,000 majority.
The Senate and Houle will have a two-thirds
majority for Lane.

Portland Daily Press.

have never felt inclined to abuse those who

Detention.—The Train on the Portland &
Kennebec railroad w«s detained about an
hour yesterday In consequence oi gettlag off
the track at Gardner.

turned aside and given us the
“cold shoulder.” They are presumed to understand their business; we will endeavor to
have a proper regard for ours.

quietly

Gen. Scott.—Hall. L. Davis' has received
the Autobiography of Gen. Scott. Notice to-

Larceny—Mr. Robinson having missed
articles from his stable in South Street, suepected one of his employees named Henry
Alexander, and set a watA upon his actions.
Tbe fellow was seen to take a robe and whip,

Washington.

not

generally
works badly, and that he is
or the church
popular, showing a majority
to
secure
the fill]
against him, aud failing
contidence of the French army.
his official report
Gen. Pope in submitting
of his operation in the dep’t of the North
West for the past year says, in getting peace
with the Indians he intends to do away entirely with treaties, which system is always
attended with fraud upon the Government
and Indians. His plan is based simply upon
an
understanding that the Indians behave
themselves and do not molest the whites,
and that the whites shall be made to deal
lairly with the Indians and not molest them in
any way. The military authorities Undertake
to enforce good conduct on both sides, and
will liavo power, if not interfered with, to do
so throughout.
Be says the Government
may safely dismiss ail apprehensions of an
Indian war in the North West.
An extensive strata of excellent coal has
has been found at Fort Rice. One vein was
silx feet thick. This coal field extends to the

ties 43 @
count.

1

89gl4<r*OW*r’
Flour sales

103,000 bbls; State and Western 10®
i£?J^er.i,8t*te 9 a6®10 ‘5: Bound Hoop Ohio 10T>
®13 ®Js Weetern 9 40®^ 59; Southern—dull; sales
1400 bbls at 10 5''®16 00; Canada 16o lower- sales
•
300 bbls at 9 90® ia 00.
Wheat-dull; sales 12,000 busbels; Amber Mil24,and 14,600 oust els Winter Red Western

wausee^2

•lorn—2®So lower; sales 28,000 bush:lsi mixed
We terj l 70§1 80.
Oais—declining sales at 88).

died yes-

long
fortitude.

Coffee—dull.

The deceased was for many years Street Commissioner of this city, and performed the duties
in an able and faithful manner. Hi* funeral
will take place to-morrow afternoon from the
Chestnut Street Church.

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet and firm.
Petroleum—dull.
Tallow—dull; sales 8T.000 lbs at 18*918)0.

I

Invested

MeWg»n Centrll...156

72)

asswafe--7—»"~rr.-g,
s*nsd.
SS£fc5SSKCffl“P“>'
New York
American

Oentrai.'lSl
floli.....'.'.
<M7f

Cleveland A Toledo,'.J
United States 8 s 1881 reiiii^.'Wni
United States 6’s 1881 colno®
.{ini
United 8Utee 6-90 ooupons! .7AI'
United States 10-40 coupons....
Treasury 7 ..\\.
United States ono rear oertifloatask^l'.o2,
Gold elosed to-night at the

Yvenln^Bc^jatt 28j‘

NEW

Miss JOSEPHINE

YORK

The Ouhing

Company,
AUCTION

II/rroKTED

SALES

This

RECEIVED

lated it is estimated that not more than one
house in ten is occupied. Fuel is so scarce
that the inhrbitants are pulling down the vacant houses and using them for firewood, the
market price of the article being $150 a cord.

AT-

—

\.

*

Matilda,

For fall Cut

..

C. K. BABB’S

Parquette, 60 cent*; Reserv d 8ea!», 76cta; Ga'lery, M ct*. Tae sale of Tleke • and he erved Seita
will co nmenoe at Dana's Drug Store, on
Saturday
o’cloo'a.m.
Doors open at 7 o'clock—tb commence at 71 o’cl’k.
Nov Id

at ten

A THASMI

FIFTY PER CENT. LESS

LANCASTER
On

TICKETS ONE

THAX

This Bali will De the opening dance of

to be continued oi Friday Evenings, under tbe direotion of tbe same gentleman who so saccesstnllv
managed the Union Assemblies that hare given each
univer al satisfaction for the past two seasons, lhe
Managers pledge themselves that the best of order
will be maintained,end that nothing shall be left undone to render their parties pleasant and agreeab e
to all who may favor them with their patronage.
Hotels to the course including the ball, *4.CO;
Single tickets to Assemblies 76 cents; to be bad of
tbe Managers and at the door.
Managers—J. M. Barbcriek, t. B. Beckleft. M.
McCarthy W.B. Stinson, O. A. Hanson. C. Gridin.
Daccing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing
ohecked free.
novl2 deodtf

The Commercial's Washington

dispatch

commended.
Richmond papers say Sherman

at Atlanta on the 7lh inst., bnt no allusion to his
movements since then can be found in the
files received.
The Florida has been ordered to New York
for odjucalion in the prize courts.
It is denied in the Treasury Department
that Mr. Walker will replace Mr.,Fessenden
before Congress meets.
It is thought that a new Loan will soon be
announced.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says rumors are current that our
Governjnent will
offer generous terms to the rebels Before December. Large contsacts for army supplies
Potatoes 85 cents
were awarded yesterday.
per bushel; mess beef, $24,00 per bbl; sugar
22 cents per lb; Pork $43,75 per bbl.

Dlggraeeful

was

Surrender ef the Gunboat 1tattler to the Jtebel8.

Cairo, III., Nov. 16.
The tin clad gunboat Rattler was recently
surrendered to the rebels by her commander
at some pout below here. My information is
rather indefinite, but it is said that the commander had so disposed of bis men in the boat
A
as to prevent resistance to her delivery.
small boat approached her on the night she
to be delivered, but the subordinate on
board had his suspicions aroused and fired a
revolver at the rebels and frightened them

BUYERS

HAMPSHIRE

College,

—OF—

Oonoord, N. H.

and

Kennebec R.

DRESS

GOODS

Uhivebsalist Ladies’
THE
will hold
Loves and Fair,

AT THE

R.

Nov

LIBRARY

Will now find

Nov. 1st,

and Saturday
B. U. CUS dMAN,

Notice.
October 26.1864.

THE

Skates I Skates I

PRIG E S

Douglas’s Fat. Ankle Support Skateg,
WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

JOHN

To meet their views at

as

ROYAL
a

of

this Fash,

Lena than New York Prices,

OUR

j

ENTIRE STOCK

140 Middle street.

6—dtw2m

SKATES,“SKATES!

—

OF

The Commercial’s Washington dispatch
says late Richmond papers show great anxiety concerning Gen. Shermans movements.
His being at Atlanta on the 7tb, with Hood
far in his rear they regard os showing that
he has no fear for Hoods movement, but is
prepared to carry out a new plan upon a gigantic scale. It is suspected here that the
rebels are entirely unprepared for this grand
coup of Gen. Sherman, and that they have
perpetrated a great blander in sending Hood
to Invade Tennessee.
The Post’s dispatch says there are well defined rumors here that Butler’s New York
speech for shadows the policy of the Adminis-

LKCTUBE

NEW

CHEAP FOB .CASH,

Middle St.

Has been

purchased

GRAND

PHYSICIAN,

PRESENT LOW RATES,

uovle

Giving

dtf

EV«LISH

u* an

opportunity to

HUHAIR

13th

AND

Andrew Barden, on the evening of
have the largest variety rf these goods to be
in New England, and at prioee LEMS
inst., has returned. Capt. William’s reports than found
can now be imported.
I
they
vain
tor
the
In
searched
missing
boats,
having
but found the Eastern shore of Virginia
BYRON GREENOUGH * CO.,
strewn with Rail Road ties, supposed to be
octl4TTfc£2m
140 MIDDLE STREET.
those with which the barges were laden.
Four men were on board these barges and
F.
k
Their names
are supposed to have perished.
are not known here.
(Late Songey, Cooper f Co.)
«
the

from the front.

news

Ship

SONGEY

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

Montreal. Nov. 16.
And General Commission Agents,
After considerable discussion Judge E-Cour1 Tower HuildinRn North,
No
sel has granted the application of the counsel
In behalf of the St. Albans raiders, delaying
LIVERPOOL, ISO.
N ov 11—d6m*
the case until the 13th of December, to procuie evidence.
TO FU R.Y1TUKE DEALERS !
Toronto, C. W., Nov. 16.
Hon. W. P. Howland has accepted the office of Post Master General.
; Tucker’s Patent Spring-Bed Bottoms!
Hon. Geo. Brown leaves for England today
AND FOLDING
OOTS.
on business connected with the new confederation,

-AND

ALL KINDS OF

Wound of Gen. Canby.

Than tlioee who bought on

a

'"r"

»

1

1

a.

Case Plain Thibet*, $1.50,

NONE

The Commercial's quotes from a private
letter from an officer, which states that Gen.

Canby was on bis way to Rittle Rook, and
wbile standing on the hurricane deck of a
steamer, was shot by a qnerilla in the left leg,
near the thigh. An officer was standing at bis

The Pirate

Chieamauya.
Halifax, N. 8., Nov. 10.
Bermuda dates to the 8th inst bring news
that the pirate Chicamauga arrived at Five
Fathom Hole on the morning of the 7th for
repairs. She had captured a barque and two
schooners, besides those already reported.—
Names not known.

BR. ORUNB’S LIVER PILLS,
The Great

the State Board of Education Hon. H. Hall of
Benningcon, P. P. White of Coventry, and
Hon. M. Clark of Poultney. The appointments were to-day confirmed by the Senate.

Remedy for

the Piles!

ail humors from
THEY eradicate
good family purgative.
—

a’ly.

anglfiecd

26th,'
Civic

BALL,

Jan. 2

*

1865.

76

100
12S
‘.6

Mr. J. G. ANTHOINE

W,U commence his second term cf Dancing 8chool

MECHANICS’

100

HALL,

Fermerty occupied by

at.,

FituenU k Hetlgdou.

the Dahlia Hoop 8k rt atore, where
they will
hnd % new and com lot© aaaortinent of goons and
all the variety usually kept In a
as

FIRST CLASS

STOREl,

uoh as Velvets, BujleTrimmings, Itu’tons, Wrolea
Goods Gloves, Laces, Ve la, Cottons, Kiosont, Hosiery. At-, Ac., an esdlees variety too numerous to
monitor.

Don’t forget tho number, 1H6 Midd.e street.

,W.

Manufacturers and Tailors.

R.

HOWARD

CO.

no*S

Hudson

Bay Sable.

Far, which la next In value to the Jlutiian
Sable, we shall offer at

THIS

-Lia.st. Year’s
Until

onr

Prices,

present stock, which is very small, is sold.

BYRON GREENOl’GH A CO.,
8—dfwarn
40 Middle 6f.

Medical
Hu

Grover St Baker 8. KV.

uablo for

manufactoring

it is

purposes.

simp

e

i_

A

Large asseortment for Ladles

ben'a> with or without
NMMar11Pd
at very low
ptiesa.

Sign
nor12eodtf

straps,

of the Odden Rifle,
43 Exchange Street.
Eel.
a

room

a

Addrost W, Press Office.

Board.
PLEASANT Boom to Let with Board, at 34
norMdlw

A Danfbrth street.

Electrician,

removed his oflloo from Clapp’s Block to

Htarl} Opposite

ikj Ctited Etitti Hotel, Ikeie kg

reepsoifsilv announoo to theoStlxesis el
Portland and vicinity, that he has permanent

WOULD

iL

ooiintruettou. rocs with but little ncise or friotloa,
and has greater capacity th*n any other machine.
the subscriber baa received the drat that has been
brosgbt into the State, and invites Manufacturers
Tullo s and all others having use for tnoh a machine

to cull and examine.
Ho bis also a rnrtetv of Grover * Baker's Manu
lacturirg and Family Seeing Machines, together
with a good assortment of needl.a, twist sod ovttonsof all numbers, oa hand. Also. Pure Maoblne
Oil.
Machines repaired to order.

ly located in thislofty. During the two year, wa
hue been In tbla city, we lava cireo some ol
the wdrst forms ot disease in persons who have tmd
ether forms of treatment In vala, and oaring patients in eo short n time that the question In ofun
asked, do they stay cored 1 To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay c»ed, we will

dootor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has keen a practise: wloartetea for MrenM
oae years, pad Is also a regalsr graduated partitive
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseaeee
In the form or nervous er sick headache; neural tn
in the head, nook,or extremities; consumption wh. ■
In the aoute stages or where the lungs are not iu.j
Involved; aoute or ehronlo rheumatism, serotnla,

hi

Ho. 82 MIDDLE STREET, opp. PootOffloe.
dim
Nov. 14,18B4.

lissases, white swellings, spinal diseases, enrvatt «
spine, oontraoted mnsoles, distorted limbo:
paralysis, St. Vitas’ Daaoe, deafness. stan
palsy oror
merlng
heaitanoy of speeoh, dyspepsia. Indigestion, constipation and Uver oomplaant, plica—we cute
eaae
that
oaa be presented; asthma, bronchievery
tis, strictures of the oheit, and all forms of foam's

of the

GOODS!

NEW

DEISIAV,

174 HIIDDLE STREET,

Co.,

Whose Sewing Machine, hare been to long and favorably, known, have just brought out a new and improved Mnobiue, embracing all ‘be advantages o'
all others with improvements which render it Jnral

complaints.

By Bleotrlolty

FROST,

3?. 33.

Merolxant

Tailor,

The Bhenmatio, the
goaty, the lame and tba laip
leap with Joy, and move wfth the agility and dastn
the heated brain is cooled; the lrost
Ity of

yoath;

bitten limbs restored, the anooath deformities «•
movsd; ihintnsss converted to vigor, weakness in
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to bear aid
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes cl
i
Just re'urned flora New York with a Grand
11'•
youth are obliterated; the accidents
assortment of ths BUST Good, iu the market,
prevented; the oalamities of old ags obviated, aid
via:—
ah aettva sirsslstton maintained,

04

Exchange

Street.

HAS

FRENCH,

LADIES

ENGLISH,

GERMAN,
and SCOTCH

T H

O

L

S

,

Of the Best Ft pies, Shade t and Finish
Aims, a prime lot or Fancy Cloths of the right
sty ei for

OVERCOATS,
COATS,

PANTS,
VESTS, Ac.

!^afl^rath.Tthos,about
topnroh.se^houldgivo
him
ft

call.

——.

_

SOMETHING

SKATES.

of ateady habits, pleasant
TOIna gentleman
private family; house csnlrallynOTll<1,f
located.

eodlw

Middle

FANCY GOODS

In

To

Portland, Nor 7

THF:

IV. 8. GARDINER,

Military ud

*•

«

m

CHAPMAN.

subscribers inform their customers and the
public geoera’ly that they have remind from
theoorieroi Chestnut and Congress sheet, to

OK. W.N.

Tho term to oon. 1st of 12 lesson..
Ladies’cites will meet at 7 o’clock, Gentlemen’s
8 o’clock.
Terms tor Ladies 82, Gluts 84.
novlSdtf

street.

Store.

REMOVALT

The Winter Term of thin Institution will oommenee
TUESDAY, the 29th of November.
novl5 codtf

\

Oongreso

Drag

PugscairrioNS carefully
nevUnlw

prepared.

TBIS

Stc.

BLOCKj

as a

KEMOVAL!

Nov. 33, 1861,
Cotitlcna, Waitsing, Polka,
8chottisohe, Mazourka, Waltz and Polka, Quadrilles,

Read Dr. Hcqbbb' advertisement. In another
oolumn. In his specialty Dr. Hughee la aneqaailed
by any physician in this country.

Janlwly

term will Begin Nov. 28.
School Is for both Misses and Masters, without regard t > age or attainments.
Fupl's may ba admitted afany time In the term.
For further particulars apply to
J. 11. UANbON.
novlOddm
371 Congress street.

Ball,

each A-sembly,.
Christmas Ball.

Fornewbegincers

the blood, and

Ctrentiont
For tbs Plies Orland's
Urge, 3 n 6
Pile Ointment should be used
Prapsrj 1 by C. O. CHAMBERLIN, Portland
l'niuK 25 Cents.
For sale by Drsggi ts goner-

N. B.—ParsaLiAxs'

FOR

at

9 CLAPP'S

Retail

EMMONS

!

Sewing Machine,

Tuesday Evening,
87 ct*. to $1.25.

Class

and no expense has been spared in rendering it ore
Of the MOST ATTKACT1VK VLACKS OF BUStXISS in
tho City.
By uniform courtesy aid close attention to basinets, the subscriber hopes to merit and receive his
share of patronage.

AN ENTIRE NEW

ADANCING_SCHOOL!

BUCK AND COL D ALPACCAS,

are a

I

appointed

"

CYRUS K. BABB,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Oct 7—dtf

Academy

First

The Winter

C

CASE

DENTIST,
236 Congren Street, corur of Tnaflo Street,

So.

_

11HE

,

ME.

This Stand has been fitted np

on

M A IT A GSRS:
Foreman £. Hopgkiks, Ass t 8.8 Uansapokd,
B. D. Paob,
8oo C. O. Hihplb,
B. A. Hall,
C. H PHittna,
W. A. Taylor,
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
norlSeodtd
Clothing ckcoked tree.

Price, $9.00.

or

® josiah heald!

time,

PORTLAND,

College.

I.

New Year’s Bill,.
Gallery Tickets.
For sale by the Managers and at the door.

ONE

Cor. Cumberland A Myrtle Sts

NEW GLOUCESTER, Hie.

Tickets for the ocurse.. .$6 00
Single Tickets for lhanksgiviog Ball,. liO
"

Former

NEW DRUG STORE!

Winter Term of this Institution will comnonce Monday Nov. 28th, and continue tbir*
tten weeks. In addition to the usual branobes of
instruction, there wili be a clats in Vocal Music
under the care of Frot. D. G. Harrimau.
For particulars send for Circular.
8. ALLEN, &eoret*ry.
Kent’s Hill, Not 10,18C4.
novl2dfcw8w

Music on Thunksgieing Night by Happen burs’. )
Bead. Prompting by Paor. A. J. Lot kb
Mu.lo for the remainder of the course by C baadler’a Quadrille Band.—prompting lj D. U.
Ca ahdi.br.

“

MOW BEDSTEADS.

better in the market. The beet
cheaper
materials and the most skillful workmen characterise Tnek.r’s Establishment
Andress Hirsm Tucker, 1,7 and 119 Court et..
Bosun
novJ&dtf

Dec.

TEAR'S

Monday Night,

high market.

,

New York, Nov. 16.

Appointments by the Governor of Vermont.
Montpelier, Nov. 16.
as members of
The Governor has

A Grud Firemen’),

NE W

_

The

Monday Night,

LOWER

Co7

Brokers,

Academy,

AT’—

Haute Wesleyan Seminary and Female

To dose with

WE

WILLIAM

No

On

CARRIAGE
SELL
RUGS!

BAIL WAY

consignments ef He''handle* cl
description, for public or private sale. Bake
Beal Estate, Vessel*,
Cargoes, Stocks and Met.
ohandles solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt sale* and returns.
mchl2 dly

YARMOUTH, MAINE.

_BALL,

A Grand Christmas

From Fortress Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, Sept. 10.
The steamer Amanda Winane, sent in
search of the barges that broke loose from the

Will reoelre

ayenr

Winter Term will or mmenoe Nov. 24. Board
can be bad with the Teachers at “Bussell Hall."
Apply to £ 8. HOYT, A. M. Principal, or
Nov 14,1864—eod3w
Jab. bates, Scc’y.

To be followed (at Lancaster Ha)l) by Four Assemblies, on Thuk.uav Nights.

Board at United States Hotel,

Richmond papers of the 15th say Hood is
ill.

North Yarmouth

City Hall,
Thanksgiving Night, Noy. 24.

MARKRT SQUARE.

tration.

FATTEN,

of

New

OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,

fl.

Han removed to the epeoiou* More 13
Kxohanwe Street, four doore below
Merobul’i Sxohange.

EDUCATIONAL.

Will oommenee their Third Annual Course
of Assemblies with a

HtJNK'NS, M. D.,

SURGEON &

J

o.No.4,

at the

novl4d2m

S. C

Committee.

TW1TCHKLI,,
GERRIBH,
CHAS. E.’ JOSE.
BMAKDON,
J. Q. TWITCHELL.

OKO. H.

*

Block,

EDWARD

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

T. E.
E. P.

Bailey & Co.’s,

102 Greenovgh

btotRmirk'*'

COMMITTEE.

FLI#>,

JOHN C. PROCTER.

GOODS

AT

James

K.ING8AURY, jr.,
BLANCHARD,

a

Qct

CHAS. H.

WHOLES* L 8 AND RETAIL,

AT

BENJ.
M. A.

an as-

Drawers, Ao together
lot of Household Furniture,
coisisting of
Dining rabies, Beadstenda, Chair*.
Crib Fenther Beds, Wood end Coel Sroves, emiting Boom Deck. Bagatelle boud, new end Fecond
*0’ A‘“' C“‘Il#m V“"
with

cf the hall

—

Liarge Assortment
from Southern Sources.
New York, Nov. 16.

«.

r

Lecture

L

JOHN LYNCH,

Geo. W. Cnrtis. of N. Y.
Rev. E. H. Chapin.
The remaining Lecturers will be announced in a
few dayj
Tlokets $3 each for tbe coune of n wetve Lectures (instead oti™aihere'olort) to be tat at the
Bookstotes and Paine’s Music Store.
Members can t rocuie £hoir tickets at F. C. 'Andrew.’ M.s o 8‘ore, 67 Hxobaog. &t
Kmh member is enti lei to twoticke sat 81,,6c:cb.
Tlokrts ior members will be reserved until Monday Morning, Loo. 14.
The sale tf tickets will bo Inutod to tbe capacity

BYEON GREENOUGH ft CO.,
Oct

JACOB MCLELLAN
1
ISRAEL WASHBURN,jr., |

Her. A. * Wiliets, ot N. Y.
John 8. C. Abbott, the Historian,
Dr. J.G. Holland, of Springfield.

STORE!

THIS

“out

Saturday, Not 19th, at 10 A.
at offloe.
ONaortmeat
of Dry Goods,
onsiating la pert of

Hall.

Wednesday

Bishop Clark, of R.
Henry Ward Beecher,

Rev.

ERMINE l

have flew more beautiful sets
WElonable
Fur, which we oan sell

on

Uoise* oi different grade*—with Concord Wagon*.
Wa.oce, Covered Wagon*, Cairyail,
Aleigh*, iiarneese*. Mobee, Blanlrt*. Ac ko.
novl4 dtd
HUM tt Y bAi LEY k CO., Anet *.

pleached and brown Cottona, Table Linen, Doylies
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The affair was subsequently investigated,
when it was discovered that the commander of
the gunboat had already received $200,000,
and other payments were to be made in cotton. The commander was arrested, but made
his escape, declaring that he would command
the privateer and give the Yankees hell. The
rebels intended to use the Rattler in capturing
the gunboat Gen. Bragg.
The Cairo dry dock was destroyed yesterday by the current of the river forcing it from
its moorings. Loss over $50,000.
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The seoond Lecture, by

Auction.

AUCTIONEER, 13 Exchange St.
Dpy Ooodn, Furniture, Ac.

course will consist ot not less than ten lee
turns, to commenoe early iaDecember, 18«4, ami
continue thereafter weekly.
Tickets for the Course, 81 25.
Evening tickets, 25 cents.
For sale at the Bookstores, Messrs. Lowell &
Center’s, Crossman & Co.’s and Paine’s Musio
store.
Sale of tickets limited to the capacity of the
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Ska'ea, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
LADiES’
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

Strap

Cur.is, of N. Y.
Thompson, of England.
Hon. Alex. H. Bollock, of Mass.
Rev. Dr. R. 8. Storrs, Jr., of N. Y.
Rev. Robert Collyer, of IU.
Rev. J. 8. C. Abbott, the Historian.
In addition to the ebove, correspondence is
going on with distinguished gentlemen from
whom replies have not thus far been reoeivec'.
Geo.

Portland

Lecture Commit lee of the M. L. A. having
nearly completed the arrangements tor their
twelfth annual course of Lectures, the opening Leo*
ture will be delivered by
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LEVEE ANJJ FAIR.

and extensive Commeroia
College
England, presents unequalled
facilities lor imparting to young men and ladies a
complete business education.
The Course of Instruction embraces both theory
and practice.
Scholarships for fall course, time unlimited, $35,00
Blanks for fullcoars, (who’esale price)
6,50
For Circular. Samples of Penmanship, &o ad*
dress
WOfiTHINGTON A WAKNEE,
Aug 9—d&w6m
Principals.

Portland

of

a con re e

SIX UNION ASSEMBLIES

EXTREME HIGH PRICES.

New Yobk, Nov. 16.

says Gen. Butler had an interview with the
President to-day,
It is reported that he has been assigned to the
command of an importaut expedition, and
that he will not return to the army of the
James. His speech at New York is warmly
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Chandler, Prompter.
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■^Friday, BeaeSt or Mr. W. Warren, on which
oooaMon will be produced Two Superb Conediet.

I

A general order, dated Head Quarters of
the Frontier, Syracuse, 16th,t from Maj. Gen.
Peck, giveB notice of his retirement from the
command of that portion of the frontier, as
his presence is not deemed necessary.
The Persia to-day took out $150,000 in
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Boston Theatre Dramatic Comp’y.

$261,602.36

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

A

eene.

On Dauiorih Near High St.
Thursday, Not 17th, at 3 o'clock r x on Uw
premises, we shall sell the homestead of the at*
WiUTsm Erins; the lot la608 10 ft trout oa Daalorth
si root, aud about 150 met
deep;—the ten e Ltieg
"

It is believed that

ORTON,

Young American

Miss EMILY

Total Assets,...*861,60S,36
Total Amount of Liabilities,.... .*40,428,76
Premium Notes,.
none.
Dated at Hartford, Not. 8,1861.
Henuv Kellogg, Pree dent
Wm B. Clakk, Secretary.

llat, Cap

another

The Elegant Comedienne,

1864.

100 Connecticut State Foods.114 000 00
O'her State and City Bonds,..... 1>8 000 00
United States Stocks.1C7 94Z.50
Accumulated Interest on Loans.8,090,41

notlldSw

d

l'b.9 Popolai Young Actor.

Cash onhanda-d in Bank-,..... '.*26 178 9]
on band and in Banks,.7,726.93
Cash in hands ol Agents and in transitu,.. .47 620.72
Specie in hands of Agents and in transpu.. .11,8 8,b8
Loans on personal and osllateral security,. .64 690 00
Loans secured by Reel Estate,....46,760.00
Untied States Trust Co. Stock...16,000 00
1240 Shares New York Bank Stooks,.81 000.00
1386 Shares Hartford Bank Stock.160,365 O0
700 Shares o her Bauk stocks,.49.600 00
*03 Sba-es Holeyoto VV uter Power Co.12,000.06
20New B itain Water Bonds,.11.60O.O0
10 Hartford < ity Bonds.Il.uOO.OO

Portland Office 31

rd^T^i—Vs"’,i
I.

ano r

Specie

water.
C. H. Marsh, a detective, who bad been
watching Ine flag from nightfall, determined
to get it If possible, and sprang npon the man
left alone, secured him, took the flag and
brought it and the prisoner within our lines.
During the present campaign in the Shenandoah Valley, the Ut cavalry division, under
Gen. Merritt, has captured 14 battle flags, 29
pieces of artillery, 18 caissons, 100 wagons and
ambulances and 2000 prisoners, including 122
commissioned officers. Since the 1st of May
the commahd has captured 3000 prisoners.
Information from Strafford and Spottsylvania counties, Va, show that the rebel conscripting officers are scouring the country in
all directions, and every man under 60, and
every boy over 15 are being impressed into

h*
and alao in
view of the continued dis-

...

Prince of Comedians, whose former appear*
in this city was greeted
the largest
audience erer assembled in by
Deeriug Mail.

The

follows, vix:

as

danoe

Consisting oi
Mr. WILLIAM WARREN,

FROM

the Laws of Maine.

with

Over Capital

Surplus

value of which cannot well be over estimated.
Aside from furnishing fuel for navigation in
the upper Missouri river, it is-a controlling
element in ibe location of a rail road across
the great Plains to the Pacific.
Brigadier General Tyier has forwarded to
the Adjutant Generals office the battle flag
captured from Early’s command laBt August,
He says the flag was
near North Mountain.
in charge of two Rebels, and set np against a
tree.
One of the rebels went in search of

ties,

Market.
Naw Yoke. Nov. 16.
Beoond Board.—Stocks lower.
£5'e**o A Reck Island.105)
Chicago, Burlington It Quincy,...114

compliance

so universally appreby the P®°Ple i »nd in accorre4u«etof a large number of our

Oitfaena,

HENRY BAILEY A CO. Auonoiia,.

Valuable Real Estate at Auction,

COUNTRY.

ciatmT Un1ion’ b*ving been

Comedy ComVmation \

Capital Stock all paid in $600,000

and says the wound Is an
ugly one from a rifle musket. It was hoped
that he would soon be ahlo to resume his du-

4fc>c*

Boathei n.

It

Made
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The course of lectures delivered last winter
in
e
City Hall on the affairs of the Nation, by
gentlemen from different sections

the oelebrated

Mr. CHARLES

November,

of
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OF HARTFORD, COSH..
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STATE

Hutby C. Jarhbtt
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Boston Theatre, Bos'on, and Acade*
Music, Providence.)

of the

direct

Pive-Twen

621

(Also

Independent

Brilliant Comedy Success!
L»st
Night But Two

Statement

Phronix Insurance

south-west, and it is supposed across on
the slopes of the Black Bill. The existence
of this great coal field, half way between the
great Lakes and Rocky mountains,is a fact,the

Bide at the

Wool—quiet.
Freights to Uverpool—dull.

goods

OF THE

Beef-ready.

Fora—lowtr: sales41,000 bbls.
L ird— heavy; sales 1600 bbls at 21) @ 24o.
Butter—quiet: Ohio 84 ® 46c.
Whiskey—easier; sales 760 bbls at 178 ®174).
Rice—lirm at 13) @ 14c.
Sugar—doll; sales 274 hhds Muscovado at21)®
23.
Coffee—quiet; sales Bio 900 bags at 46).

at his residence in this
city after a
illness, which he bore with Christian

48j.

Annual

Canadian Items.

Ba*Mbalesj middling uplands

Stocks. United States
UUnoia Central Railroad

sxsBicAN

_

and leave tbe stable. Upon being pursued he
dropped them and attempted to escape, but
was caught and given in charge of two of Mr
R’s men while Mr. R. started for the police.
During his brief absence a gang of young
fellows assaulted tbe two keepers, and rescued
the prisoner. One of them, John Foley, was
brought before the Municipal Court yesterday
and fined ten dollars and costs. Alexander is
Btiil at large-

steaiy.

troleum

^ENTERTAINMENTS.

Aotiku Makaqeb,.B. k'. Lowell.
8+aqk Dibxctob,.J. B. Addis.

Commercial.
For ste unship Australasian, at New York.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF'S MARKET, Nov 4.
Floor quiet; extra Bute 19s @ 20s. Wrest quiet
and steady; red Wo tern 7a 2d @8i. Corn quiet and
steady; mixed 27a 6a @28o
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET. Nov. 4.
Beer heavy. Pork, Bacon and Butter steady. Lard
ia higher.
11VEBPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. Nov. 4.
Ashne quiet at 30a 6d @ 81a. Suiar a trifle higher.
Coffee flat Rice aieady. Liuaed nil unchanged.
Rosin very dull. Sperm Oil flat at £68 @£60. Pe-

morrow.

Now Tor* Market.
Naw York. Nor. 16

dress

Harrisburg, Nov. 16.

_

Recruiting.—Six substitutes were passed
yesterday at the Provost Marshal’s office and
credited, two to Naples, and four to £ebago.
Two drafted men were examined and rejected
for disability.
^

DEERING
Lessee,..

A General Order has been issued for Uie
complete enrollment of the State militia.

WA8HIN6T0S, NOV. 1C.
Information from official sources shows
Jaraoz, President of Mexico,to be at Chichuaol an
hua, where Gen. Negret is in command
one in
They also have
army of liberals.
Dax&co under Gen. Diaze, and another in
find some
lalasco under Gen. Ortega. They
8 Govt,
comfort in the fact that Maxamillian

so

ENTERTAINMENTS
T H EAT R jJ

Enrollment of Pennsylvania Militia.

—,—.—--

Fredericksburg, Va., has become

GOODS,

Return*

TOTH*

JTrsm

DRY

Leavenworth, Nov.

after-

noon, while the driver was changing them
from rear to front.
They came up Middle
street in

Bf TELE6MPH

was

play throngh

New Advertisements.—It is gratifying

jffoyes

ribs,

The horses attached to one of the horse
railroad cars undertook to make a little dis-

to find that the business community are beginning to show a proper appreciation of the
columns of the Press as a medium of adver-

The Lady’s Book for December, rich in
Illustrations and literary matter, has been received at the bookstores of Messrs. Bailey &
and Ball L. Davis, Exchange street,

of his

The Levee To-night.—The great attraction this evening will be at the New City HaiL
The Ladies of the Universalist parish have
projected their entertainment on a liberal
scale, and we have no doubt the Hall will be
well filled, and that a generous sum will be
realized for the object had in view.
The
music will be furnished by the splendid Band
of the 17th Infantry.

Jubilee.

shall be broken up. Yesterday a girl was
fined in the Municipal Court for stealing wood
from Hall’s yard. In the afternoon three lads
were taken to the lock up for stealing slabs
from Brown's wharf.

dis-

goods.

Wo give to-day the excellent speeches of
Judge Davis, Bev. J. E. Walton, and Bev. Dr.
Carruthers, delivered at the Union Jubilee, at
the City Hall, on Monday, 14 h inst., by way ot
rejoicing over the great national victory of
the 8th.
We regret our iaabiiity to give tbe able
speech of Ex-Gov. Washburn, which was one
of the best on the occasion. There were portions of this speech which called forth the
wildest enthusiasm on the part of tbe audience, while other portions abounded in philosophy of the deepest vein, and afforded food
for the profoundest thought.

Larceny op Wood.—The larceny of wood
from yards and whar’Ves has become so frequent that it is determined that the practice

Beetle,

Upset.—A baggage wagon belonging in
Oak Hill was upset opposite Iogersoll & Atkinson’s Saloon yesterday afternoon by too
suddenly turning from Exchange street. The
contents of the wagon, consisting of boxes of
shoes, &c., were^promiscuously scattered, and
the horse with the fore wheels started off, but
was stopped at Plumb street
Fortunately
no damage was done either to the wagon or

Lecture.

Obitcary.—Henry C.Babb, Esq

Mrs.

as

the wheel

The second lecture will be given on Tuesday evening next by John B. Gough Esq.

terday

Mestayer, also,

the snow, and over which the carriage passed,
throwing Jordan from his seat. He fell across

to-morrow.

have

in scenes of rustic life.

street which could not be seen on account of

Phillips lecture, being the first of
Library Association. Tbe orator’s subject was tbe “Affairs
of our Country.” That his elocution was
good, his language pure, his thoughts brilliant
and his illustrations striking, our readers need
not be told. Mr. Phillips never fails to interest
his auditors, however much they may differ
from him in sentiment and opinion.
We are
obliged to defer a notice of bis lecture until

we

personatorof rustic character.

The accident that happened to Michael
Jordan, the hack driver, as briefly mentioned
in our issue of yesterday, occurred at the
corner of North and Congress streets and
was caused by a rock on the corner of the

to hear Mr.

tising.

of this

played powers of wonderful attraction. She
is a lady of superior talents, and enacts
her parts with the utmost fidelity to nature.

the course of the Mercantile

success

spoken

‘Lady Blanche Rushton,’and in this she
qualities of the moet enchanting charShe is as much at home in the palace

Miss

A brilliant audiedce assembled last night

The

We have

revealed

Is empty.

Speeches at the Union

as a

—

When we wrote that notice we had seen her
in no other line. Since then we have seen

Society, worthy of most liberal support. And
we hope, when tbe collection is taken next
Sabbath evening, the amount may be a generous one, as indeed we doubt not it will be,
especially as we understand that the treasury

iUips'e

being sent

parts in the Poor Gentleman assigned to
Messrs. Warren, Barron and Rogers were well
sustained, but some of the subordinate parts
dragged. Miss Orton did splendedly, so did
Miss Mestayer. Poor Pillicoddy was greeted
with the most generous applause.
To-night will be presented two brilliant
comedies, “Sweethearts and Wives,” and
“Breech of Promise.” Mr. Warren takes a
benefit to-merrow evening, on which occasion
the house will be crowded to the ceiling.

working, practical, energetic

Mr. Ph

Race and her news

crowed last
Theatre.—Deering Hall
evening by a fashionable* audience, notwithstanding the attraction at the City Hall. The

Hospitals at Annapolis.
a

inet.

was

the relief of the poor of Portland. Every
week since the rebellion commenced, the ladies have assembled together and worked for
the Sanitary Commission. In this way, as
their report recently published in our columns
shows, they made the past year over twelve
hundred garments. In addition to all this,
they have sent a large number of tyoxes and
barrels containing clothing, medicines and
delicacies, to our sick soldiers in the Military

Thus, this is

oil'

Cape
from thence by telegraph.

mother

paid.
John Foley, a young man some 16 or 18
years old, pleaded guilty to assault and battery
on John liyan.
The offense consisted in defendant, with a lot of others, assaulting Byan
while he was detaining a thief for the police
to arrive and arrest, and thus releasing the
culprit. Foley was ffned ten dollars aad costs,
which was immediately paid.

trip Saturday, 26th

This is the first steamer of the Montreal
line to this port this season. They will run
regularly each week until May, between this
port and Liverpool, touching at Londonderry
both ways.
The new steamship Moravian
will be the one due next week.
We are indebted to the pnrser of the Nova
Scotian lor files of papers.
The news has
been anticipated by the steamer being inter-

ent.

was

dinner.

What will be done in Portland and its vicinity ? Whatever is done must be done quickly.
Any contributions either of money or poultry
Bent to the addres • of Mr. George R. Davis,

appear that the defendant had used any means
to entice Flynn to desert, and he was accordingly discharged. George E. B. Jackson,
Assistant U. S. District Attorney, for Government. W. B. Gaslin of Bangor, for
respond-

She

Sol-

the

York city have already given $10,000, and the
sum will be increased to $20,000 for tho purpose of furnishing our soldiers in the field
and our sailors in the fleet with a good Thanks-

soldier and exhibited his furlough. Both
Flynn and Vanderslice were then arrested.
From the statements of Capt. Channing and
the other witnesses for the

for

diers.—The merchants and others in New

Election.

Kansas

For IlluminatiDg

Who have cold bend, and Asti«» «*»■»»«>».
lame and weak t*ck«; nerroju ”****»***
the head, with indig®#dixzine#* and iwimnun* in
tion and oonitipation of the bowels; pain m the side
(or Whites); foiling of the
womb with internal eanccrs. tumors, polypus, and
will find In Eleotrlsdiseases
cf
2?that long train
For
itv n sure means of ours.
painful menstruation,
sad ill of those long Use
menstruation,
profuse
Indies, Moo trinity is n certain
Jr troubles with young
tpecldc. and will, in a short time, restore tho snflhret
to the vigor of health.!

2^“uk?“SfcSb«.
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TEETH 1 TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still eon tinues to Extract Teelh by Bleetrieity without Pain. Ferrous having decayed teeth
or stumps they wish to have removed ler resetting
he would give n polite invitation to call.
Super .or hleclro Magnetic Machines for sale for
family nee wi.h ttorr n-h instruction*.
Dr. D. ran aroommodate a few patients with
board and treatment nt his house.
■>
•‘■2a a n (
Oflloohoare from 8
ct
from l to 6 p m., ans 7to bin the Eveningnovitf
Consultation JTr*.

NEW!

H. OSGOOD.
dentist,

Purposes!

ILLVUNilTlNG LAH1P

lo. 8 Clapp

Or Candle Stand I
article Is

arranged as

bo adjusted to
which is easy in
be adjusted, sale,
preranta all grease or dirt
tiom dropping
One person can ilium! ate the
wh ,le aide of a hoi ding in a very few minutes, without any danger of soiling furnitnre. oarpets. wiu®"0“
dow-oasings or the glass. The oostis vry or
no
’css thin any other method and will admit
competition wherever these are introduced.

the window
THIS

so

by

CHAN.
novlidtf

to

clasp-spring,
and
a

DAY, JB-s

1M *«*• ,tre«t'

*

Block, Market Square,

PORTLAND.

gy-Artiflolnl

Vulcanite bate.
•atlsfoetion,

*

Teeth inserted on Quid, Silver, and
All operations warranted to givs

JnneSOeodi-kwly’64

Instructions on the Flute.
8. JOHNSON, formerly ol this cily, proposes

MB to give lessons

on

the above Instrument.

Can

present nt the store cf Beers. J. L.
Show k Co-, No. 87 Fedora' street, bet-ran tha
hours ot 11 and l o’clock. T»rma, *lu lei S4 Is- sort
Oct. J8—lm»
be

seen

nt

Notice

Old Stand of Sanborn & Carter.
\_

I

LSoohusi, Stationery
AND

Papers,

Of Kara Carter, Jr., Mortgagee, and will continue
butlnost at htoro (6 Exchange street, Portland,
intending to make it a
the

and

Book

Jobbing

foil stock, and trust that the oni-

We shall keep
tomers who have for many year* traded with San-

born & Carter, and lately with O. L. Sanborn & Co.,
will now favor us with their patronage.
Our own friends and east-orneri*, and the public
generally, who buy at wholesale, or in quantity to
sell again, w« shall be glad to see at this store.

BAILEY & NOYES,
Will also oontlnne the business at TILBIR OLD
SVANU, 66 and 68 Exchange streot, and design it
more etpeoially for the U>tail Trade.
Every exertion will bo made to render this store a pleasant resort.

Complete Assortment

ot Book*,

And every article of

American, Englith A Frensh Stationery.
Also, Blank Books & Boom Papers
Will be found

as

usual at this store.
reoeived as

E7- Ail tho latest publications
baaed.

soon

M

octlsalm

pTcturOrames I
CLEVELAND 8r

OSGOODj

147 Middle St.,

Jfo.

EVANS BLOCK,
Have

on

hand the largest assortment of

MIRROR, PICTURE MO OVIL
la Hew England—purchased before the very great
advance in all kinds of materials—are prepared to
•ell at

WHOLESALE OR

RETAIL,

Lower than any other

Establishment

the olty.
The service# of Mr. H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boston hare been secured to superintend the
in

GILDING

DEPARTMENT,

and they can assure their onstomeru and the pnblio
generally that all work will be done in the NKA TMST and motf WORBMANLIKE MANURE.

FRAMES

OLD

RE-GILT,

To look equal to

Portraits &

new.

Pictures,

Varnished In the heat style.
They have also rooelved a fresh supply of trench
Cleaned and

Imitation of

EBOSY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
which they off.r at lowest rates.
Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds of
GILT FRAMES,
constantly

Looking-Glass

on

and molassis.
.n one praoiicoimKiBt jro »u some of the
to require our 1 lap masters to delver
Cuuan ports
their cargot s will, the exception ul long lumber, onsnore hi ngburs, and in other ports to deliver it into ngutero aiougtiue 01 the vessel, thete to be reoeivtdl.ee 01 expense to vtssel. The txperionoe 0. our
rbipmsste.s has convinced tuem tuat toe latur
course is me only one w. icb will enable them to obtain
just null correct aocount of the delivery of
their cargoes
However accurately the amount d jhreiod into the
along-ide, the vessel agrees
wtth their oilis ot lading; ,t lareiy or never agrees
when the ilghieia do.iver it o. shore.
Thee lighters are owneu by par.!, s there and marine 1 b thoir Cr-W and are sotn ,nines obliged to go a
1-ng d.sisnco to a lauding pn« and
by ni .lit or
oharg u ov.r night, nr ho discharged
tea most
buauiT,: nd tne con.equei.ee*o*ds
era lost or sto.en,
th.l a portion 01 tue iigniers
r. quirtd to pay lor ,t.
and
ard owners are
In o her words. the og.ui unu masters or Teasels
fanh
u ness ot tne ligutthe
insure
are required to
of all o. hers living along
ermo
anatbehomsty
to taketne account
khore nr enipl yed
‘he cbl.ge lor Ugnterage has nearm-udeu to t ,ie
lew years and is hkely to adKdnunl daibloa
sum widen Invert stall parties there
vance to any
to
c
a
n
ge.
may see
r these clroumstanees the shipma ters and
entered into an
agents of owners upon to..lUitaluon
sgre 'Ui.ntS pt. I,lc64, in relation to tile mutter,
sml for tn pur, oseui giving noiioe wal, concmed
th y caused a to bo published with tue uamesuf sign,
In erdtr tnat mere
era, in our oai y pipers.
may
bo no m, apptehunsijn about its terms, it is inverted
in this statement, v z;

*lTh,.t

quantities of sugar

lighters

J*'

Stationery Houma

as^uiuuy

ourtlarge

hand.

*-'[“™kWy

t*Svfs!kI

l/nd

We, the undersigned, shipmasters and) agents for
owners, nerety sgios that on and a.ter the hrst day
01 September, Idee, all cargoes laden on board jot
the island of Co. a, surli be deliv red and reeeiv,d
ala, g-ide wi bin reaahcf vessels t.ckles,
exoup.mg
long lumber, which is ty> be lowed to Hie snore by
veasels' crews, according to the cus oms of the
ptinoiplo pons in the united Buttes.
Edwa d Gotding,
Geo. H.&tarr,
1. H. Varney,
tatnuelPote,
B- G. Davis,
Shutal Merryman,
Jam s L. Howe,
J£. J. x Inkbam,
William An demon,
H enry I>. Gregg,
James Baiu,
Beoj. a. irue.
C. 0. Hailey,
John Berry,
James H. Hutchinson,
Joseph Uountfert,
Joshua Pols, d,
John W. Crowther,
Gso. W. Coggins,
John E. Kenney,
Lewis Mitjhell,
Lyman S. Ciark,
Andrew J, Petteagili,
A.±>. Weboex,
W alter W. Look,
Walter Merryman,
Ihus. Means,
J. GUman Heed,
Th„a. L. Libby,
G. W. Havis,
H«, ry C. bmal',
E, A. Marwiok,
Haw d Ke-zer, jr.
Charles Hern 1,
Edward Hall.
Y-acou A Hale,
K es A Hturllvant,
S. F. KandaU,
H. G. York,

Wm.Ferls
D. H. Atherton,
Boland »«rk,
Charles sawyer,
Wm. E. Buyu,
Greg Crus on,
E W C.Jffo d,
Elista Wneeler,
Chari s Bart.ttt,
Korert Dyer,

MoGUvery, Byan

They have also a large variety of Photograph
Stock and LhemuxUs, Cases, Camaras, tfc.,
(fc.

V Majttlr awd Pick G labs as mads to order.
Wi h the facilities afforded them
they can get up
eny piece of work in their department of businere
aa we 1 and as
cheap as can be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal uiscount made to the trade.
■epi27—dtf

Carriage Manufactory.

Under this agreement the c tarter ins of vs;sell has

goes, .mved here, enu we holieve informea tur
shiipers that this agreem nt mull be annulled, and
masters must be held retpoinibie fir the
lighterage
of ail eurgt os. Our shlppe- s appear to have yielded
at oner to this demand without consulting or a:>
temdfing to consujt owners and masteis, and lire
first iutuza.ion they receive ot it is the announcement iu the Piles Curient, of the 6th Inst
that the
shippershsre had agreed to requite of them such

[ terms.

3ER.Axxca.allp

Euscesaor to J. F. Libby,
Manufacturer of

CARRIAGES,
AND

SLEIGHS,
Ho- liO Preble Street, Portland, Me.
The latest styles of carriage* and 6leighs constantly on baud, and made to order.
Tho new and elegant *4M n tor” Bidghs are
ow

ou

exhibition,

and those

wishing

vited to call and examine.

Kepaiiiug
novddtf

done with neatness

Samuel B.

to

puiohase

are

in-

and dispatch,

Parris,

Military, Naval & General Agent,
WASHINGTON, D. O.

Messrs. Bees A htartirant ie oonsioer the
inis was largely atteuded, ana ('apt. Chs
was Cuosen Chairman, and Wm. Bo s.
Esq secretary. Alter a QSrelul and candi oomiderat.on of ihe matter, it wka Voted that they coul„
net u jantioe to thc.m-el.es subuLt io ihe feme
which the Cuban gentlemen bad as (we believe.)
d.crated 10 cur thippe.t
And in order to redoes

tiding obligation, they

signed iho following agreement.

olaims for

indemnity, for proptrty los

or

Hon. John M. Broadband, Second Comptroller of
♦he Treasury
Col Chaa. Thomas, Assistant Quartormastkr Gen-

eral. U. 8. A.

..Major Morris
17 8. A.
-Admiral

8.

Miller, Assistant Quartermaster,

Jos. Smith, Chief Buresn

Tarda and

Docks, U. S. N.
klsgs A Co., Bankers, Washington.
Hon. K. H. Glllet, late Solicitor ot the Court of
Claims, Washington.
Col. Jas. L. Howards, late Commissioner of Pensions.
Hnoch Prait, Esq.. President Farmers’ and PlantBank, Baltimore.
ootl7eodlm

are'

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
noi ahip under the name and style of

Boyd

A
Edwaid

Hanson,

Waite,
William Ferris,

H P Deane,
W m G.' hadbourne,
8 8 Pain er,
James srseman,
Drake A Davis,
James Keizer,
Perley A Kussel,
■Southard A Woodbury,

JKJooan,
B H Bowker,
Henry Loring,

11UE

Chns Sawyer,
Nathan S Dayee,
Elisha Wheeler,
Chas P Knapp,

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,
and respectfully solicit the
ptronage of funner customers, and others.
■r*Qoods delivered at all parts oi the elty free.
Buns. F. Bbock,
°*°B- *mmrPortland, Nov. l-nov8dlm

OPENEDj

And will

is

Lto“s

’..

Jacob Met,> ij.av,
|
Caleb V. Bcswohth, | Committee
W», H. Stbwabt,
on
Ctbus K. Ladd,
[Layingout
Jbo. D.8novvmak.
| New Sts.
William G. bouls, J

TBI8 WINE possesses ansild

and delicious Haver, lull
body.
It is prepared lrom choice indigenous fruits: sod from its
purity and pecu'iar mode of prep-

aration, possesses remarkable

healing propert

CHAS. E.COTTON, Auctioneer.

olhivg mare Palatable, bottlmore Invigorating, bothing more Strengthening
ing

*ttleof Forfeit'd Goods
Collectors Office, Dibtbict o# PoaTlABD
a»n Falboptb,
Parti md Xov. 1, 1864,

o’.> D jJSJJfiyaHbflt merchandise
having
01 ,he Avenue
Lew, of t uS
'l0“t,On
*'pubhc noti«« of »»id seisnrov ha log b-en .i.Ja

thoywillbe'soid'at
».Pit, Mbll
P.bc.iur‘

baving

*°°dl'

been mMo,
tion at the Cld CasUmUonV.
“

nesday, Dec 7, 1-W,
hTC’mV a Safety*1'
8 Bris Sugar—1 Bbl.
hJE,*,*'
,
Trunk, oontaining 7 Betties Bn^dv *1tmtli5nr,i~1
1 package thimble., 1 ptree of C1
*
OB’
packages
•ontaining silk and lirings.
i.

novldlawt sale

Washburn, jr

Coiieot».
*'oll6ctor

Sale oi Lauds and Timberfor the
Bent tit
of Noiuial Schools.

L half wine-glass taken a short time tefore breakfast will sharpen the
appetite, and k is to be leliod
on when every other mode of
treatment tails.

Used for Neno us

Weakness, Usedfor Kidney Com
plaints, Usedfor Indigestion.

U is rapidly growing into pnbllo
ftvor. for those
who nse it once invariably buy it the second time
It is used as a dinner nine by
many in plaoe ot all

others.

Good for the Sedentary, Good for I he Consunwtivs
*
Good for the invalid.
It is quite refreshing niter a tiresome
wuilr.
and
lo tbe sedentary and conval< scent it can
be said to
be truly invaluable.
Every bou-eliold should have
a
supply constantly on band for fkmily nse.
This Wine is Unfemented, This Wise is
Unftrmented, Tots Wine is Cnftrmsnted.
f0r
L
BLACKMKR
A
CO
'-ale bT.
l’ortluid bv W. T
PHILI TV'S aVS'v

Wor2.V.C.d Md

F*ff*»

djahr.

Lvbd Offios,

Bangor September M, 186*. )
‘he Aot entitled “An Ao‘ for the
i,»•11 hmeat of Normal Scuods,” approved
t,,e !U ">«■ r,port o Co.nclm ds A m. 8.3„aDd
1W‘: tb« bwx« Agent w«l «8er
l!."'euet
ion atthv Lan-< Olfioo in Bangor on
d

f5

6

°r

fu-autlf^,
r»,2'

KlUhe*ngbtuadivtom
Mdlalele's* £'tamh?hT°
t e

boing

one

mj,-

*V *e4 to

c

es.

A

Pet SI—dtf

mSJ n'n ir*i!

Orv.cn or
ii

Ocba* Ib*d,a»ci
COBrv,,
ortland, Aor. 2nd.
theslfiirs of this
I'ur,”»eco of the requirecid oredi.”
*'• ^
Revised 8titu.es

nil

Tii "•W MdH!?'""""11
moots oTCh/r,
oftheSUiU?,

BaSk^nd«hi?Ui\,".•’40,600
PremNote” andThU*,0^**
•/.,a,e'*."»«*•
'ecetvableon band. ...6-.6662M
Real estate.

BepilO—lawtd

either

tr«t? xltm.ciT?’

both
ISAAC R, (<r

or

adit

iind^nt.

_^^^^^~followl:
Leave

■

run as

Atlantio Wharf, Portland,
every. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’olcok P. M ,acd India Wharf, Boston,

Cash on hand....
Whole amount at'
-7Q
Whole amonnt of 1 sbiffttiV.
V01
»or«lir
OKO. A.

risk',..,V

00
"

WRIGHT; Sec’y.

TO

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin...42.00.
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding (60 in value, and t >at personal, unless notice Is given and paid for at the rate

of

one

TRAVELERS

W I>

passenger

Feb. 18,18681

for every (610 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

plying to coffin

LITTLE

Agent

for mil the greet leading rontee to ChicaIS go, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,

Ualeua, Oakosti, St Paul, Lacrosse, Qreen Bay,
Quincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
eto., etc., and Is prepared to turnish 'IItrough Tickets
trom Portland to all the principal oities and towns in
the loyal Status and Canadas, st the lowest rates of
fate, and all needral information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their auvantage to
procure their tiokots at the
Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange fet.,
(UP 8TAIBS.)

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAILROAD.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

.^^aSwjBSF CHESAPEAKE,Capt
POTOMaC, Capt.

WlLLAaD.and

Sukbwood, wiil,
until lartber notice, run as tollowa:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Port'and.overyWEDNESM-> aud leaT» Pier
9
*orlt'
WEDNESDAY
aad SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock p. M.
Thebe vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations lor passengers, makiag this the moet speedy,
sefe and comfortable route for travellers between
Now York and Maine.
Passage *7.00, including
Fare aud State Rooms.
Goods lorwa-ded by th:s line to and from Montreal, Qnobee, Bangor, Rath, Aagusta, Fxstport and

f-

Shippers

to send
8 P. M. on

are requested

as

early

as

leave Portland.

their freight to the
the day that they

EMEK’^St FO?f Brown’s'wharf, Portland.
H. B.

CROMWELL k CO., No. I* West Street,
New Yqrk.
Deo. 6, 1862.
qtf

;—--

..

Girl Wanted.
girl or middle aged woman to do
a small family.
Most bean American

WANTED—a

work in
One irom the country
and give good references
preferred. Address box 577 Portland Post Office.
Bov iC-dtt

,*# /
November

attached.
jTQ | I ”) j /
Stages connect at Gorham fbr West Gbrtfam,
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, iliram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jsckson, Limiugton, Cornish,
Forter, Freedom, Hadison. and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth L mington. Limiugton, Limeriok, Neweld, Partonsfield, and Ossipee
At Saccarappa, lor South Windham, East Standisn, sebago, Oenmarx and BridgK#, — Tuesdays,
;
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Oot
dtf
81,1864.
Portland,

2le,

GRAND

Wanted.

SMALL tenement, rr part of a house suitable
for a small family without children. The rent is
wanted immediately. Address Box 1612 Portland
*®vl6dlw*
r. U.

A

Wanted.
■DOAED, with furnished or unfurnished ro.ml
oy two gentlemen and one lady; best of refer-

Address
ences# Yen
A>ov 16—dlw*

faOSt.

A

Wanted.

THE

New Weed Sewing Machine,
d all the recent
improvements, poMeases
WITpointsitofUrexcellence
and acknowledged merit
which
in
pUoa

advance 01 any other Machine
While many other good Machine* have
been offered to the pnhno. we have long folt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of framlly Sewing, as well as
Heavy
Taiiering and Leather Worn ; and to meet this demand ft large amount of labor and capital has been
expended m perfecting the Weed, which we nnhesita ingly claim to be the best Sewicg Maohine in the
world, ana toe Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have beentritd and improved by eleven years ol 'praotical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical
principle* by skillfot workmen, and every part i* made of the best
material, nicely adjusted aid highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the
now

ia

use.

APAINTEK

Situation Wanted.
A
WIDOW lady, who is a thorough housekeeper,
Jjk- wishes a situatiion in charge of a house. Satisfactory references given, please address S. L. A.,
Yarmouth, Me.
nov7dtf

On and after Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
M^^^B trains will run daily, (Sundays excepteuj unui lurther notice, as fellows:
CP TRAINS.
,
LeaveP&rtlan* forSouth Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. ,H. Aba" liSand Pond, conneotwg there with
trains fbr Montreal and the West, ac t .at P. H. J
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave Booth Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
rBBSHB3

a Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8 years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Booms
furnished or unfurnished, ibr which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box2204.
oot27tf
Portland, Cor. 26th.

BY

Lost.
Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, between Exchange St. and Emery St., a pair of
Gent's Boots. The tinder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW A SON. corner of Exchange and Milk Sts.
oct20tf

H.BATLE^^uSi^^^-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Hoaday, April 26,1864.

Lost or Stolen.
GOLD WATCH, open fsce, a gold

colored dial,
black ribbon, with a gold buckle
a gold qoartz rock seal -supposed to have been
lost in gentlemans'walk at 0.1 K Depot. Whoever restore* the above will be suitably rewarded by
leaving It at D. F, Corset’s office G. T. R, Depot, or
the owner.
N. S. URaNT.
Portland, Ang. 81,1864.
«ugil dtf

A attached to
and

Passenger trains leave Skowhegan lor
Portland and Boston, at 8.46 ▲. M., Aujtu»i», 11,oo A. M.. and Bath 12 10 P. M.
Augusta
for Portland and Boston at 6.80 ▲. M. Bath 6.30
□2225233

^Portland for Bath, Augusta, WaterviUe, Kendall’*
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland for Bath and Augusta 8.16 P. M.

Sales Boom, 137 1-2 Middle St.,
Wher.* Machine Findings of aH binds sr.
constantly

h- d. MaolUi.es of all kinds repaired in the beat
by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on sll kiudsof Machines. All
kinds o» MaolUnes taken in
exchange f jr the Weed.
Also Machines to tot by flic week or month.

on

manner

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
No. 187 1-2 Biddle Street, Portland
00131 dtfC. W. ROBIN BON, Agent.

Portiabd, Nov. 10, 1884.
NATH’L J. MILLER, Collector ot Iniernal

29.

Office cf Francis Bacon, Esq., Kittbhy, Thursday,
*
Dec. 1,1864, from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Nesvichatvanick Bouse, Booth Bkuwiok. Friday
y'
Dec. 2,1864, from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
further give notioe that all persons who
.A“£failf, to pay said duties, assessed
shall
upon them as
aforesaid, to me or my deputy, within the times
specified, will be liable to pay IVn per centum additional,

which wiil be exacted in alloa'cs.
Persons in York
oounty, desirous of so doing can
pay said special income dnties at mv office in Portland, at any time prior to Nov. 28,1864.

orBtUs^f NaUonaimBsiika.madeNote.
Nov

lO-dMe/*™’1'

J- NfLLBR, Colleotor.

our Interest and relintrade to Messrs.

r

STRAYED

[SSSaggan Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
eflMP—BpwStation. for Lewiston and Auburn, at

of Rooms, with board, can be obtained by
applying immediately at 80 Danibrth street.
May 11th.
mayl2dtf

SUITS

ill.

Banger and intermediate stations at 1*25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.80 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P- M.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
For

Rare Cbance.
purchase a stock of Millinery. ~Rh rent ofoue
r|10
L of the beet stands in the oity. Address through
P. O..
MILLINER. Portland.
Jv'iUtf

Boston.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
taming is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this

'Wr anted!

line.

Elderberries and Cherries.
highest price paid for ripe Elderberries,picks
olean, and also Black Cherries, by W. S. Mains.

C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville, November, 1863.
dec 14

THE
Windham,

SACO A PORTSMOUTH

M'ta^Ef.HSffu'saKS
patronage.

toe

public
Oot. 1, 1864.«ct7 dtl

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans.

ARRANGEMENTS
Commencing Nov. 7th. 1864.
I •tBV.itos 1 Passenger trains will leave the StaSSSeSSEttion, foot ot Canal street daily, (San-

friends 'n this State, having deX»ELAliy«B
8oldie>s buried In the vloinity or New
Orroaus, und are desi ions of having their remains
taken np apd sent home ttiia an,
by sddreaslng
J. M. WIN8LOW, Mndertaker,
Mo 178 Haraziae street. New
Orleans,ean have
carefully and properiv attenoed to on
the mo.-t rmsonable terms. M..
Winslow was for°*tl>i4 8ate' aad can give
satisfactory helcr-

'by buynesi
enVel!

The fWsnds can have the bodies
carefnlly tak en np
and enclosed (wit lout
removing -tom the original
eoffln I ih Wood or Metallic Burial
warded to New Tork by gov. rnmentCasej,
steamer,
octn asm

CAPI SIC POND HOUSEj

txoopied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A. 11. and 2.30

THREE MILES PROM PORTLAND.

P. M.

Leave Boston tor Portland' at 7.30 A. H. and 2.30

The public areTPspeotfully informed tba’
[it Is the intention or the Proprietor that
udthis House shall be kept a first-class road
t l House.
-hs choicest Sappers served
Oot. 19—8m
GEO. W. MURCH.

P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. U. and

6.00 P. M.

These trains will take and leave passengers at way

stations.

Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHA*E, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.
oc31 edtf
and

PAINT

rOBMKRLY

OIL.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

IT

ufcter,

WILLIAMS.

Hotel for Sale.

augBeodBm.

CLIFFORD,

soccissoaa to

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has been refurnished and Is
open for the reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the oomfort of guests
eW~Tha Cars

from Portland every half hour.
WINSLOW & THAYER.
Westbrook, Oot. 10- dtf

BRADLEY'S
—

IN

EGGS,

LARD/
Ac.

LIME STREET,
PORTLAND, MIC.
dtf

AYE b.'s

PHOTOGRAPH

novSdtf

HOTEL]

—

This House is situated directly opposite
Grand Trunk Railroad Depot, and head
Boston and Portland Steamers’ Wharf.
Connected with this House is a first class

farther information apply to
C. M. DAVIS,
117 Commercial 8t.
Nov 16,1864 -edtf

of

J.

on the non forfeiting ten year plan
all the other UEual orm$.
man who will apply to Life Jnconsiderate
Every
suranee the same principles that would guide him in
other
investments, or in the management or
making
his own business, will assuredly investigate the adthe
Mu*ual r enejit System, us lliu travantages cf
ted in toe history of this Company, before insuring
his lift in any other. By neglecting to do so he will
probably pay from 10 to 25 dollars on every S100 as
the price of his failure to inlbrm himself.
Remember the Dividends are SO per cent. The
first one is paid you just four years from ths dale
a Dividend is paid you bvbby year
qf your
ihereaf.er, while the Undivided Surplus from wnich
all dividends are made is nearly *1,000,000 larger
than that of any other Company ia America.
Reliable information in reierenee to all the companies will bo freely gi79n at this office, from Commissioners Reports tor successive years.
as

well

Jtbe

Oyster and Dining Ha l.
JES BRADLEY, Jr., & CO,y,a Proprietors.
Bradley, Jr.
fl. Bradley.

Tv “«

S. G.

guests.

for Sale.
ohinge his plaoe
Shop. Furnf

STABLING,

and all the usual eonvonienees ef
ar- amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1884.

u e

took is new ana eimplete In all its
departments. Thi stand is r ne ot the best in Portland, being suited to Family end Country "1 ra e_
Apply at 143 Congress street.
cet24
>

ROOMS,

Middle at.,
PORTLAND.

a

popular hotel

l'r uBlees, in
Company,s ibmic the

TblE
iia affairs

family who can give good
ulars spply by real name to

^Portland, Nov.4,1864.

a

references.
Box No. 17,

small

j

A

TuPi.
|E

suites, over Stores Nos.
(|.(E“®a:,BinAieor
162 and
F|E>*
164 Exchange Street,
the

national House.
"4 dtt

Apply

on

Interopposite
tho premises to
L. BROWN.

STORE

OUT

j r-.Woad for Sale.

of Pine Wood
eight
the stump
AC at Graves
Hill, Westbrook, will be sold ah
acres

on

a

bargain.

Enquire of FRANCIS B. HAN80N, at Geo. H
Babcock’s, FeSersl Strset, or of ASA HANSON,
head of Berlin
oet6

dtf

rati Billiard Table, with marble bed:
AFIBST
also two sets ivory balls and
of voints, end
a so.

everything pertaining ts a well furnished table.
Will be, sold on liberal terms. Apply to

'aepiai'dtr*6
SPECIAL NOTICE.

.A,

may obtain inf >rraation in regard to
friends supposed to bo In Hospita’s at or near
Washing ton. by adoressing
Aoanr Inn.
o vx..
U. a. CtriiNas tom., Washington, V. C.

ANT

special good to

_A.

To Let. *
now occupied by ns.
Possession given
immediately.
Also, a Front Office in Hanson Block.
J»«8 dtf
H. J. L1BBEV A CO.

one

Any inquiries regarding

friends at

or

nsar

City

Point, Va. may be addressed
H C. Houohtok, Agent, Ind. Relief Dep*..
V. S. Christian (om City Point, fa.
Prompt answers will be tiven to ail inquiries directed ns above.
THO i. R. HA TAN,
Chairman Army Com., P. p. M. C. A.
nov6d?m

Surgeon,

FROM

*

eedtf

TWO story House and Lot, sltnated on' Po tland street, with Stable and other outbuildic gs.
Also two adjoining lots containing about
eight

*To

Company,

confonnity

to

Office

them.
Hours—8 to 12;

OJt 'C

2 to 6, 7 to 10.
123 Cumberland Street, near STitmot.

Oot 22-dtf

THB 9SKAT

statement oi

8,106.651 04
1,082,967 48

Losses paid during the same period,
Returns oi Premiums a .d Ex pet see,

The Company has the fol’owing assets, viz:
United States and Siateof New York
Utook.City, Bank and other Stocks, 83,492,631 80
Loans secured by Stocks and other-’
1,460 700 00
wise,
Real Estate and Bond land Mortgages
198,780 00
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on
and
other
and
Bonds
Mortgages
Loans, sundry botes, re-insuranee
and other elsfms do the Company,
ostimated at
104,914 51
8 278,676 63
Premium Motes end Bills, Receivable
744,818 E8
Ca bin Bank,
89 266,466 82
Total amount of Assets!
S'x per seat, inte est on the outstanding oertifl
eates of profits w;U be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal representatives, on and after Tuesday,
the 2d of February next.
ARer re-e-ving Three and One half Million Dollars
of profits, toe optstendmg eertiiioates of the Issue ol
1662 wul be redeemed and psid to the holders thereof, or their legal representatives, on and after Tuesday, the Second of February iext, trom which d»te
all inter, * thereon will oease. The eertiiioates to be
producedthe time cf payment, and cartel ed.
A Dividend pf Forty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of -be Company, tor the year
ecdi"g3lst December, lor3, for which eenlfieater
will be issued, cn and after Tuesday, the Fifth ol
April next.
lseer,
The profits of the
tained from the 1st of Ju'y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1868, fWawhch Cer814 328 830
tificate* were Issued, amount to
Afici tonal from 1st Jan., 1868, to lit

816,958,880

Total profits 'or gif years,
Certificate* previous to 1862 have
been redeemed by oath,

Maine.

Taustiita’i Ornoz,
I
Augusta, uc 27 1864. |
IN Conformity with a re*oive of the Legislature
JL approved March 19, 1864. authorizing a loan el
tthree million dollars, proposals will b-received at
the twenty-first
this office until 8vo o'clock I'. M
day of November next lor a loan or four hundred
tboasand dollare, being the balaacaof said Iota
nasoH, reimbursable in twenty-five year* Ibr which
bonds of the a rate will be Issued in snim of five hundred dollars, and on# thousand dollsts. bearing Interest ar the rate ofaix per neat, yearly, and pay.
able semi annually
Tbs bonds will be towed dated Jane 1. 1864, and
delivered December 1, with coupon*attached for
the semi-annual mt-rcst, payable. Loth principal
and interest, at the Suffolk Hunk, Boston.
The money on said Joan will I o received at ibis
office, Suffolk Bank. Poston, Or rlthfr of t?« banks
in Bangor, Portland. Bath or Kccklano.
IHrraoua deshroas ot taking t ho loan, or any part of
it, not less than live hundrel dollars, are requested
to send their proposals to tro Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying the un-cunt and terms. No
bids reeeivi d less than psr
Those persons whose proposals may be accented
v
will be Immediately notified.
HA I HAN DANK. Treasurer.
a..
O,
Oet 29—dtncv21

CONFOUND

JL

soldier*

the latter,

or nearest
in Southern
on

of kin, dependent on
Prison*, can obtaiu Day

application

‘°Nov. 3—6weo<LdAw

In

0,

by letter,
»•

M*.

RESTORED.
C»tarrh has defied tbe skill of pbyptOKoenUirte,
*B* *nd
surgeons. No medical work con*
Pr“"'W» 4*1 will eradicate it. Nothi.g
Or. Qoodale s
raye
Remedy will break It up, rad"
tbe
oally

destroying
prinoiple of the disease, and
precluding the possibility of relapse
Its Marching
°.1C‘.,irrhof,c*n w‘llwtand
e**r effoidtd such
K"e/In'S-*
immcd
ate relief, orjttve such universal salielactlon.
It
penetrates to the yery

wat of thia terrible disand extermiaatee it, root and
branch, fotever.

ease

[Erom the Commercial Advertiser, New york l
Hay, Jlote, and Periodic Catarrh Dr. H Goodale’a catarrh Remedy, ana mode of treatment
not
only affords tee greatest relief in every vaiiety of
Catarrh, but it extinguishes the dl ea-e forever in
all Its types and stages. Every one speaks well of it.
[From Jobs L. Beebeo, New London, Ct.J
Afisert. / orton t Co.
Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale’a Catarrh Remedy yon sent me has cure I me of tbe Catarrh of ten
I gave a lew doaos of it to three of
years standing.
—

(
my neighbors, and they say it haa cured them
have now half a bo.tie left and would not token
thousand dollars for it If I could not procura more.
Dr Uoodale has surely discovered the true earns o
Catarrh, and an unfailing remedy to cure It.
Yours truly,
Jr UK L Bunns.
New London, Conn., Juno », U63.

Price SI. Bend a stomp for Dr. R. Goednle's New
Pamphlet on Catarrh—its perfect mode oi treatment
and rapid cure.
Dr. R. GOuOALE’8 Office and
Depot, 76 Bleaker
street, one door west ot Broadway. New York.
NORTON A Co., Bole Agents. U. U. HAY. Agent
for Portland.
JuueS. 1863
JuneS*diy

FROM

unfailing

BOOTS, BABB

ABU LBAVBS

To tho-:e who have tria d with their constitution
until they think themselves beyond the retch tf
medic il aid, we woaldtay. Dttpaxr not! t to CHEROKEE CU RE will restore you to health and rigor,
and af.e: alt quack doctors hive fa led.
For frill particulars gat a circular from any Dreg
the country, qr write (he Proprietors, wbo
will mail free to any one desiring the tame a frill
treatise In pamphlet form.

store in

Price, S3 per bottle, or three bottles for 9b,
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.

earnings remaining with the
1st Jan., 1864.
85,168,670
By order of the Board.
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Saoretary.

Net

Company on

TRUSTEES!
Dav'd Lane,
James Bryee,
Wa Sturgis, Jr.,
H. K. Bogcrt,
A. A. Low,

ffm. E Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos (Jsillerd Jr.,
J. Henry Bnrgy,
Cornelias Grinnell,
C A. Hand,
Watts Sherocaa,

DM. W. M. MERW1N A CO
SOf-B

FBOFRiaiOBS,
No. £9 Liberty 8t„ Hew York.

DB, J. B. HUGHES
OAK Bl VOfJID 4T BIB

PRIVATE MEDICAL

ROOMS,

ho
be consulted privately, and with
the utmost eoundence by the afflicted, at ail
WHERE
can

from 8 a n.to9pn
Dr. H. addresses those wbo are suffering under the
sfflietion of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
Devoting bis cl tire time to ihatpa,tioular branch ol
the icedloal profession, he feels warranted in Go»kabtbribo A COBB ib ALL CaBBS, whether or long
standing or reoentiy pontracted, entirely removing
the dregs ol disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PbRMANbR T CUBS.
He would oall the attention of the afflicted to the
Act of his longstanding and will earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suohours

daily, and

ience in the hands or

Ho. 160 Tore street, head of hong Wharf,

PORTLAND, MM.
Junt8 w2wfceod toJsn2»
—

INTERNATIONAL

Company

1

$1,000,000.

GEORUE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

regularly

educated

Co.

Son, Hkrsky,

Flktoiikr A
John Lynch A Co.

The undersigned having been appointed Audit
and AnonniT tor this
ia now prepared
te issue Policies on insui able Property at currant
>
ates.
tr Portland Office, 186 Fore Street.

Company,

MUNGEB, Agent.

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.
Company will issue Policies to be free after
the payment of sin, eight or ten Premiums nt
the option uf the iainred, and at rate# as low as any
other Company
The issue of Free Policies renders
it at leas equal if not superior to the participation
Coirpun cs.

THIS

•
Ofhca No. 101 Middle Street.
CHARLES BOLDEN, Proa.
EDWARD SHAW, S.cy.
Ftb 16—dftwtf

SHhK FOB AX

To Wood Dealers andLumbermen.

SECOND STAGE Of BEE INAL WEAKNESS.
of
'"J
J^ JTy‘L"h0uCri“>?t
WT**tol.*».» P*»in

dcircd for cargoes of the folPROPOSALS
Canadian Pcplowing voojs,via:—White
lm.
or

Hemlocs, Basw.ed, or American Lindtn, Beach.
Yellow Birch, and While or Red Elm and Whi e
Spruce—a 1 to be sound and merchant abls.
Offer, may ba mada’o ruraiah by the cord, or In
the log of 8 or 11 or 11 feet long, from 6 inches in d.*°> ie» upward. >0 ba deliveTed on
navigable water
for vessels drawing when leaded Bine feet
Par la
please state tbe kind ef wood, ted the ame'u. t thev
«o dauver lor
shipment,
and[when it wul oe delivered 'here, and the lowest
P"’
orlo0° feet'“

4a

tLySutaTto

addrte?rUKr I>*rtio:ar,'or **nding proposal,,phase
_

anglS d8m

B. BUFFUM,
A“«r*e»» Wood Paper Company,

pVev.donie, R

Copartnership

I.

,h?

a

daaarlptloa

•KP»°P»«hta remedies will

immtdiately
all oorreapaadm.se strictly eonldential
be

and will
rrtumea if desired.
DR. J. B. HDGHES,
Address,
No. I. Temple St., [corner of Mladic) Tortland.
W Send Stamp lor circular.

Electic Medical
DR
nted

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly nvitrs ail Ladies who
medical
to
rooms. Mo. 6

a
call at his
adviser,
will find arranged lor
their espeoial accommodation.
Dr. H ’a Kleclic Renovating Medicines art nmivalail
ed in effieaoy and superior virtue in
Female Irregularities. Thtir action is speeitJc and
certain or producing relief in a ehort time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions af<er a>i other n meaies have teen tiiediu
in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the belli h, and may bo laxen
with perfect safety at all rimes.
8ent to any part of the
directions
DR- BUGBE8.
byaddre'S’ng
Street, oorner ef
Mo. 5

Temple Street. which they

regulating

nothing

Notice.

undersigned have this dev formed
copartTHE•ersbip
under thti
and style of FL1MG 4
a

same

WHI

hi

be forvAraed

and

arlaarr organ.
oonsmlt the Dr

manner a

10,000 CortU Wood uil Logs W anted.

ITEJaORK,

and have taken tbe store formerly
occupied by Hen y Fli >%. No. 91 Commercial street,
where they inrenri doings Commission and Wholesale business in Teas, Tobacco, W. I. Goods, Groceries and FrovisiosiS.
HENRY FLItfG.
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
dtf
Portland, July 8,18e4.

Omen, Portland, \

AToy. 6th, 1864.
J
account of change of time of tbe Western
Railroad, for the Winter arrangement*, tbe
western malls, on and tf/er Not. 7th, will does at
this office at 1 j o’dock P. x.
novMflw
4, J. POLE, P. X.

ON

_

CLASSES. 1.
14.000 yard* of Sky Blue Kersey, ell wool, free from
hair. 64 lucuss wide, to weigh 22 ounces to the

yard, (lu<*igo

Middle, Portland.

Temple

N.

B.-Ladies desiri ng may comult one of th?ir
A ladj of experience In oonstant
attendJatJ dhw y

“"Delated themselTS. for
*nd w,n DOntinne the

t“"Tr-

""—.oonim.

“""iSSSt.

dyed)

yard,

CLASS NO. 2.
6.000 yards o! 6-4 Dark Blue Plsnnel for orersacka,
•1' woo (indigo wool-dyed), 64 inches wide, to
weigh 18 ounces p»r y.rd
18,COO urd. ot 3-4 Dark Blue Flannel, for shirts, all
umo!(iidlro wooi-dyed) 37 inches wide, to
weigh 64 ounces cor yard
1,200 Gray Blankets, all wool, to weigh fonr pounds
each, to be 7 leot long and 6 f.et wide, and
tree from grease
7,600 pairs of Woollen Books, three sizes, properly
madp pf good
wool, withdou ie and
twisted yarn, to we gh three pounds per dozen
pairs. tree frsm crease.
CLASS NO. 8.
7,600 yards Whi'e L atm for pacts, 80 inches wide,
to welgh 13ounces per yatd
11.000 yard. White Linen fur shirts, 80 lnobsa wlds,
to weigh 11 ounc
p. r ysrd
17.000 yards Canton Flannel fo- drawers, 27 inehs*
wide, to weigh 7 ouuocs per yard
4,300 yards Cotton Ticking for bedsseki.
QLA8S NO. A
1.000 Uniform Cap-, complete (excipt pompon*)
red
wo a.ed, ball shaped, 6 Inches
1,200 Pompons,
in circumference
4.660 ratline Pape (with covers), to bemad* of bias
doth, iad to wool-dyed
1,400 Stocks.
CLASS NO. I.
600 gross Coat Bnttons (Eagle)
260 gross-tacket Button (Bpgje)
100 gross Vest Buttons (Eagl )
1.000 paira Yellow Metal Crescents and Scale S'rapa
150 seta Epaulet Bullion for sergeants and cor-

porals

1,400

sets Epaulet Bullion for privates
75 Red worsted Spvhes
6.000 yards Yellow Binding
4.000 yards of Bed Cord
100 Swords for serge .ats
50 Swords for musicians
40 Drums (tenor), oomplete
10 Dium Slings
loo Batter Drum Heads
100 Scare Drum Heads
100 Drum Cords
50 sets ef Drum Snares
30 Boxwood “B" Fifes
80 pairs Drum Sticks.
CLASS NO. 6.
10.000 Army Boots (infantry pattern).
CLASS MO, 7.
1,200 Cartridge Bexsa without magtslne
Scabbards
wlta frogs attached
1,800 Bayonet
1,700 cerouasioa Cup Pouches
1,200 Cartridge Box Belts
1,*0 Waist belts
1,'00 Wul-t Plates
160 Sword Frogs
CldASS KO. 8.

(1,100 Tin Magazines fol oartridgs boxes,
•ample.

ft!

set

CLASS HO. 9.

1,400 Knapaaoks
800 Haversack*
600 Canteen,
(00 Moaket Slings.
CLASS NO. 10.

making

CLASS HO. U.
trimming the following articles,

and

Watch coats.
Uniform coats for sergeants, sorporals, mustclans, and privates;
Fatigue Coats for ae rgeants, corporals, mail••s'

and

privates.

Woolen Pants for sergeants, corporals, most,
dar, and pihratss;
Liuea Paais lor aurgaaaU, oorpoiala, tasiclans and private;
Flaansl shirts,
Lima Shirts.
Drawers.
Fiaaaei Saaks,
BcdaadB.ae Jaok«t<for boys,
The above-meat toaed an cle, mast
osafasm. 4m mU
rajxcti, toth- sealed sladad pa it vena, la the offlee of the Qo»
-master Maria.
Corps. Marias Barrseka, WatoiogO u, D. C,j Aaasstau;
QaatsarmaelrP*r LMOBptacc street. Philsdrinhm0***4 »'
fc-rtae Stations, Brooklyn, Hew

*^,*'1“,',.

FiF*

ZZlSXT*
A«« »ho»ovar

u‘-~'*-*-•

•*«

t*. articles aimed shoe., er say
cortioa of them, shall beconeiOend as ant
Italy eoaform Is g to sample they ni l bs
r*Jec'ed. sad tho
W *,«8»<* *• foralsh o bead tbs reqatra d kind at oae, or the Qenriermaste a ill sapP*r the drdataner at the sap. ee of the contractor,
.rhrmsat will he made mea the maeped-eltiery
of the whole quaqri y which may from t me to time
bo ordered, mlthcldlwg tea pee eaat. from toe t it*
meat of a count rtaderrd under 4rat older aatil
•ec'Bd order la Hied, and ten per cent. Item scaoaat rendered aa ere. cond order aalii third older
ie Ailed, and eo until c ntract is ccmp'eled.
Bach proposal mast be scoomf allied I* tbe follow-

(ng guaranty |

FOKM OF UUAKAHTY.
The undersigned.
of—. In the State of
and-, In the State of-, hereby gnarranty
that in oese the foregoing bid of-lor suppli s,
as above described, be accepted, he or they will,
within ten days alter the receipt of the oontraot at
the post oflloa named, execute tha oontraot for tha
same, with good and somcient auri'les; and in ra.a
the said-shall Ml to inter into contract as
aforesaid we gunrranty to.make
goed the dlffcreroe
hotneon the offer ol tho said -1 and that
which
may bo aoccptsd.
A. B Uuarantcr,
C' D *
E. F„ Witness.
Uuar,nt^.-.
I hereby certify that tha
above named
*“d
‘bIe ‘
1'r0peHy’
—-

—

go^Wtnh'.lrT«^ntyn

J “u‘k*

byp~^.b^e,,p^;.,Werc<,
publish
a.t!^yip*prr’

°u,tn

I-

»<1>>>orizca to
the above will
P*p*r ooothtning I he lirst insertinn to tho

rdf? for examination.
Pl<c* "f husiress.
-J^,bi<la‘r'8 oust
be
once

•MMjlishnmt.
fo

or msnnfoe aring
in the pro-

sp.cilically stated

Proposals be endorsed on the envelope -Propo.or Snpplies for Marine
Corps tor ifloi •• and ad-

sals

dressed

Io

Ma,or WM. B SLACK,
Quartermaster Marine Corps,

Washington.

Hovldl.w4.

own sex.
ance.

Dentistry.

wool

6.000 yards Dark BlueKe'sav. all wool, free front
hair. 64 nohee wide, to weigh2? ounoes to tha
yard, (Indigo wool-d ad)
>,600 yards Dark Blue Twilled Cloth, all wool tor
uniform ooats (iucigo wool dyed), 64 lnchee
wide, to weigh '« onuses per yard.
160 varus oi tcarlat Cioib, all wool (sochlnealdyed), 64 itches wide, to weigh 16 uuncea ter

Complexion.

^*rT***" palace! cate In tach esses,
?,***.
*’d
ruatoratlon
the

maj

required.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPMBIENCE.

There era many mao at th* age or thirty who art
troubled with tad Itoaitul rraaeaUoB* from th*
bladder, often ssoampaakd by a slight smarting or
burning srasatloa, and Weak suing las system In a
manner the patient cannot account for. tin exam aiagaringn dgpostraa ropy atiHmunt will often ba
foaad, aad sometime. small part kiss of semes or
albamea will appear or the color will be of a this
mi klsh hue, again changing to a dark and tarbid
ED pern-anas
Tfceru aro many men who ok of this
dMcalty, Iguotant cf th* eaase, whkh Is th*

M 0.
Wamusotox, October 27, 18«4.

_

r*

KIDDLKAHED MEN.

Supplies.

QdABTBBMASTKB'8 C7B1CB, U. 8

ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

You g man troubled with eml-aioaa in
sleep, a
complaint gen rally the re pit of a pud habit in
youth, tr.utad soieutifloaUy, and a peridot care warranted or no charge mad*.
Hardly a day paa.es bat wt are aoasaltad by oa*
or mar* young man with the abor* dieruta. seme of
whom era a* weak tad emaciated aa though
they
hid the cansumptlop, and
by thtir friends sappos d
to hare It. All tochcaet yield to the proper aad
only oorreot Otars# of treatment and la a short time
at* mads to rcjolos ia pertec. health.

lor

®BALED PROPOSALS lor each class »eparately
will be received at tbii office unul 2 o'clock P M
of Ue 2d day of December neat, fer f.r n.r bin* to
the I'B'ted Statei Manne Corps, during the year
18--6, tbs following iu -pl er to to aellvered at the of"oo of the Aacieiaet Quartermaster of the Corps,
Philadelphia, rennet Ivar.ia, free ol evpcace to the
United statue. >n inch quantities as
from time
to time he

The Fains and Aches, and Lassitadeaad Nemus
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Hurometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly "Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty

_

»»tr«iC0

physi-

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
Ail who bar* committed aa a'pets of any kind,
It be the solitary rice of vouth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in muturer years.

and

Portland Board of References

JOHN W.

a

cian, who.-e preiar.tory btuuies fl A him lor all I he
duties he must ttulflil; ye theoouuiry is flooded wiib
poor nostrums and cure-alls, pnrpor leg to be the
best in the world, which are not only uncle*', but always injuriou'. Till uulortunate should be fartic
Utah in selecting his physician, si it is a laments' ie
yet ineontrovertable feet, that, many syphilitic
are made miserable with ruiuedoinatitutioua
patten's
by maltreatment from inexperienced phys clans in
general practice; for it is a peint generally conceded
by the beet syphilographers, that the study and m. aagement of these eomplaints should engross t: e
whole lime of those who would bi competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. Tbe inexperienced general pitetitfober, having neither op.
portunity nor time to make hipisel. acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursues one system ol
treatment, in most eases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and cang.rous weapon, Mcroury.

whether

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vloe President.

John B. Blow* A
U. J. Lot t uo.

Stieef.

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person ipust know
that remedies handed oat lor general use ahou d
have their efficacy established by well tested expi r-

iy Application* forwarded and Oran Potions
procured Dy
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,

CASH CAPITAL

No. 5 Temple

oess.

Royal Phelps,
Caleb Btratow,
K. E. Morgan,
AP.t illot.
B.J. Howland,
M.
Leroy
BerJ Babeook,
Wl'ley,
Daniel S. Miller,
Fletcher Westray,
S.T. Nlcotl.
R. B Mlntnrn.Jr.,
Joshua J Henry,
G. W. Burnham,
t eo. G. Hob-on,
Fred. Channeey.
James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, Pres'den*.
CHARLES DENM8, Vioe President,
W. H. H. MOORE,2d Vioe Preeideat.

Insurance

an o

Bold by sllre'pectablo druggists everywhere.

11,890,210

Proposals

oure

feb8 eodtwly

sepST eodAeoafim

attests, supplying agents.

for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nootornal Emissions, and all diaeaact
caused by self-polution; lush as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimhass of
Vision, Premature old ags. Weak Nerves, Difficult/
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakelhlness, Eruption*
on the Faoe, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the diro&l complaints caused by departing from the path of natu e.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which we can rely, at it has been uses in cur
preotloe for many yea's, and, with theuamds treated,
it has not fhllel in a aiigle ins an.e. Its curative
powers hive been stffioient to gain viito.y ever tbe
miitstubbon oase.
An

The

Pobt

Pay or Prisoners.
rnHE wive,

UBDICINS

INDIAN

2.680,0

January, 1864,

are

Loan to the State of

"

the sense of taste and smell

ct a wafer, and as suitable for
the infant in tbe erad’e as a paten: or three seore years tnd
ten. Orators and nil who overtax the vocal organs receive
instant relief by their use. Bold by all Drngglata.
Prepared by E 41. Skin.vita, Chemist, 27 Trcmont
street, notion. U.U HA Y, oor Kr.e end Middle

•

810,006.061 17
Total amouLt of Marine Premiums,
Mo po.ic.es have bee” Issued upon Life
Bisks; nor upon Fire Bisks disconnected with Marine Risks.
Premiums marked off trom 1st Jan.,
87,697,666 56
1883, to klst Deoember, 1868,

the Head!

Syringing of

SKINNER S PCLMONALES
relieve Coughs,
Colds, Uoarsenees Lossot voice
Bronchitis
Lassitude, Thirst,
end every symptom o the met
slag s ot Pulmonary Conn molt on. They are white, in lorm

Cure!

Cherokee

the Charter of the

following

avertsconsnmptior.

immediately

*'

the 31st December, 1363;
Premiums received on Marine Bisks,
f om 1st January, 18.3, to 81st De88 214,898 93
cember, 1868.
Premiums on policies not marked off*
1st January, 1868,
1,706,668 24

mohUaodtf

London, has opened an Office at No. 123
Cumberland Street, near Wilmot street, where
haoaikbeeohsalteo daily, from 8 to 12 noon, and
from 2 to S r. x, and 7to 10 o'clock, upon all diseases of the human system.
Those laboring under
any disease will do well to
consult Dr. (1, as his practical experience and long
Curriculum in College, make him folly competent
to gives correct decision, and prescribe suitably.
(^"Consultation Fee S2 00.
Invetei ate and other cases which the Dr. omnot
cure, he will iust strictly honest, Informing the patient that he can do nothing to restore health—be
will not take money when he cannot do the sick
good
Those who are In the first stages of Consumption
should give the Dr a call, who no doubt will be of

For pirt.cPortland P.

SI

and

Ho Violent

No. 6t» Liberty St., New York.

on

OOLUINTG,
Physician

in the

a

It Cares Catarrh and

rxorBiBTOxi.

SOL*

June S, 1864.—dtf.

To be Let.
of

reoe'pt of the

on

DR. W. R. MERtVIV h Ce„

NEW YOKE, Jancakv 28, 1884.

■

genteel, modern built house
HALF
upper pert of the city. Will be let to

bottle.or

Boll by draggiate everywhere.

Portland, Me.

Mutual Insurance

Augusta,

and f-nr miles from Togns Spring, has
been refurnished,, and is open for the reception of
company and permanent'boarders.
Every attention will be given to the comfort of

Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh

ATLANTIC

W The public are specially Informed that the
spscious, convenient and well-known BiLuwin
House, in the centre of Hallowell, two miles from

and one-half miles from Portland and the
finest situation in Cape Elisabeth for a waI---Itering place and summer boarders. For
particular enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf

per

price.

WM, K. WARREN, President.

DENNIS, Proprietor.

or

bottles for S5.

Sent by Express to an; addicts

Of Few fork, Office 11* Broadway.

BEW FUBBITUEE & FIXTUBEB!

FOR SALE.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two

The

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, tl
three

Ceutrai Offio? No. 80 Exchange St.,

Sept 17—dtf

R E O P E N K D !

Well

birch, beecb, tamarao and bass wood to any amount
H. T. MACHIN, Portland
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb25 eodtf

Ac

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, $2 per bottle,
three hot lea for B6.

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

It Cures

It C ares Catarrh in all its types and stages

“*“*

CHEROKEE INJECTION ia intended a* an ally
or azaisjal to the CUcROKKE REMEDY, ard
heuid be naei In oz>njunct!ou with that medicine ii
all caaea ot Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Albut or Whiles,
Ita tff,o a fe healing. soothing and dzmuleeiit; se
moving all fealdiag, h.'tt, chordee and pvla, instead
of the burniag and almeet unendurable pain that is
experienced with marly Blithe cheap quack injections.

For full p art 'col prs get a pamphlet trom aay dru,
•torein the country, or writs at end we wjlm.ll
free to say a Idles, a iu'l troa'iw.

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt,

JunelMdm_

_

undersigned wishing to
THE
of rtsidencs. will sell his
Stick.

eiae,

By tho use of tie CHEROKEE REMEDY rnd
CHEROKEE INJECTION-the two medicines at
the same time -all improper discharge', are reiroved
and the weakened organa era speedily restored t)
foil vigor and atrengzh.

as in

ARE block of land, of about 73,000 acres
ot wood land,
ASQU
the south side of th9 river St
HALLOWELL HOUSE Fire
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoseded bv two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill

Billiard Table for Sale.

Merchants,

llama. Beans, Dried Apples,

181

O* TH*

American and European Flans.
Cor. of Commercial & India Sts.

For

Wharf.

Commission
AND DSALEHS

septM

$8,400,000.00

l»fil»B

house,

Irom

THE

Apotliertiry Shop

paid for claims by death ex-

John

iaSWknown

FOR SALE,

sites.

nts

ceeds

P. A. Bargons.
R W. Weston,

TH*

The public are respeotfully informed
this spacious, convenient and well
1
Hon8e’ fl lusted at

A

western half of house N o. 47 Pleasant 8t,
with lot SlbyllOfe't. House in goo 1 order,
with 10 finished rooms, plenty of soft and hard water. Terms easy; possession given on 80 days notice.

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CO.

a

$2,350,000.00,

CjaSxathat

„*•«..q-,c.pasafc,

• A 8 COMMMMOJAL WHAK», BOSTON.

Boston, A&g. 27,1884.

NO.

$1,807,650.17.
Thi, surplus is nearly $1,000,000.00 larger than
that of any other Lila Company in the United Stale,
and #1,61)0,000 larger than any other, with two exoeptions.
Parties now insuring In this Company participate
in the benefits of this large and increasing surplus.
Thia Company haa paid to the assured in Dividend,

D. Jones,
Charles Dmnis,
W. B. H Moore,
Tboa. Tilesion,
Henry Colt,
W. C. Vickersplli,
L wis Cnrtis,
Chas. H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,

AS

He-opentd with New Furniture & Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

The “Caledonian House,’’ situated on
Green Street, with a front on the street of
86 feet, and running through to Canton St.,
together with the buildings and lot on eastJ_erly side of Canton Street. Also the stable
aDd 46 by 100 on the westerlv side of Green Street.
The lots contains about 11,000 feet; all the unoccupied lan d is susceptable to i mprovemen * s. The buildmgs are in good order, and now rent for 8600 per
annum.
For terms inquire of

AND MUCH CHEAPEN.
is used in the same manner as Linseed
Oil,
dries quickly and very hara, can be used with
eli colors, and possesses decided
lor all
advantages
work on manufacturing
establishments, depots,
cars, engines, all kinds ol iron work, for roots, and
wherever, waiter proof paUt Is required. Bor all
kinds of ship work, exposed to salt
It is sup8rior to any other.
Address orders to

BUTTER.

KNOWN

McClellan

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,

CHEESE,

"Competed

amo

BOOTH, BUKI ABU LXAVX*.
CHEROKEE REMEDY, tho groat Indian Dluetio
all distascs of the Urinary Organa, »ueh aa InOOntlnenee ot the Urine, Inflamltion odbe
Kidney,,
Stone in the Bladder, Strict*'*, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, aad ia eapeoially reoonameuded in thzae
cases of Fluor Albut, (or Whitzs in Eemaiea.
It la prepared in a highly concentrated farm, the
doao only being from one to two teeapoonlni. three
times per day.
It is diorotie and a'teraiive in ita action; pari ying
and, levering toe blood, oanalng it to flew in a‘1 ita
original purity and v gor; thna removing (tom the
■yatem all pernioioaa earner which hare inineed diaeuree

does tuts.
Its assets on the 31st of December last, as shown
bv the New York insurance Commissioners’ Report,
premiwere sufficient to provide for Its
"
um reserve," the payment of 11 All its dividends
and every other )i*bi.ity, contingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net surplus of

while the total

INJECTION.

OOKBOUBD MOM

hare been for eeveral years. Declared annually, and paid after TWO YKABB.
A dividend is declared and paid upon baoh and
■VKBT payment made, whether the party is living or
not. 1/*o other Company in the Untied States

and

REMEDY,

HOOSOVTBUTMSIT IA

The Acme of Perfection!

CHEROKEE

Cent,

per

Fifty

Company

now

are

FOREST ATEtftJE HOUSE

For Sale.

MILLOOHAU'S

Produce

QREENOUGRfc MORSE,
20 Market Square

HOTELS.

any.

Freight trains leave Portland

—.

Company,

W 1N TER

or

DAMFOBTH A

or

Sept 6—dfcwtf

RAILROAD.

Notice.

CRAFTS ft

Lost.

from the pasture ol Mr. Francis Roberts. Westbrook, last month, a three year old
gray Colt, small size; whoever will return him nr
give Information where he may be fonud, will be
suitably rewarded, by calling at No. 89 Spring 8t.
FRANCIS E EMERY.
Portland, July 18,1864—dtf.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

SnHnd‘spruce*^

We would tender our gratefhl thanks to our former
patrons, and cheerfully recommend them to oonUnue
their patronage at the old stand.
Oct. 1,1864.
DRAKE A DAVIS.

PATENT

ON

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

PORTLAND,

The Annual Dividends ot this

on

day sold

our

Central wharf, or around the Grand Trank
Depot and yarc: a Calf Skin Wallet containing a considerable sum of money, and papers of no
value to any one bnt the looser. Th* finder will be
rewarded aa above on returning the same to No. 8
Central Wharf, or 73 Brackett street.
Portland, Ang 31,1864.
augSIdtf

For Sale.

A Card.
this
HAVINCi
quished

The 110 P. M. train from Portland oonnects at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad lor
Bangor, Ac., arriving same evening.
Stages leave Bath ior Rockland at 9 A. M. and 3
P. M.
Stages leaves Augusta for Belfast at4P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6.10 P. M. for Anson,
Solon, Ac.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad,can be procurred in Boston at'the Eastern, or Boston and Maine stations.
B. H. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.

▲■O

a

S'.HHi ltEW AHll.

Remed;, CATARRH

Special

A

ASM

DR. R. GOODM.E S

at last.

Cherokee

OFFICE OF THE

SITUATION an Salesman bj a young man of
experience. Satisfactory references. Apply.
Jieita, Box 606, Post Office, Portland?
ootl&uf

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

0.

$600,000.0

Wanted.

nor7

DiaiovAoan

It, own history after 20 years' experience if the
best evidence of lu superior management, and of the
ailord. to these who Insu.e
great advantages it
attention it asked to the following facts:

ON

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding £60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and naid for at the rate
of one passenger fbr every £600 additional value.

A

mo«t eucce^slul of all Life Awurauoe Comhas now a net aooumol&tion of over

THISpanie,

policy;

Wanted.

at 6.60 A. M.

7

CATAHhhF

ID LOSS OOCOHT BOB

Policies issued

at E. B. LEMONT'S Carriage Feetorv, Preble Street, Portland.
Bov 10—dlw*

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

for ono week i', at this office.

STONE Martin Collar, on Willow street, between the Commercial House and Middle
street. Toe finder will be .u tably rewarded by returning it to the Commercia. House.
novU d8L*

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Canada.

Portland, Nov. 7,1864.

Incorporated 1844. Charter Perpetual

SjTi

Passengers for stations on the Androsooggin Ballroad will change cars at Brut swick.

NOTICE.

Commercial

89

Invited to an examination of some of the most im
portent new inventions of the age; five of which
have never before b en int.odus.d in the New En.land .States. A rare opportunity is here offered for
enterprising men with small or large capital. CirE. CHAPMAN, JB-,
culars sent iree,
229 Congress sc
novl6d2w

I

e,7

1st, 1864,
"■wmmnn °n acrt after
will leave as follows, until further notice:
Leave Saco River for Portland, as 8 30 and 9.49
A. M„ and 3.40 P. H.
Loave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. H. and
2.00 and 6 80 P. M.
The 2.00 P.M. train ont and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

iaj£??Sa8!!ra-U3

Good lews tor the Unfortunate.

oan

WOODBDKY,

__

Ot. JOtiD.

steamers

k

Wanted Immediately.
\ EN who w'sh to engage in a legitimate business,
wbiob
parties have made irrm s6 to 826 a
lu in
day by a small investment of from 3100 to *200, are

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

E’i /ft?

BENEFIT

MEDICAL--"

on

street, Portland, or on board barque 3. L. Bryant,
Boston.
P. 8—Wo are informed his mother and slater left
Baltimore and eame north when the reofiUion broke
out—may be in this vicinity.
COFFIN k WOODBUBY.
Nov 16—dlw*

W. 3-)- LITTLE, Agent.
Passages tor California, by the Old Line Hail

Steamers and Panama Railroad, may be secured by
early application at this cilice.
may2bd&wtf

offloer

ss

_

New England Screw Steamship Co

~MITTUAL

Wanted.

m

THE

West.Hortk Weat and South Wat,

every

00

*8

cants jjraore for

Will, until further notioe,

sdBSw

*

v

Montreal,

aud*lor-

FRUIT
WIN3S,
Made Without Fermentation.

Every Evening.

Lewiston and

CROCKETT ft NEVENS,

Bluckmer’s Concentrated

mere,, Satinets. ell wool Shirting. Under
Drawers, Del-alna, 8hirtlng, LiSens. Table
Embosed ai wool Table Covers, Sontam Hood.'
ucirfc, Neck-Tits, Hoop Skirte, Cotton and Linen’
Threads.
At so. A Large Lot of Silver-Plated Ware, Table
and Pocket cutlery, Trunks, Values, Ac.

City,

1864,/rom
M,
Hotel kept by W. A Ball, Kebbrbpbk, WednesNov.
day,
80, 1864, from 11 A. M.to 2} P.M.

(took of

camishirt, end

I

Forest

9 A. M. to 4 P.

tbe terminus of Hanover street, the place of beginning, then and there proceed to view and lay ont
said new street.
AH persons interes'ed will take notice and govern
themselves acc r.lngly.
Given under our hands this 12th day of Nov. a.'

novHdtd

Cotuletleg of tbo following. »!*:—Doeskin,

rwinv

THE STEAMERS

Biddefard Borne, Biddkford, Tuesday. Nov

And'he Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying ont new streets, in pursuance of
an order of tbe City Council, passed on the
tenthday
of November, will meet for sard purpose oa
Monday.
the21st day of mov at 8 o’clock in the afternoon, at

GOODS,

Auction Sales

Portland and Boston Line.

Saco Scute, Saco, Monday, Nov. 28, 1864, from 10
A. if. to 4 F. id,

hereby given,

Cotton,

0. C. EATOST, Agent.

f

Walter

1864.

and

A, Revenue for the first Collection District ol
M„ine, hereby give notice to all persons concerned,
that I have received for collection, the assessment
lilt committed to me by the Assessor thet eof, in accordance with the provisions of a Joint Resolution
imnosing a spioial income duty, passed by the Cenress of the Uni ed States ana
approved July 4th,
864, and tti»t 1 will in person or by deputy, atiend
to oolleciing and receiving said income duties, asscssed’and payable within the county of Cumberland,
in said dlstriot, at my office, irem the 10th day of
November, 1864, to the 2d day of December, 1864,
boi h da, s inolasive; that I will, in like manner atattend to collecting and receiving said duties asessed and payable within the
connty of York, in said
District, at the following designated times and
places, to wit: at the

that it ia the intention
cf the Pity council to lay oat a new street, or
for
the
use
of
the city,—beginning attbe
publieway
pro ent terminal of Hanover street and continuin °
to Konnebock street:

NOTICE

Monday

IMPORTANT TO

Information
Charles

MEDICAL.

Billings shipped
first
hoard barque 8. L. Bryant, in Augustand died
Mb.
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Havana, Oot. 7th. His effects
be had by ap-

oars

bays dtf

f

It would seem et if our shippers
ought to have ss
much regard lor the interest of their own trier,(In
and neighbors at for their Cubsn consignees; more
ask 'or whet is mani
especially as the former
festlyOust and right. But if they prefer to cooperate with the la ter tor the purpose of
exacting onerous terms and Inflicting a positive injary upon the
the form.r, it is very mnoh to be regretted, bat canmrer be submitted to.

d.

No. 80

Exchange Street,
Formerly occupied by Stewurt A Hero*, a
DRY AND FANCY

Thurdays.

_

Thos H note
8 M Martin,
B J Willard,
T P Bibber,
Henry C Small,

Samuel 8

be fold at the

Auction Room of C. E.

Littlefield,
Geo W Littleflald,
D H Atherton,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

have taken the store “formerly occupied by !
B. F. Brook,” BTo 69J Spring street, where they intend oanying on the retail business of

every

Portland
Boston.
Through 'ickets procured of the Agents and Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight received till 4 o’clock P. M. Mondays aid

First Collection Diitrlet of Etata of Maine.
Vo, 22 Exchange Street.

if Bandall,

£ L

Merry man,
A » Webber,
L) naan 8 Clerk,
Micah bampson,
Bona A Siurtivaat,
Aston A Bale,
8-epben C Munsey,
Jonathan in Knapp,
J S Winslow,
Wm Y Ford,
McGllvery, By an A Dai is
George Burnham A Bon, Littlejohn A Chase,
Chandler Barnes,
O M Biokerson,
Thos T Lorlng
Joseph H White,
Bieh

Returning, wiil have St. John

Thursday, at 8 o’clock A. M., for Eastport,

and

enue.

Daniel O Davis,
William Anderson,
Isaac C Park,
peter Graff.m,
Joseph Hill,
John! Palmer,
Miibni Merry man,
DavidMr (a mon,
John WCr out her,
Ot as Kinney, -^3,
Joshua Slrout,

Connor,
Alv.nHeai,
Hollis St. Clair,
G Timmons,
Henry
Wm H Ayers
Chas flyer,
Dyer A Pieros
Andrew J Chase,

tions.

Office of Collector of Internal Rev-

Pinkham,
Aj Petttngill
J C York,

Thomas

BROOK & HERSEY,

JUST

James L Howe,
C C Da'll y,*
Chist pher Kilby,
J N La deabrook,
£A Marwck,

I P

Stephenson *'Co.,

--

Joshua Poland,

Thomas Means,
James Bain,
Wm E Boyd,
Chas Merrill,
Geo W Davis,
Samuel G Davis,
Edward Hall,
Chas T Smith,
James H Lee,
Gregory Crorton,

Albert Chase,
Samuel Bound*.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.
ii
_I
Afye* On and after Mon-fay, March 28th,
steamer
NEW
superior
s-ft-g ing
d^-tbe
^^""S^^BRUhaWlCK, Capt. E B. Wi«ohes'er, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot rf Mate
(treet, every Monday, at 6 o’clock V. M., and the
steamer NEW E ULaND,
Capt. E. Field, every
Thursday, at 5 o’clock P. M., for Eastport and St.
Jehn.N. B connecting at Eastport with Bt am. r
f°r Robbinston, St A udrews and ba sis, ud
with $ta<?e coaches for M chlas, a&d at St John
with steamers for Frederiekton, and with steamer
Emperor for Digby, Windier «iu nalifax, and with
the E. f N. A. Railroad for Sbodiaoand all way sta-

only

copaii-

a

nne

slip

Having been attaohed to the office of the Second EG Willard.
Comptroller or the Treasury for fifteen years, and
Cashing,
being familiar with the details of the workings 01 | Emery
Chas B Varney,
different Departments, especial attention will be
octroyed; also to the settlement 01 tlieeccounlt ol
disbursing agents, more particularly sabsisence accounts and the oolieotion of claims for
Bounty, Ar
rears of Bay, Prise Money, Pensions, and all other
claims before the Departments.
Reference*.

drew up

Pobtlskd, N vemher 7,1864.
The undeisigned, Shipowners, Brokers, Matierand M matters of vessels, hereby agree and
pledge
themselves eaoh to ihe other, not to ohsrier iheli
ve eels for the lslano oi Cuba, upon any other terms
than to dell, er their cargoes alongside the verae.
there, lies of Hglterage. excepting long lumbei
wh'oh is to td ashore by the
orew and thai
no charter shall be made on private teims, under
a
forltitureo one thousand Collars.which is to be paid
by the party breaking this agreement, to the other
sign trs then or. And the chairman ol ibis meeting
is Hereby authorized to institute all
necessary legal
proceedings u> Ooilect the same.
John £ Donnell,
Thomas L Libbey,
David Keazer,
Kotert M York,
Bus eel Lewis,
Jam,e H Hutchinson,
Prank Minten,
Samuel Cote,
buf.s Cushman,
George Haekoil,
W W Harris,
IB Varney,
Wgg Woodbury,
Chas. H tzaske 1,
Kaodall A Woodbury,

Eastport, Calais & St. John.

to

H. ehase

WmSenter,

to

ou, lu

room* Ol

H L Davis-,
AdamaA fork,
Charles Pokes,
L D Cole,
Horton Stover,
Chas P Ingraham,

So. 188 I St., between Twentieth and TwentyPint Strutt,

given

paities

seli-preietvaiiou r.quired of them, accoidingly they
held a meeting ou the 7th ins.., at the
counting-

a

Steamship Company.

manly a suing, as

have prevented our sn.ppere iioin yielding to the demaua u Cabin Houses, un li
they baa conlsrieu
withowneitof vesuris cr their agents and made
seme saiitfaetvy arrangements with them.
As noulng ol the .on was
done, the owners, masters and brokets ft It c,ll9d upon to protect their ow.
interest and esteblbh aeon teiins as jn«t ce and

this vote to

International

?wriSdi?.4TU5OAXi>at4I’

gone on Eatfslsoiorhy until within a tew days, when
aumegentLm n Horn Cuba woo are lutere.-t-d Id
the lighterage ana cargot a and consignment ot car-

■

F. SC.

A

Haws,
J. B. Winslow.
Chas.Lii I John
Chas. H. Chare,
A. D. Whidden.
Portland, Sept. 1, ISM.

it wcuia seem mat lair pity am
well a. tne mutual uependei.ee ol

viz:—Peruvian,

The splendid and fast Steamships

subjeei.

Plates of all Sites Re-Set.

One of tne following flr-t-class
steamers of this Line,
IT albernla, Nortn Amwioan, Jura.Bt-l■ Mltmwihvian. Nova
Scotian, Moravian, Daxvbby Satobdat
masour, win sail from Quebec
via
Londonderry.
Mobkixu, for Liverpool
Also tne steamers St. David, St. Geobob, St.
Axdbbw, St. Patbick. Di-monthly trom Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepai i and return tioktti issued at
reduced rates. For passage epply to H. f A. ALJ. L. FaHMs.R,
LAN, Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exohinge Street, Portland.
mayldti
^

‘ho citizens of Portland are
IX U well known thatin the cnba trade,
lhey exlaruoiy lnteiestei
not mo.esaooks Ac to that island
if
port
our
and
m
country,
rnrduruimthan any other soy

Hare purchased the Stock or

Wholesale and

-ASU-

insurance,

WANTS,LOST,FOUND

Montreal Ocean Steamship Op, i — REDUCED ~RATEST

Ship Ownefa,

S hipping [Merchants 1

BAILEY & NOYES

Room

to

RAHiROAM <

STEAMBOATS,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boarding.

PLEASANT unfurrished front Chamber. saltable for a Gentleman and Wl-si and nleaaaat
rooms for thr««or lour raDtJeai s, bsj ft# found m
Ooi29-2w*
61 (TMfisztABD Stuuit.

A

Boar#.
A FEW First Class Gsatfomaa hoarders oaa ha
^
LV accommodated with hoard at
Octn-JwH > aaa hraawi

